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READINGS, VOLUME I 
MAN IN THE LIGHT OF HISTORY AND RELIGION 

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

One reason for the vitality of the "Man" Course has been its 
openness to change. Each addition to the personnel of the 
teaching staff, new interpretations of the past arising from 
current scholarship, new emphases and concerns arising from 
problems of contemporary man, serve to freshen and revitalize the 
content of the · course, indeed, making mandatory a completely new 
edition of our syllabus every three to five years. We have, in 
fact, had twelve editions in thirty-seven years. 

Equally characteristic of the "Man" Course, however, has 
been its retention of those features of the course which have 
continuing validity. Of chief importance among these , features 
has been the alternation between the lecture method and 
discussion method of teaching, allowing for the rapid 
communication of information and interpretation by lecture, and 
the penetration in detail into the thought of significant leaders 
in the periods we study by discussion. From the beginning we 
have believed it better to enter into conversation with some of 
the . "great thinkers" of the world via their own words rather than 
to talk at second-hand about what other persons have thought 
about them. We have always had an adamant determination to lead 
our students to the primary sources. 

Multiple copies of many different books containing assigned 
readings have from the beginning been in our library "Man" 
reserve shelves (e.g. The Gilgamesh Epic). Some of these are 
also for sale in the college bookstore for those students who 
wish to own their own copy. 

In our concern to lead our students to the primary sources 
we have discovered that discussion was enhanced if students could 
bring personal copies of the source material to their colloquium 
sections, and that understanding was increased if wide margins on 
the page made possible extensive notations by the students. 
Experimenting first in the Ninth Edition (1967) with a few 
mimeographed materials added to the Syllabus, we published a 
separate volume of readings in 1973 which was extended to two 
volumes of readings in 1975. 

In 1981 the "Man" Course, traditionally a twelve-hour 
Freshman course, was extended to two years, with half of the 
course covered in the Freshman year and half in the Sophomore 
year. This volume of readings serves the needs of the first year 
of the course. 

Special thanks is due to Mr. Perry Dement, Student 
Assistant to the "Man" Staff, who has spent many hours helping to 
prepare this edition. 

Fred W. Neal, and the Man Course Staff 



READINGS, VOLUME I 
MAN IN THE LIGHT OF HISTORY AND RELIGION 

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 
(Revised 1981, 1984) 

Interdisciplinary teaching is by nature a community 
experience, and we are ever mindful, as we make our revisions, of 
the many ways we are indebted to our companions on the teaching 
staff who have, in their own distinctive ways, contributed to the 
effectiveness of the course. And as we enter our fifth decade of 
"Man" we applaud those pioneers who "dreamed dreams and saw 
visions" of what the study of the liberating arts could mean for 
persons of the contemporary world and started us on an experience 
that has been so exciting and fruitful. 

Most notable among the changes in this rev~s~on of our 
Readings Book, Volume I, is the addition of several source 
readings which accompany assignments in the new Freshman 
Syllabus, designed last year. Among these added readings are: 
The Apology of Plato; and selections from the Physics, Poetics, 
and Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle, from the First Book of 
Maccabees, from the New Testament for parallel study or--the 
synopt~c gospels, from the works of Eutropius, Livy and Cicero, 
and from Vercors, The Murder of the Missing Link. We also have a 
more recent translation of Augustine's Confessions. 

We are grateful to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for 
their grant to the college for interdisciplinary programs, which 
has funded two successive summers' work on updating the 
structure, content and the publications of Man in the Lifht of 
History and Religion as well as establishing--rnteraiScip inary 
workshops-for the professional development of the teaching staff. 

Our thanks also go to Miss Kathryn Murphy, our student 
assistant. Efficient, indefatigable, cooperative and unceasingly 
pleasant to work with, she has been an indispensable member of 
the team. 

Fred W. Neal 
James W. Jobes 
Douglas W. Hatfield 
Elaine E. Whitaker 
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. PLATO 

THE APOLOGY OF SOCRATES 

[The historical Socrates was in fact tried and 
convicted on such charges as are described in Plato's 
Apology, and he would undoubtedly have made a speech at his 
trial. However, it is quite possible that Plato, in his 
account of the trial, takes dramatic and philosophical 
liberties. The reader would do well to concentrate on 
understanding Socrates the Platonic character, without 
worrying about just how far that character corresponds to 
the historical Socrates. 

The translation may give a misleading impression of 
monotheism in Plato: 

.a. The use of capital "G" in "God" is interpretive-
there was no distinction between upper and lower 
case letters in the Greek of Plato's day. 

b. The translation often uses "God" where "the god" 
would be at least as appropriate. And note that 
many times "the god" refers in the context 
of the Apology to Apollo, the god in charge of 
the Delphic oracle and thus the god from whom 
SocratE!S gets his "missio_n .• "] 

Socrates' Opening Statem,ent 
and 

His Defense against the "Older Charges" 

How you, 0 Athenians, have been affected by my 
accusers~ I cannot tell; but I know that they almost made 
me forget who I was--so persuasiv~ly did they speak; and 
yet they have hardly uttered a word of truth. But of the 
many falsehoods told by them, there -was one which quite 
amazed me--l mean when they said that you should be upon 
your guard and not allow yourselves to be deceived by the 
force of my eloquence. To say this, when they were certain 
to be detected as soon as I opened my lips and proved myself 
to be anything but a great speaker, did indeed appear to me 
most shameless--unless by the force of eloquence they mean 
the force of truth; for if such is their meaning, I admit 
that I am eloquent. But in how different a way from theirs! 
Well, as I was saying, th~y have sca~cely spoken the truth 

III - 3 - 1 
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at all; but from me you shall hear the whole truth: not, 
however, delivered after their manner in a set oration duly 
ornamented with words and phrases. No by heaven! but I 
shall use the words and arguments which occur to me at the 
moment; fo r I am confident in the justice of my cause: at 
my time o f life I ought not to be appearing before you, 0 
men of At hens, in the character of a juvenile orator--let no 
one expect i t of me. And I must beg of you to grant me a 
favour. If I defend myself in my accustomed manner, and you 
hear me using the words which I have been in the habit of 
using in the agora, at the tables of the money-changers, or 
anywhere else, I would ask you not to be surprised, and not 
to interrup t me on this account. For I am more than seventy 
years of age, and appearing now for the first time in a 
court of law, I am quite a stranger to the language of the 
place; and therefore I would have you regard me as if I 
were really a stranger, whom you would excuse if he spoke tn 
his native tongue, and after the fashion of his country. Am 
I making an unfair request of you? Never mind the manner, 
which may or may .not be good; but think only of the truth 
of my word s , and give heed to· that: let the speaker speak 
truly and the j udge decide justly. 

And firs t , I have to . reply to the older charges and to 
my first accusers, and then I will go on ~o the later ones. 
[The "lat er charges," which are the charges on which 
Socrates is actually being tried, are on III-3-7. First, he 
will defend himself against a view of him that is 
widespread, and especially against . the picture of him that 
had been presented in Aristophanes' comedy, The Clouds.] For 
of old I have had many accusers, who have accused me falsely 
to you during many years; and I am more afraid of them than 
of Anytus and his associates, who are dangerous, too, in 
their own way. But far more dangerous are the others, who 
began when you were children, and took possession of your 
minds with their falsehoods, telling of one Socrates, a wise 
man, who speculated about the heaven above, and searched 
into the earth beneath, and made the worse appear the better 
cause. The disseminators of this tale are the accusers whom 
I dread; for their hearers are apt to fancy that such 
enquirers do not believe in the existence of the gods. And 
they are many, and their charges against me are of ancient 
date, and they were made by them in the days when you wer.e 
more impressible than you are now--i.n childhood, or it may 
have been in youth--and the cause when heard went by 
default, for there was none to answer • . And hardest of all, 
I do not know and cannot tell the names of my accusers; 
unless in the ·chance case of a Comic poet. All who from 
envy and malice have persuaded you--some of them having 
first convinced themselves--all this class of men . are most 
difficult to deal with; for I cannot have them up here, and 
cross-examine them, and therefore I must simply fight with 
shadows in my own defence, and argue when there is no one 
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who answers. I will ask you then to assume with me, as I 
was saying, that my opponents are of two kinds; one recent, 
~he other ancient: and I hope that you will see the 
propriety of my answering the latter first, for these 
accusations you heard long before the others, and much 
oftener. 

Well, then, I must make my defence, and endeavor to 
clear away in a short time, a slander which has lasted a 
long time. May I succeed, if to succeed be for my good and 
yours, or likely to avail me in my cause! The task is not 
an easy one; I quite understand the nature of it. And so 
l~aving the event with God, in ob~dience to the law I will 
now make my defence. 

1 will begin at the beginning, and ask what is the 
accusation which has given rise to the slander of me, and in 
fact has encouraged Meletus to prefer this charge against 
me. Well, what do the slanderers say? They shall be my 
prosecutors, and I will sum up their words in an affidavit: 
'Socrates is an evil-doer, and a curious person, who 
searches into things under the earth and in heaven, and he 
makes the worse appear the better cause; and he teaches the 
aforesaid doctrines to others.' Such is the nature of the 
accusation: it is just what you have yourselves seen in the 
comedy of Aristophanes, who has introduced a man whom he 
calls Socrates, going about and saying that he walks in air, 
and talking a deal of nonsense concerning matters of which I 
do not pretend to know either much or little--not that 1 
mean to speak disparagingly of any one who is a student of 
natural philosophy. I should be very sorry if Meletus could 
bring so grave a charge against me. But the simple truth 
is, 0 Athenians, that I have nothing to do with physical 
speculations. Very many of those here present are witnesses 
to the truth of this, and to them I appeal. Speak then, you 
who have heard me, and tell your neighbours whether any of 
you have ever known me hold forth in few words or in many 
upon such matters •••• You hear their answer. And from 
what they say of this part of the charge you will be able to 
judge of the truth of the rest. 

As little foundation is there for the report that 1 am 
a teacher, and take money; this accusation has no more 
truth in it than the other. Although, if a man were really 
able to instruct mankind, to receive money for giving 
instruction would, in my opinion, be an honour to him. 
There is Gorgias of Leontium, and Prodicus of Ceos, and 
Hippias of Elis, who go the round of the cities, and are 
able to persuade the young men to leave their own citizens 
by whom they might be taught for nothing, and come to them 
whom they not only pay, but are thankful if they may be 
allowed to pay them. Ther~ is at this time a Parian 
philosopher residing in Athens, of whom I have heard; and I 
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came to hear of him in this way:--I came across a man who 
has spent a world of money on the Sophists, Callias, the son 
of Hipponicus, and knowing that he had sons, I asked him: 
'Callias,' I said, 'if your two sons were foals or calves, 
there would be no difficulty in finding some one to p~t over 
them; we should hire a trainer of horses, or a farmer 
probably, who would improve and perfect them in their own 
proper virtue and excellence; but as they are human beings, 
whom are you thinking of placing over them? Is there any 
one who understands human a~d political virtue? You must 
have thought about the matter, for you have sons; is there · 
any one?' 'There is,' he said. 'Who is he?' said I; 'and 
of what country? and what does he charge?' 'Evenus · the 
Parian,' he replied; 'he is the man, and his charge is five 
minae.' Happy is Evenus, I said to myself, if he really has 
this wisdom, and teaches at such a moderate charge. Had I 
the same, I should have been very proud and conceited; but 
the truth is that I have no knowledge of the kind. 

I dare say, Athenians, that some one among you will 
reply, 'Yes, Socrates, but what is the origin of these 
accusations which are brought against you; there must have · 
been something strange which you have been doing? !11 these 
rumours and this talk about you would never have arisen if 
you had been like other men: tell us, . then, what is the . 
cause of them, for we should be sorry to judge hastily of 
you.' Now I regard this as a fair challenge, and I will 
endeavour to explain to .you the reason why I am called wise 
and have such an evil fame. Please to attend then. And 
although some of you may think that I am joking, I declare 
that I will tell you the entire truth. Men of Athens, · this 
reputation of mine has come of a certain sort of wisdom 
which I possess. If you ask me what kind of -wisdom, I 
reply, wisdom such as may perhaps be attained by :man, for to 
that extent I am inclined to believe that I am wise; . 
whereas the persons pf whom I was speaking have a -superhuman 
wisdom, which I may fail to describe, because I have -it not 
myself; and he who says that I have, speaks falsely, and is 
taking away my charact~r. · And here, 0 men of Athens, I must 
beg you not to interrupt me, ~ven if I seem to say something 
extravagant. For the word which I will speak is not mine. 
I will refer you to a witness who is worthy of credit; that 
witness shall be the God of Delphi--he will tell you about 
my wisdom; if I have any, and of what sort it · is. You must 
have known Chaerephon; . he was early a friend of mine, and · 
also a friend of yours, for he shared in the recent exile of 
the people, and returned with you. Well, Chaerephon, as you 
know, was · very impetuous in all his .doings, and he went to 
Delphi and boldly asked the oracle to tell him whether-~as I 
was saying, I must beg you not to interrupt--he asked the . 
oracle to tell him whether . any one was wiser than I was, and 
the Pythian prophetess · answered, that there was no man 
wiser. Chaerephon is dead himself; but his brotl:ler, who is 
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in court, will confirm the truth of what I am saying. 

Why do I mention this? Because I am going to explain 
to you why I have such an evil name. When I heard the 
answer, I said to myself, What can the god mean? and what 
is the interpretation of his riddle? for I know that I have 
no wisdom, small or great. What then can he mean when he 
says that I am the wisest of men? And yet he is a god, and 
cannot lie; that would be against his nature. After long 
consideration, I thought of a method of trying the question. 
I reflected that if I could only find a man wiser than 
myself, then I might go to the god with a refutation in my 
hand. I should say to him, 'Here is a man who is wiser than 
I am; but you said that I was the wisest.' Accordingly I 
went to one who had the reputation of wisdom, and observed 
him--his name I need not mention; he was a politician whom 
I selected for examination--and the result was as follows: 
When I began to talk with him, I could not help thinking 
that he was not really wise, although he was thought wise by 
many, and still wiser by himself; and thereupon I tried to 
explain to him that he thought himself wise, but was not 
really wise; and the consequence was that he hated me, and 
his enmity was shared by several who were present and heard 
me. So I left him, saying to myself, as I went away: Well, 
although I do not suppose that either of us knows anything 
really beautiful and good, I am better off than he is, for 
he knows nothing, and thinks that he knows; I neither know 
nor think that I know. In this latter particular, then, I 
seem to have slightly the advantage of him. Then I went to 
another who had still higher pretensions to wisdom, and my 
conclusion was exactly the same. Whereupon I made another 
enemy of him, and of many others besides him. 

Then I went to one man after another, being not 
unconscious of the enmity which I provoked, and I lamented 
and feared this: But necessity was laid upon me--the word 
of God, I thought, ought to be considered first. And I said 
to myself, Go I must to all who appear to know, and find out 
the meaning of the oracle. And I swear to you, Athenians, 
by the dog I swear-- for I must tell you the truth--the 
result of my mission was just this: I found that the men 
most in repute were all but the most foolish; and that 
others less esteemed were really wiser and better. I will 
tell you the tale of my wanderings and of the 'Herculean' 
labours, as I may call them, which I endured only to find at 
last the oracle irrefutable. After the politicians, I went 
to the poets; tragic, dithyrambic, and all sorts. And 
there, I said to myself, you will be instantly detected; 
now you will find out that you are more ignorant than they 
are. Accordingly, I took them some of the most elaborate 
passages in their own writings, and asked what was the 
meaning of them--thinking that they would teach me 
something. Will you believe me? I am almost ashamed to 
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confess the truth, but I must say that there is hardly a 
person present who would not have talked better about their 
poetry than they did themselves. Then I knew that not by 
wisdom do poets write poetry, but by a sort of genius and 
inspiration; they are like diviners or soothsayers who also 
say many fine things, but do not understand the meaning of 
them. The poets appeared to me to be much in the same case; 
and I further observ~d that upon the strength of their 
poetry they believed themselves to be the wisest of men in 
other things in which they were not wise. So I departed, 
conceiving myself to be superior to them for the same reason 
that I was superior to the politicians. 

At last I went to the artisans, for I was conscious 
that I knew nothing at ~11, as I may say, and I was sure 
that they knew many fine things; and here I was not 
mistaken, for they did know many things of which I was 
ignorant, and in this they certainly were wiser than I was. 
But I observed that even ihe good artisans fell into the 
same error as the poets; because they were good workmen 
they thought that they also knew ~ill sorts of high matters, 
and this defect in them overshadowed their wisdom. And 
therefore I asked myself on behalf of the oracle, whether I 
would like to b~ as I was, neither having their knowledge 
nor their ignorance, or like them in both; and I made 
answer to myself and to the oracle that I was better off as 
I was. 

This inquisition has led to my having many enemies of 
the worst and most dangerous kind, and has given occasion 
also to many calumnies. And I am called wise, for my 
hearers always imagine that I myself possess the wisdom 
which I find want~ng in others: but the truth is, 0 ·men .. of 
Athens, that God only is wise; and by his answer he intends 
to show that the wisdom of men is worth little or nothing; 
he is not speaking of Socr~tes, he is only using my name by 
way of illustration, as if he · said, He, 0 men, is the 
wisest, who, like Socrates, knows that his wisdom is in 
truth worth nothing. And so I go about the world, obedient 
to the god, and search and make enquiry into the wisdo~ ·of 
any one, whether citizen or stranger, who appears to be 
wise; and if he is not ~ise, then in vindication 6f the 
oracle I show him that he is not wise; and my occupation 
quite absorbs me; and I h~~e no time to give either to any 
public matter of interest or to any concern of my own, but I 
am in utter poverty by reason of my devotion to the god. 

There is another thing: young men of the richer 
classes, who have not much to do, come about me of their own 
accord; they like to hear the pretenders examined, and . they 
often imitate me, and proceed to examine others; there ate 
plenty of persons, as they quickly discover, who think that 
they know somet'hing, . but really k-now little or nothing; and 
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then those who are examined by them instead of being angry 
with themselves are angry with me. This confounded 
Socrates, they say; this villainous misleader of 
youth!--and then if somebody asks them, Why, what evil does 
he practise or teach? they do not know, and cannot tell; 
but in order that they may not appear to be at a loss, they 
repeat the ready-made charges which are used against all 
philosophers about teaching things up in the clouds and 
under the earth, and having no gods, and making the worse 
appear the better cause; for they do not like to confess 
that their pretence of knowledge has been detected--which is 
the truth. And as they are numerous and ambitious and 
energetic, and are drawn up in battle array and have 
persuasive tongues, they have filled your ears with their 
lo~d and inveterate calumnies. And this is the reason why 
my three accusers, Meletus and Anytus and Lycon, have set 
upon me; Meletus, who has a quarrel with me on behalf of 
the poets; Anytus, on behalf of the craftsmen and 
politicians; Lycon, on behalf of the rhetoricians: and as 
I said at the beginning, I cannot expect to get rid of such 
a mass of calumny all in a moment. And this, 0 men of 
Athens, is the truth and the whole truth. I have concealed 
nothing. I have dissembled nothing. And yet, I know that 
my plainness of speech makes them hate me, and what is their 
hatred but a proof that I am speaking the truth? Hence has 
arisen the prejudice against me; and this is the reason of 
it, as you will find out either in this or in any future 
enquiry. 

Statement of the "Later" (Actual) Charges 

I have said enough in my defence against the first 
class of my accusers; I turn to the second class. They are 
headed by Meletus, that good man and true lover of his 
country, as he calls himself. Against these, too, I must 
try to make a defence. Let their affidavit be read. It 
contains something of this kind: It says that Socrates is a 
doer of evil, who corrupts the youth; and who does not 
believe in the gods of the state, but has other new 
divinities of his own. Such is the charge; and now let us 
examine the particular counts. He says that I am a doer of 
evil, and corrupt the youth; but I say, 0 men of Athens, 
that Meletus is a doer of evil, in that he pretends to be in 
earnest when he is only in jest, and is so eager to bring 
men to trial from a pretended zeal and interest about 
matters in which he really never had the smallest interest. 
And the truth of this I will endeavour to prove to you. 

Exchange with Meletus, One of His Accusers 

Come hither, Meletus, and let me ask a question of you. 
You think a great deal about the improvement of youth? 
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Yes, I do. 

Tell the judges, then, who is their improver; for you 
must know, as you have taken the pains to discover their 
corrupter, and are citing and accusing me before them. 
Speak, then, and tell the judges who their improver is. 
Observe, Meletus, that you are silent, and have nothing to 
say. But is not this rather disgraceful, and a very 
considerable proof of what I was saying, that you have no 
interest in the matter? Speak up, friend, and tell us who 
their improver is. 

The laws. 

But that, my good sir, is not my meaning . I want to 
know who the person is, who, in t he first place, knows the 
laws. 

The judges, Socrat·es, who are present in court. 

What, do you mean to say , Meletus, that they are able 
to instruct and improve youth? 

Certainly they are. 

What, all of them, or some only and not others? 

All of them. 

By the goddess Hera, that 
plenty of improvers, then. 
audience--do they improve them? 

is good 
And what 

news! There are 
do you say of the 

Yes, they do. 

And the senators? 

Yes, the sertators improve them. 

But perhaps the members of the assembly 
themr-or do they too improve them? 

corrupt 

They improve them. 

Then every Athenian improves and 
with the exception of myself; and 
corrupter? Is that what you affirm? 

That is what I stoutly affirm. 

elevates them; 
I alone am 

·all 
their 

I am very unfortunate if you are right. But suppose I 
ask you a question: How about horses? Does one man do them 
harm and all the world good? Is not the exact opposite the 
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truth? One man is able to do them good, or at least not 
many--the trainer of horses, that is to say, does them good, 
and others who have to do with them rather injure them? Is 
not that true, Meletus, of horses, or of any other animals? 
Most assuredly it is; whether you and Anytus say yes or no. 
Happy indeed would be the condition of youth if they had one 
corrupter only, and all the rest of the world were their 
improvers. B~t you, Meletus, have sufficiently shown that 
you never had a thought about the young: your carelessness 
is seen in your not caring about the very things which you 
bring against me. 

And now, Meletus, I will ask you another question--by 
Zeus I will: Which is better, to live among bad citizens, 
or among good ones? Answer, friend, I say; the question is 
one which may be easily answered. Do not the good do their 
neighbours good, and the bad do them evil? 

Certainly. 

And is there any one who would rather be injured than 
benefited by those who live with him? Answer, my good 
friend, the law requires you to answer--does any one like to 
be injured? 

Certainly not. 

And when you accuse me of corrupting and deteriorating 
the youth, do you allege that I corrupt them intentionally 
or unintentionally? 

Intentionally, I say. 

But you have just admitted that the good do their 
neighbours good, and evil do them evil. Now, is that a 
truth which your superior wisdom has recognized thus early 
in life, and am I, at my age, in such darkness and ignorance 
as not to know that if a man with whom I have to live is 
corrupted by me, I am very likely to be harmed by him; and 
yet I corrupt him, and intentionally, too--so you say, 
although neither I nor any other human being is ever likely 
to be convinced by you. But either I do not corrupt them, 
or I corrupt them unintentionally; and on either view of 
the case you lie. If my offence is unintentional, the law 
has no cognizance of unintentional offences: you ought to 
have taken me privately, and warned and admonished me; for 
if I had been better advised, I should have left off doing 
what I only did unintentionally--no doubt I should; but you 
would have nothing to say to me and refused to teach me. 
And now you bring me up in this court, which is a place not 
of instruction, but of punishment. 
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It will be ve r y c l ear to you, Athenians, as I was 
saying, that Meletus has no care at all, great or small, 
about the matte r. But still I shoul d like to know, Meletus, 
in what I am affirmed to corrupt the yo-ung. I suppose you 
mean, as I infer from your indictment, that I teach them not 
to acknowledge t he gods which t he state acknowledges, but 
some other new divinities or spi r itua l agencies in their 
stead. These a re the lessons by which I corrupt the youth, 
as you say. 

Yes, that I say emphati ca l l y. 

Then , by the gods , Me l etus, of whom we are speaking, 
tell me and the cour t , in s omewhat plainer terms, what you 
mean! f or I do no t a s ye t understand whether you -affirm 
that I t each ot her men to acknowledge some gods, and 
therefor e that I do be l ieve in gods, and am not an entire 
atheist--thi s you do not lay to my charge--but only you say 
that they a re not · the same gods which the city 
recognizes- - t he charge is t hat they are different gods. Or, 
do you mean that I am an atheist simply, and a teacher of 
atheism? 

I mean t he l atte r-- that you are a complete atheist. 

What an extraordinary statement! Why do you think so, 
Meletus? Do you mean that I do not believe in the godhead 
of the sun or moon, like other men? 

I assure you, judges, that he does not: 
that the sun is stone, and the· moon earth. 

for he says 

Friend Meletus, you think that you are accusing 
Anaxagoras: and you have but a bad opinion of the judges, 
if you fancy them illiterate to such a degree as not to know 
that these doctrines are found in the books of Anaxagoras 
the Clazomenian, which are full of them. And so, forsooth, 
the youth are said to be - taught them by Socrates, when there 
are not unfrequently exhib{tions of them at the theatre 

- (price of admission one drachma at the most); and they 
might pay t heir money, and laugh at Socrates if he pretends 
to father these extraordinary views. And so, Meletus, you 
really think that I do not believe in any god? 

I swear by Zetis that y~u bel ieve absolutely in none at 
all. 

Nobody wil l believe you , Me l etus, and I am pretty sure 
that you do not believe yourself. I cannot help thinking, 
men of Athens, that Meletus is reckless and impudent, and 
that he has written this indictment in a spirit of mere 
wantonness and youthful bravado. Has he not compounded a 
riddle, thinking to try me? He said to himself: I shall 
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see whether the wise Socrates will discover my facetious 
contradiction, or whether I shall be able to deceive him and 
the rest of them. For he certainly does appear to me to 
contradict himself in the indictment as much as if he said 
that Socrates is guilty of not believing in the gods, and 
yet of believing in the~-but this is not like a person who 
is in earnest. 

I should like you, 0 men of Athens, to join me in 
examining what I conceive to be his inconsistency; and do 
you, Meletus, answer. And I must remind the audience of my 
request that they would not make a disturbance if I speak in 
my accustomed manner: 

Did ever man, Meletus, believe in the existence of 
human things, and not of human beings? ••• I wish, men of 
Athens, that he would answer, and not be always trying to 
get up an interruption. Did ever any man believe in 
horsemanship, and not in horses? or in flute-playing, and 
not in flute-players? No, my friend; I will answer to you 
and to the court, as you refuse to answer for yourself. 
There is no man who ever did. But now please to answer the 
next question: Can a man believe in spiritual and divine 
agencies, and not in spirits or demigods? 

He cannot. 

How lucky I am to have extracted that answer, by the 
assistance of the court! But then you swear in the 
indictment that I teach and believe in divine or spiritual 
agencies (new or old, no matt~r for that); at any rate, I 
believe in spiritual agencies--so you say and swear in the 
affidavit; and yet if I believe in divine beings, how can I 
help believing in spirits or demigods? Must I not? To be 
sure I must; and therefore I may assume that your silence 
gives consent. Now what are spirits or demigods? are they 
not either gods or the sons of gods? 

Certainly they are. 

But this is what I call the facetious riddle invented 
by you: the demigods or spirits are gods, and you say first 
that I do not believe in gods, and then again that I do 
believe in gods; that is, if I believe in demigods. For if 
the demigods are the illegitimate sons of gods, whether by 
the nymphs or by any other mothers, of whom they are said to 
be the sons--what human beings will ever believe that there 
are no gods if they are the .sons of gods? You might as well 
affirm the existence of mules, and deny that of horses and 
asses. Such nonsense, Meletus, could only have been 
intended by you to make trial of me. You have put this into 
the indictment because you had nothing real of which to 
accuse me. But no one who has a particle of understanding 
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will ever be convinced by you that the same men can believe 
in divine and superhuman things, and yet not believe that 
there are gods and demigods and heroes. 

Socrates' Further Explanation 
of 

His Past and Present Conduct 

I have said enough in answer to the charge of Meletus: 
any elaborate defence is unnecessary; but I know only too 
well how many are the enmities which I have incurred, and 
this is what will be my destruction if I am destroyed--not 
Meletus, nor yet Anytus, but the envy and detraction of the 
world, which has been the death of many good men, and will 
probably be the death of many more. There is no danger of 
my being the last of them. 

Some one will say: And are you not ashamed, Socrates, 
of a course of life which is likely to bring you to an 
untimely end? To him I may fairly answer: There you are 
mistaken. A man who is good for anything ought not to 
calculate the chance of living or dying; he ought only to 
consider whether in doing anything he is doing right or 
wrong--acting the part of a good man or of a bad. Whereas, 
upon your view, the heroes who fell at Troy were not good 
for much, and the son of Thetis above all, who altogether 
despised danger in comparison with disgrace; and when he 
was so eager to slay Hector, his goddess mother said to him, 
that if he avenged his companion Patroclus, and slew Hector, 
he would die himself. 'Fate,' she said, in these or the 
like words, 'waits for you next after Hector.' He, receiving 
this warning, utterly despised danger and death, and instead 
of fearing them, feared rather to live in dishonour, and not 
to avenge his friend. 'Let me die forthwith,' he replies, 
'and be avenged of my enemy, rather than abide here by the 
beaked ships, a laughing-stock and a burden of the earth.' 
Had Achilles any thought of death and danger? For wherever 
a man's place is, whether the place which he has chosen or 
that in which he has been placed by a ·commander, there he 
ought to remain in the hour of danger; he should not think 
of death or of anything but of disgrace. And this, 0 men of 
Athens, is a true saying. 

Strange, indeed, would be my conduct, 0 men of Athens, 
if I who, when I was ordered by the generals whom you chose 
to command me at Potidaea and Amphipolis and Delium, 
remained where they placed me, like any other man, facing 
death--if now, when, as I conceive and imagine, God orders 
me to fulfil the philosopher's mission of searching into' 
myself and other men, I were to desert my post through fear 
of death, or any other fear. That would indeed be strange, 
and I might justly be arraigned in court for denying the 
existence of the gods, if I disobeyed the oracle because I 
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was afraid of death, fancying that I was wise when I was not 
wise. For the fear of death is indeed the pretence of 
wisdom, and not real wisdom, being a pretence of knowing the 
unknown; and no one knows whether death, which men in their 
fear apprehend to be the greatest evil, may not be the 
greatest good. Is not this ignorance of a disgraceful sort, 
the ignorance which is the conceit that man knows what he 
does not know? And in this respect only I believe myself to 
differ from men in general, and may perhaps claim to be 
wiser than they are--that whereas I know but little of the 
world below, I do not suppose that I know: but I do know 
that injustice and disobedience to a better, whether God or 
man, is evil and dishonourable, and I will never fear or 
avoid a possible good rather than a certain evil. And 
therefore if you let me go now, and are not convinced by 
Anytus, who said that since I had been prosecuted I must be 
put to death (or if not that I ought never to have been 
prosecuted at all); and that if I escape now, your sons 
will all be utterly ruined by listening to my words--if you 
say to me, Socrates, this time we will not mind Anytus, and 
you shall be let off, but upon one condition, that you are 
not to enquire and speculate in this way any more, and that 
if you are caught doing so again you shall die--if this was 
the condition on which you let me go, I should reply: Men 
of Athens, I honour and love you; but I shall obey God 
rather than you, and while I have life and strength I shall 
never cease from the practice and teaching of philosophy, 
exhorting any one whom I meet and saying to him after my 
manner: You, my friend--a citizen of the great and mighty 
and wise city of Athens--are you not ashamed of heaping up 
the greatest amount of money and honour and reputation, and 
caring so little about wisdom and truth and the greatest 
improvement of the soul, which you never regard or heed at 
all? And if the person with whom I am arguing, says: Yes, 
but I do care; then I do not leave him or let him go at 
once; but I proceed to interrogate and examine and 
cross-examine him, and if I think that he has no virtue in 
him, but only says that he has, I reproach him with 
undervaluing the greater, and overvaluing the less. And I 
shall repeat the same words to every one whom I meet, young 
and old, citizen and alien, but especially to the citizens, 
inasmuch as they are my brethren. For know that this is the 
command of God; and I believe that no greater good has ever 
happened in the state than my service to the God. For I do 
nothing but go about persuading you all, old and young 
alike, not to take thought for your persons or your 
properties, but first and chiefly to care about the greatest 
improvement of the soul. I tell you that virtue is not 
given by money, but that from virtue comes money and every 
other good of man, public as well as private. This is my 
teaching, and if this is the doctrine which corrupts the 
youth, I am a mischievous person. But if any one says that 
this is not my teaching, he is speaking an untruth. 
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Wherefore, 0 men of Athens, I say to you, do as Anytus 
or not as Anytus bids, and eithe r acquit me or not; 
whichever you do, understand that I shall never alter 
ways, not even if I have to die many times. 

bids 
but 

my 

Men of At hens, do not interrupt, but hear me; there 
was an unde r s t and i ng between us that you should hear me to 
the end: I have someth ing more to say, at which you may be 
inclined to cry out; but I believe that to hear me will be 
good for you, and therefore I beg that you will not cry out. 
I would have you know, that if you kill such an one as I am, 
you will injure yourselves mor e than you will injure me. 
Nothing will i njure me, not Meletus nor yet Anytus--they 
cannot, f or a bad man i s not permit ted t o injure a better 
than hi msel f . I do not deny t hat Anyt us may, perhaps, kill 
him, or drive hi m into exile, or deprive him of civil 
rights; and he may imagine, and others may imagine, that he 
is inflicting a great injury upon him: but there I do not 
agree. For the evil of doing as he is doing--the evil of 
unjustly taking away the life of anot her-- is gre~ter far. 

And now, Athenians, I am not going to argue for my own 
sake, as you may think, but f or yours, that you may not sin 
against the God by condemning me, who am his gift to you. 
For if you kil l me you will not easily find a successor to 
me, who, if I may use such a ludicrous figure of speech, am 
a sort of gadfly, given to the state by God; and the state 
is a great and noble steed who is tardy in his motions owing 
to his very size, and requires to be stirred into life. I 
am that gadfly which God has attached to the state, and all 
day long and in all places am always fastening upon you, 
arousing and persuading and reproaching you. You will not 
easily find another like me, and therefore I would advise 
you to spare me. I dare say that you may feel out of temper 
(like a person who is suddenly awakened from sleep), and you 
think that you might easily strike me dead as Anytus 
advises, and then you would sleep on for the remainder of 
your lives, unless God in his care of you sent you another 
gadfly. When I say that I am given to you by God, the proof 
of my mission is this: if I had been like other men, I 
should not have neglected all my own concerns or patiently 
seen the neglect of them dur ing all these years, and have 
been doing yours, coming to you individually like a father 
or elder brother, exhorting you to regard virtue; such 
conduct, I say, would be unlike human nature. If I had 
gained anything, or if my exhortations had been paid, there 
would have been some sense in my doing so; but now, as you 
will perceive, not even the impudence of my accusers dares 
to say that I have ever exacted or sought pay of any one; 
of that they have no witness. And I have a sufficient 
witness to the truth of what I say- -my poverty. 
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Some one may wonder why I go about in private giving .. 
advice and busying myself with the concerns of others, but 
do not venture to come forward in public and advise the 
state. I will tell you why. You have heard me speak at 
sundry times and in divers places of an oracle or sign which 
comes to me, and is the divinity which Meletus ridicules in 
the indictment. This sign, which is a kind of voice, first 
began to come to me when I was a child; it always forbids 
but never commands me to do anything which I am going to do. 
This is what deters me from being a politician. And 
rightly, as I think. For I am certain, 0 men of Athens, 
that if I had engaged in politics, I should have perished 
long ago, and done no good either to you or to myself. And 
do not be offended at my telling you the truth: for the 
truth is, that no man who goes to war with you or any other 
multitude, honestly striving against the many lawless and 
unrighteous deeds which are done in a state, will save his 
life; he who will fight for the right, if he would live 
even for a brief space, must have a private station and not 
a public one. 

I can give you convincing evidence of what I say, not 
words only, but what you value far more--actions. Let me 
relate to you a passage of my own life which will prove to 
you that I should never have yielded to injustice from any 
fear of death, and that 'as I should have refused to yield' 
I must have died at once. I will tell you a tale of the 
courts, not very interesting perhaps, but nevertheless true. 
The only office of state which I ever held, 0 men of Athens, 
was that of senator: the tribe Antiochis, which is my 
tribe, had the presidency at the trial of the generals who 
had not taken up the bodies of the slain after the battle of 
Arginusae; and you proposed to try them in a body, contrary 
to law, as you all thought afterwards; but at the time I 
was the only one of the Prytanes who was opposed to the 
illegality, and I gave my vote against you; and when the 
orators threatened to impeach and arrest me, and you called 
and shouted, I made up my mind that I would run the risk, 
having law and justice with me, rather than take part in 
your injustice because I feared imprisonment and death. 
This happened in the days of the democracy. But when the 
oligarchy of the Thirty was in power, they sent for me and 
four others into the rotunda, and bade us bring Leon the 
Salaminian from Salamis, as they wanted to put him to death. 
This was a specimen of the sort of commands which they were 
always giving with the view of implicating as many as 
possible in their crimes; and then I showed, not in word 
only but in deed, that, if I may be allowed to use such an 
expression, I cared not a straw for death, and that my great 
and only care was lest I should do an unrighteous or unholy 
thing. For the strong arm of that oppressive power did not 
frighten me into doing wrong; and when we came out of the 
rotunda the other four went to Salamis and fetched Leon, but 
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I went quietly home. For which I might have lost my life, 
had not the power of the Thirty shortly afterwards come to 
an end. And many will witness to my words. 

Now do you really imagine that I could have survived 
all these years, if I had led a public life, supposing that 
like a good man I had always maintained the right and had 
made justice, as I ought, the first thing? No indeed, men 
of Athens, neither I nor any other man. But I have been 
always the same in all my actions, public as well as 
private, and never have I yielded any base compliance to 
those who are slanderously termed my disciples, or to any 
other. Not that I have any regular disciples. But if any 
one likes to come and hear me while I am pursuing my 
mission, whe the r he be young or old, he is not excluded. 
Nor do I converse only with those who pay; but any one, 
whether he be rich or poor, may ask and answer me and listen 
to my words; and whether he turns out to be a bad man or a 
good one, neither result can be justly imputed to me; for I 
never taught or professed to teach him anything. And if any 
one says that he has ever learned or heard anything from ,me 
in private which all the world has not heard, let me tell 
you that he is lying. 

But I shall be asked, Why do people delight in 
continually conversing with you? I have told you already, 
Athenians, the whole truth about this matter: they like to 
hear the cross-examination of the pretenders to wisdom; 
there is amusement in it. Now this duty of cross-examining 
other men has been imposed upon me ~y qod; and has been 
signified to me by oracles, visions, and in every way in 
which the will of divine power was ever intimated to any 
one. This is true, 0 Athenians; or, if not true, would be 
soon refuted. If I am or have been corrupting the youth, 
those of them who are now grown up and become sensible that 
I gave them bad advice in the days of their youth should 
come forward as accusers, and take their revenge; or if 
they do not like to come themselves, some of their 
relatives, fathers, brothers, or other kinsmen, should say 
what evil their families have suffered at my hands. Now is 
their time. Many of them I see in the court. There is 
Crito, who is of the same age and of the same deme with 
myself, and there is Critobulus his son, whom I also see. 
Then again there is Lysanias of Sphettus, who is the father 
of Aeschines--he is present; and also there is Antiphon of 
Cephisus, who is the father of Epigenes; and there are the . 
brothers of several who have associated with me. There is 
Nicostratus the son of Theosdotides, and the brother of 
Theodotus (now Theodotus himself is dead, and therefore he, 
at any rate, will not seek to stop him); and there is 
Paralus the son of Demodocus, who had a brother Theages; 
and Adeimantus the son of Ariston, whose brother Plato is 
present; and Aeantodorus, who is the brother of Apollodorus 
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whom I also see. I might mention a great many others, some 
of whom Meletus should have produced as witnesses in the 
course of his speech; and let him still produce them, if he 
has forg otten--! will make way for him. And let him say, if 
he has any testimony of the sort which he can produce. Nay, 
Athenians, the very opposite is the truth. For all these 
are ready t~ witness on behalf of the corrupter, of the 
injurer of their kindred, as Meletus and Anytus call me; 
not the corrupted youth only--there might have been a· motive 
for that--but · their uncorrupted elder relatives. Why should 
they too support me with their testimony? Why, indeed, 
except for the sake of truth and justice, and because they 
know that I am speaking the truth, and that Meletus is a 
liar. 

W~ll, Athenians, this and the like of this is all the 
defence which I have to offer. Yet a word more. Perhaps 
there may _be some one who is offended at me, when he calls 
to mind how he himself on a similar, or even a less s e rious 
occasion, prayed and entreated the judges with many tears, 
and how he produced his children in court, which was a 
moving spectacle, together with a host of relations . and 
friends; whereas I, who am probably in danger of my life, 
will do none of these things. The contrast may occur to his 
mind, and he may be set against me, and vote in anger 
because he is displeased at me on this account. Now if 
there be such a person among you--mind, I do not say that 
there is--to him I may fairly reply: My friend, I am a man, 
and like , other men, a creature of flesh and blood, and not 
'of wood or stone,' as Homer says; and I have a family, 
yes, and sons, 0 Athenians, three in number, one almost a 
man, and two others who are still young; and yet I will not 
bring any of them hither in order to petition you for an 
acquittal. And why not? Not from any self-assertion or 
want of respect for you. Whether I am or am not afraid of 
death is another question, of which I will not now speak. 
But, having regard to public opinion, I feel that such 
conduct would be discreditable to myself, and to you, and to 
the whole state. One who has reached my years, and who has 
a name for wisdom, ought not to demean himself. Whether 
this opinion of . me be deserved or not, at any rate the world 
has decided that Socrates is in some way superior to other 
men. And if those among you who are said to be superior in 
wisdom and courage, and any other virtue, demean themselves 
in this way, how shameful is their c~nduct! I have seen men 
of reputation, when they have been condemned, behaving in 
the strangest manner: they seemed to fancy that they were 
goi0g to suffer .something dreadful if they died, and that 
they could be immortal if you only allowed them to live; 
and I · think that such are a .dishonour to the state, and that 
any stranger coming in would have said of them that the most 
eminent men of Athens, to whom the Athenians themselves give 
honour and command, are no better than women. And I say 
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that these things ought not to be done by those of us who 
have a reputation; and if they are done, you ought not to 
permit them; you ought rather to show that you are far more 
disposed to condemn the man who gets up a doleful scene and 
makes the city ridiculous, than him who holds his peace. 

But, setting aside the question of public opinion, 
there seems to be something wrong in asking a favour of a 
judge, and thus procuring an acquittal, instead of informing 
and convincing him. For his duty is, not to make a present 
of justice, but to give judgment; and he has sworn that he 
will judge according to the laws, and not according to his 
own good pleasure; and we ought not to encourage you, nor 
should you allow yourself to be encouraged, in this habit of 
perjury--there can be no piety in that. Do not then require 
me to do what I consider dishonourable and impious and 
wrong, especially now, when I am being tried for impiety on 
the indictment of Meletus. For if, 0 men of Athens, by 
force of persuasion and entreaty I could overpower your 
oaths, then I should be teaching you to believe that there 
are no gods, and in defending should simply convict myself 
of the charge of not believing in them. But that is not 
so--far otherwise. For I do believe that there are gods, 
and in the sense higher than that in which any of my 
accusers believe in them. · And to you and to God I commit my 
cause, to be determined by you as is best for you and me. 

[The jury votes to convict Socrates. In Athenian trial 
procedure, when a jury voted to convict, the accuser 
proposed a penalty and the convicted party proposed an 
alternate penalty, then the jury voted again to choose 
between the two penalties. Meletus proposes the death 
penalty. It is now up to Socrates to propose an alternate 
penalty.] 

Socrates' Proposal of a Penalty 

There are many reasons why I am not grieved, 0 men of 
Athens, at the vote of condemnation. I expected it, and am 
only surprised that the votes are so nearly equal; for I 
had thought that the majority against me would have been far 
larger; but now, had thirty votes gone over to the other 
side, I should have been acquitted. And I may say, I think, 
that I have escaped Meletus. I may say more; for without 
the assistance of Anytus and Lycon, any one may see that he 
would not have had a fifth part of the votes, as the law 
requires, in which case he would have incurred a fine of a 
thousand drachmae. 

And so he proposes death as · the penalty. And what 
shall I propose on my part, 0 men of Athens? Clearly that 
which is my due. And what is my due? What return shall be 
made to the nian who has never had the wit to be idle during 
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his whole life; but has been careless of what the many care 
for--wealth, and family interests, and military offices, and 
speaking in the assembly, and magistracies, and plots, and 
parties. Reflecting that I was really too honest a man to 
be a politician and live, I did not go where I could do no 
good to you or to myself; but where I could do the greatest 
good privately to every one of you, thither I went, and 
sought to persuade every man among you that he must look to 
himself, and seek virtue and wisdom before he looks to his 
private interests, and look to the state before he looks to 
the interests of the state; and that this should be the 
order which he observes in all his actions. What shall be 
done to such an one? Doubtless some good thing, 0 men of 
Athens, if . he has his reward; and the good should be of a 
kind suitable to him. What would be a reward suitable to a 
poor man who is your benefactor, and who desires leisure 
that he may instruct you? There can be no reward so fitting 
as maintenance in the Prytaneum, 0 men of Athens, a reward 
which he deserves far more than the citizen who has won the 
prize at Olympia in the horse or chariot race, whether the 
chariots were drawn by two horses or by many. For I am in 
want., and he has enough; and he only gives you the 
appearance of happiness, and I give you the reality. And if 
I am to estimate the penalty fairly, I should say that 
maintenance in the Prytaneum is the just return. 

Perhaps you think that I am braving you in what I am 
saying now, as in what I said before about the tears and 
prayers. But this is not so. I speak rather because I am 
convinced that I never intentionally wronged any on~, 
although I cannot convince you--the time has been too short; 
if there were a law at Athens, as there is in other cities, 
that a capital cause should not be decided in one day, then 
I believe that I should have convinced you. But I cannot in 
a moment refute great slanders; and, as I am convinced that 
I never wronged another, I will assuredly not wrong myself. 
I will .not say of myself that I deserve any evil, or propose 
any penalty. Why should I? Because I am afraid of the 
penalty of death which Meletus proposes? When I do not know 
whether death is a good or an evil, why should I propose a 
penalty which would certainly be an evil? Shall I say 
imprisonment? And why should I live in prison, and be the 
slave of the magistrates of the year--or the Eleven? Or 
shall the penalty be a fine, and imprisonment until the fine 
is paid? The.re is the same objection. I should have to lie 
in prison, for money I have none, and cannot pay. And if I 
say exile (and this may possibly be the penalty which you 
will affix), I must indeed be blinded by the love of life, 
if I am so irrational as to expect that when you, who are my 
own citizens, cannot endure my discourses and words, and 
have found them so grievous and odious that you will have no 
more of them, others are likely to endure me. No indeed, 
men of Athens, that is not very likely. And what a life 
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should I lead, at my age, wandering from city to city, ever 
changing my place of exile, and always being driven out! 
For I am quite sure that wherever I go, there, as here, the 
young men will .flock to me; and if I drive them away, their 
elders will drive me out at their request; and if I let 
them come, their fathers and friends will drive me out for 
their sakes. 

Some one will say: Yes, Socrates, but cannot you hold 
your tongue, and then you may go into a foreign city, and no 
one will interfere with you? Now I have great difficulty in 
making you understand my answer to this. For if I tell you 
that to do as you say would be a disobedience to the God, 
and therefore that I cannot hold my tongue, you will not 
believe that I am serious; · and if I say again that daily to 
discourse about virtue, and of those other things about 
which you hear me examining myself and others, is the 
greatest good bf man, and that the unexamined life is not 
worth living, you are still less likely to believe me. Yet 
I say what is true, although a th:i,.ng of which it is hard for 
me to persuade you. 

Also, I have never been · accustomed to think that I 
deserve to suffer any harm. Had I money I might have 
estimated the offence at what I was able · to pay, and not 
have been much the worse. But I have none, and therefore I 
must ask you to proportion the firie to mi means. Well, 
perhaps I could afford a mina, and therefore I propose that 
penalty: Plato, Crito, Critobulus, and Apollodorus, my 
friends here, bid me say thirty minae, and they will be the 
sureties. Let thirty minae be the penalty; for which sum 
they will be ample security to you. [At this point the jury 
votes for the death penalty.] 

Socrates' Final Remarks at the Trial 

Not much time will be gained, 0 Athenians, in return 
for the evil name which you will get from the detractors of 
the city, who will say that you killed Socrates, a wise man; 
for they will call me wise, even although I am not wise, 
when they want to reproach you. If you had waited a little 
while, your desire would have been fulfilled in the course 
of nature. For I am far advanced in years, as · you may 
perceive, and not far from death. I am .speaking now not to 
all of you, but only to those who have condemned me to 
death. And I have another thing to say to them: You think 
that I was convicted because I ' had no words of the sort 
which would have procured my acquittal--! mean, if I had 
thought fit to leave nothing undone or unsaid. No so; the 
deficiency which led to my conviction was not of 
words--certainly not. But I had not the boldness or 
impudence or inclination to address you as you would have 
liked me to do, weeping and wailing and · lamenting, and 
saying. and doing many things which you have been accustomed 
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to hea:r from others, and which, as I maintain, are unworthy 
of me. I thought at the time that I ought not to do 
anything common or mean when in danger: nor do I now repent 
of the style of my defence; I would rather die having 
spoken after my manner, than speak in your manne~ and live. 
For neither in war nor yet at law ought I or any man to use 
every way of escaping death. Often in battle there can be 
no doubt that if a man will throw away his arms, and fall on 
his knees before his pursuers, he may escape death; and in 
other dangers there are other ways of escaping death, if a 
man is willing to say and do anything. The difficulty, my 
friends, is not · to avoid death, but to avoid 
unrighteousness; for that runs faster than death. I am old ' 
and move slowly, ~nd the slower runner has overtaken me, and 
my accusers are keen and quick, and the faster runner, who 
is unrighteousness, has overtaken theTD. And . now I depart 
hence ~ondemned by you to suffer the penalty of death--they 
too go their ways condemned by the truth to suffer the 
penalty of villainy and wrong; and I must ·abide by my 
award--let them abide by theirs. I suppose that these 
things may be regarded as fated, and I think that they are 
well • . 

And now, 0 men who have condemned me, I would fain 
prophesy to . you; for I am about to die, and in the hour of. 
death men a.re gifted with .prophetic power. And I . prophesy 
to you who are my murderers, that immediately after my 
departure punishment !far heavier than you have inflicted on 
me will surely await you. Me you have killed because you 
wanted . to escape the accuser, and not . to give an account of 
your lives. But ' that will not be as you suppose: - far 
otherwise• For I . say that there will be more accusers of 
you . than there are now; accusers whom hitherto '! have 
restrained: and as they , are younger they will be . more 
inconsiderate with . you, and you will be more offended at 
them. ·If .you think that by killing men you can ·prevent some 
one from censuring· your evil lives, you are mistaken; that 
is not . a way of escape which is . either possible or 
honourable; · the easiest and the noblest way is not to be 
disabling othets, but to be improving 'ourselves. This is 
the prophecy which I utter before my departure to the judges 
who have condemned me. 

F.riends, who would have acquit ted me, I would like also 
to · talk with you about the thing which has come to pass; .. 
while the magis~rates are busy, and before I go to the place . 
at which I must die. Stay then a little, for ·we may as well 
talk with one another while there is .· time. You are my 
friends, and I should like to show you the -meaning of this , 
event which ,ha-s happened to me. 0 my judges-- for you I may 
truly call judges--! should like to tell you of a wonderful 
circumstance. Hitherto the divine faculty of which the 
internal oracle is the source has constantly been in the 
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habit of opposing me even about trifles, if I was going to 
make a slip or error in any m~tter; and now as you see 
there has come upon me that which may be thought, and is 
generally · believed to be, the last and worst evil. But the 
oracle : made no sign of opposition, either when I was leaving 
my house · in the morning, or when I was on my way to the 
court, or white I was speaking, at anything which I was 
going to say; and yet I have often been stopped in the 
middle of a speech, but now in nothing I either said or did 
touching the matter in hand has the oracle opposed me. What 
do I take to .he the explanation of this silence? I will 
tell you~ lt is an intimation that what has happened to m~ 
is a good, and that those of us who think that death is an 
evil are in error. For the customary sign would surely have 
opposed me had I been going to evil and not to good. 

Let us reflect in another way, and we shall see · that 
there is great reason to hope that death is a good; for one 
of two things-~ei.ther death is a state of nothingness and 
utter unconsciousness, or, as men say, there is a change and 
migration of the soul from this world to another. Now if 
you suppose that there is no consci.ousness, but a sleep like 
the sleep of him who is undisturbed even by dreams, death 
will be an unspeakable gain. For if a person were to select 
the night in which his sleep \o\Tas undisturbed even by dreams, 
and were to compare with this the other days and nights of 
his life, and then were to tell us how. many days and nights 
he had passed in the course of his life better and , more 
pleasantly than this one, I think that any man, I will not 
say a private · man, but even · the .great king will not find 
many such days or nights, when compared with . the others. 
Now if death be of such a nature, I say that to die is gain; 
for eternity is then only a single night. But if death is 
the journey to another place, and there, as men say, all the 
dead abide, what good, 0 , my friends and judges, · can be 
greater than this? If indeed when the pilgrim arrives in 
the -world below, he is delivered from the professors of 
justice in this world, and finds the true judges who are 
said to give judgment there, Minos and Rhadamanthus and 
Aeacus and Triptolemus, and other sons of God who were 
righte()us in their own .,life, that pilgrimage will be worth 
making~ What would not a man give if he might converse with 
Orpheus and Musaeus and Hesiod and Homer? Nay, if this be 
true, let me die again and again. I myself, too, shall have 
a wonderful interest ln there meeting and . conversing ~ith 
Palamedes, and Ajax . the son of Telamon, and any other 
ancient hero who has suffered death through an unjust 
judgment; and there will be no small pleasure, .as I think, 
in comparing my own sufferings with theirs. Above all, I 
shall then be able to continue my search .into true and false 
knowledge; as in this world, so also in the next; and I 
shall find out who is wise, and who .pretends to be wise, and 
is not. What would not a man give, 0 judges·, to be able to 
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examine the leader of the great Trojan expedition; or 
Odysseus or Sisyphus, or numllerless others, men and women 
too! What infinite delight would there be in conversing 
with them and asking them questions! In ano~her world they 
do not put a man to death for asking questions: assuredly 
not. For besides being happier than we are, they will be 
immortal, if what is said is tr~e. · 

Wherefore, 0 judges, be of goo~ cheer about death, and 
know of a certainly, that no evil can happen to a good man, 
either in life or after death. He and his are not neglected 
by the gods; nor has my own approaching end happened by 
mere chance. But I see clearly that the time had arrived 
when it was better for me to die and be released from 
trouble; wherefore the oracle gave no sign~ For which 
reason, also, I am not angry with my coqdemners, or with my 
aGcusers; they have done me no barn., although they did not 
mean to do me any goQd; and for this I may gently blame 
them. 

Still I have a favour to ask of them. When my sons are 
grown up, I would ask you, 0 my friends, to punish them; 
and I would have you trouble them, as I have troubled you, 
if they seem to care about riches, or anything, more than 
about virtue. Or if they pretend to be something when they 
are really nothing, then reprove them, as I have reproved 
you, for not caring about that for which they ought to care, 
and thinking that they are something when they are really 
nothing. And if you do this, both I and my sons will have 
received justice at your hands. 

The hour of departure has arrived, and we go our 
ways--! to di~, and you to live~ Which is better God only 
knows. 
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Aristotle's "Four Causes," from Book II, Chapter . 3 

Now that we have established these distinctions, we 
must proceed to consider causes, their character and number. 
Knowledge is the object of our inquiry, and men do not think 
they know a . thing till they have grasped the 'why' of it 
(which is to grasp ·its ,' primary cause). So clearly we too 
must · ·do ·. this as regards both coming to be and passing away 

;_ a,nd ·every kind of physical change, in order that, knowing 
·;their principles, we may try to refer to these principles 
; each of our problems~ 

·., In one sense, then, ( 1) that out of which a thing comes 
· .. to be and which persists, is called 'cause,' e.g. the 

· bronze~f - the statue, the silver of the bowl, and the genera 
; of which t)le bronze and the silver are species. 

In another sense (2) the form or the archetype, i .~e. 
the . statement of. · the -essence, and its genera, a·re called 
'causes' (e.g. of the octave the relation of 2:1, and 
generally number), and the parts in the definition. 

Again .(3) the primary source of the change or coming to 
rest; e.g. the man who gave advice is a cause, the father 
is cause of the child, and generally what makes of what is 

·'. made and what causes change of what is changed. 

Agai-n , (4) in the sense of; · end or 'that for the sake . of 
which' a thing is done, e.g. health is the cause of w.alking 
about. ('Why is he walking about?' we say. 'To be 
healthy,' and, having said that, we think we have assigned 
the cause.) T:he same is true also of all the intermediate 
·steps ·· which are brought about through the action of 
. something else as ·means towards the end, e.g. reduction of 
flesh, purging, drugs, or surgical instruments are means 
towards health. All- these things are 'for the sake of' the 
end, · though they differ from one another in that some are 
activities,. other-s instruments. 
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This then perhaps exhausts the number of ways in which 
the term 'cause' is used. As the word has several senses, 
it follows that there are several causes of the same thing 
(not merely in virtue of a concomitant attribute), e.g. 
both the art of the sculptor and the bronze are causes of 
the statue. These are causes of the statue qu~ statue, not 
in virtue of anything else that it may be--only not in the 
same way, the one being the material cause, the other the · 
cause whence the motion comes. Some things cause each o~he~ 
reciprocally, e.g. hard work causes fitness and vice versa, 
but again not in the same way, but the one as end, the other 
as the origin of change. Further the same thing is the 
cause of contrary results. · For that which by its presence 
brings about one result is sometimes blamed for bringing 
about the contrary by its absence. Thus we ascribe the 
wreck of a ship to the absence of the pilotwhose presence 
was the cause of its safety. 

All the causes now mentioned fall into four familiar 
divisions. The letters are the causes of syllables, the 
material of artificial products, fire, etc., of bqdies, ' the 
parts of the whole, and the premisses of the conclusion, in 
the sense of 'that from which.' Of these pairs the one set 
are causes in the sense of substratum, e.g. the parts, the 
other set in the sense of essence--the whole and the 
combination and the form. But the seed and the doctor and 
the adviser, and generally the maker, are all sources whence 
the change or stationariness originates, while th~ others 
are causes in the sense of the end or the good of the rest; 
for 'that for the sake of which' means what is best and the 
end of the things that · lead up to it. (Whether we say the 
'good itself' or the 'apparent good' makes no difference~) 

Aristotle on "Nature,'' from Book II, Chapter l 

Of things that exist, some exist by nature, so111e from 
other causes. 'By nature' the animals and their parts 
exist, and the plants ~nd the simple bodies (earth, fire, 
air, · water)--for we say that these and the like exist 'by 
nature.' 

All the things mentioned present a featu~e in which · · 
they differ from things which are not constituted by nature. 
Each of them has within· itself a principle of mot:j.on ·and _of 
statlonariness (in respect of place, or of growth and 
decrease, or by way of alteration). On the other hand, a 
bed and a coat and anything else of that sort, <lua receiving · 
these designations--i.e. in so far as they are products of 
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art--have no innate impulse to change. But in so far as 
they happen to be composed of stone or of earth or of a 
mixture of the two, they do have such an impulse, and just 
to that extent--which seems to indicate that nature is ~ 
source or cause of being moved and of being at rest in that 
to which i! belongs primarily, in virtue of itself and not 
in virtue of a concomitant attribute. 

I say 'not in virtue of a concomitant attribute,' 
because (for instance) a man who is a doctor might cure 
himself. Nevertheless it is not in so far as h~ is a 
patient that he possesses the art of medicine: it merely 
has happened that the same man is doctor and patient--and 
that is why these attributes are not always found together. 
So it is with all other artificial products. None of them 
has in itself the source of its own production. But while 
in some cases (for instance houses and the other products of 
manual la.bour) that principle is in something else e:xternal 
to the thing, in others--those which may cause a change in 
themselves in virtue of a concomitant attribute--it lies in 
the things themselves (but not in virtue of what they are). 

'Nature' then is what has been stated. Things 'have a 
nature' which have a principle of this kind. Each of them 
is a substance; for it is a subject, and nature always 
implies a subject in which it inheres. 

The term 'according to nature' is applied to all these 
things and also to the attributes which belong to them in 
virtue of what they are, for instance the property of fire 
to be carried upwards--which is not a 'nature' nor 'has a 
nature' but is 'by nature' or 'according to nature.' 
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Book I 

Chapter 1 

Every .art and every inquiry, and similarly every action 
·and pursuit, is thought to aim at some good; and for this 
reason the good has rightly been declared to be that at 
which all things aim. But a certain difference is found 
among ends; some are activities, others are products apart 
from the activities that produce them. Where there are ends 
apart from the actions, it is the nature of the products to 
be . better than the activities. Now, as there are many 
actions, arts, and sciences, their ends also are many; the 
end of the medical art is health, that of shipbuilding a 
vessel, that of strategy victory, that of economics wealth. 
But .where such arts fall under a single capacity--as bridle 
making and the other arts concerned with the equipment of 
horses fall under the art of riding, and this and every 

· military actton under strategy, in the same way other arts 
f.all , ·. under . yet others--in all of these the ends of the 
master arts are to be preferred to all the subordinate ends, 
for it is for the sake of the former that the latter are 
pursued. · It makes no difference whether the activities 
themselves are the . ends of the actions, or something else 
apart from the activities, as in the case of the sciences 

· just mentioned. 

Chapter 2 

If, then, there is some end of the things we do, which 
we desire for its own sake .(everything else being desired 

the sake of this), and if we do not choose everything 
for the sake of -something else (for at that rate the process 

: would go on to infinity, so that our desire would be empty 
antl Vain), clearly this must be the good and the chief good. 
Will not the knowledge of it, then, have a great influence 
.on life? Shall we not, like archers who have a mark to aim 
, at, be more likely to hit upon what is right? If so, we 
must try, in outline at least, to determine what it is, and 
of which of the sciences or capacities it is the object. It 
would seem to belong to the most authoritative art and that 
which is most truly the master art. And politics appears to 
be of this na ure; for it is this that ordains which of the 
sc i ences should be studied in a state, and which each class 
of citiz~ns . should learn and up to what point they should 

- learn them; ~nd we see even the most highly esteemed of 

1
capacities tq fall under this, e.g. strategy, economics, 
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rhetoric; now, since uses the rest of the 
sciences, and s nee, again, it f egisiates as to what we are 
- 0 ao and what we are to . _abstain-- rom, t e end of this 
science ·must- include those of th e- others, so that this end 
must be the good for man. For even if the end is the same 
for a single man and for a state, that of the state seems at 
all events something greater and more complete whether to 
attain or to preserve; though it i worth while to attain 
the end merely for one man, it is finer and more odlike to 
atta n itf ;r anation or fo-r city-states. ··-These, then, are 
the ends at whicll our inquiry aims, since it is political 
science, in one sense of that term. 

Chapter 3 

Our discussion will be adequate if it has as much 
clearness as the subject-matter admits of, for precision is 
not to be sought for alike in all discussions, any more than 
in all the products of the crafts. Now fine and just 
actjlons, which political science investigates, a mlt or -much 
vark t.y- and-- _fluctuation of opinion, so thatt hey m'ay be 
thought to exist only by convention, and not by nature. And 
goods a so ~ive rise to a similar fluctuation because they 
bring harm to many people; for before now m~n have been 
undone by reason of their wealth, and others by reason of 
their courage. We must be content, then, in speaking of 
such subjects and with such premisses to indicate the truth 
roughly and in outline, and in speaking about things which 
are only for the most part true and with premisses of the 
same kind to reach conclusions that are no better. In the 
same spirit, therefore, should each type of statement be 
received; for it is the mark of an educated man to look for 
precision in each class of things just so far as the nature 
of the subject admits; it is evidently equally foolish to 
accept probable reasoning from a mathematician and to demand 
from a rhetorician scientific proofs. 

Now each man judges well the things he knows, and of 
these he is a good judge. And so the man who has been 
educated in a subject is a good judge of that subject, and 
the man who has received an all-round education is a good 
judge in general. Hence a young man is not a proper hearer 
of lectures on political science; for he is inexperienced 
in the actions that occur in life, but its discussions start 
from these and are about these; and, further, since he 
tends to follow his passions, his study will be vain and 
unprofitable, because the end aimed at is not knowledge but 
action. And it makes · no difference whether he is young in 
years or youthful in character; the defect does not depend 
on time, but on his living, and pursuing each successive 
object, as passion directs. For to such persons, as to the 
incontinent, knowledge brings no profit; but to those who 
desire and act in accordance with a rational principle 
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knowl~dge about such matters will be of great benefit. 

These remarks about the student, the sort of treatment 
to be expected, and the purpose of the inquiry, may be taken 
as our preface. 

Chapter 4 

· Let· us re·sume our inquiry and state, in view of the 
· fact that all knowledge and every pursuit aims at some good, 

·· · what .it ..!._s that' we _say political · science aims· at and what is 
th~ highest of all goods achievable by action. Verbally 
.there is very general agreement; for both the general run 

· ; of men · and people , of superior refinement say ·that ~ 
· happiness,- and identify living well and doing well with 
. being · appy; ut - with regard to what happiness is they 
diT fer; ·arid the many do not give the same account as the 

.. wise. · For , the former think it is some plain and obvious 
' · thing, like pleasure, wealth, or honour; they differ, 

: however; · from on·e another--and often even the same man 
- : identifies · it wi·th different things, with health when he is 

ill, . with wealth when he is poor; but, conscious of their 
~ .: ignorance, they admire · those who proclaim some great ideal 

· ,_.· . that is above their comprehension. Now some thought that 
apart from : these many goods there is another which is 
self-subsistent and . causes the goodness of all these as 
well. ' To : examine , ·all the opinions that have been held were 
perhaps . somewhat· fruitless·; · enough to examine those that 

· ~ : are ',most : prevalent or that seem to be arguable. 

·,_t ·) v:.:·J :Let.: us· not fail to notice, however, that there is a 
~ <·, ,~ difference between arguments · from and those t o the first 
• c, . pr ·nc pies -~ For Plato, too, was right in raising this 

, que stion · and ·- asking, as he used to do, 'are we on the way 
from or to ' the first principles?' There is a difference, as 

.. :there is in a rac~course between the course from the judges 
to the -turning-point and the way back. For, while we must 
begtri ·wtthwhat is known, things are objects of knowledge in 

. two ' senses~-some to us, some without qualification. 
Presumably, . then' ·we must begin with things known to us • 

. •Hence any . one who is to listen intelligently to lectures 
about what is noble and just and, generally, about the 
subjects of political science must · have been brought up in 

.>good · ,. habits. ·For · the fact is the starting-point, · and if 
this :is sufficiently plain to him~ he will not at the ' start 

···need the reason as well; and the man who has been well 
brought up has or can easily get starting-points. · And as 
for him who neither has nor can get them, let him hear the 
words of .Hes:iod: 
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Far best is he who knows all things himself; 
Good, he that hearkens when men counsel right; 
But he who neither knows, nor lays to heart 
Another's wisdom, is a useless wight. 

Chapter 5 

Let us, however, resume our discussion from the point 
at which we digressed. To judge from the lives that men 
lead, most men, and men of the most vulgar ty~e, seem {not 
without some ground) to identify the good, or happiness, 
with P.leasure; which is tne reason why they love the lif~ 
of enJoyment. For there are, we may say, three prominent 
types of life--that just me.ntioned, the political, aQd 
thiroly the contemplative life. Now the mass of mankind are 
evidently quite slavish in their tastes, preferring a 1\te 
suitable to easts, but they get some ground for their view 
from the fact that many of those in high place~ share the 
tastes of Sardanapallus. A consideration of the prominent 
types of life shows that people of superior refinement and 
of active disposition identify fiappines~ with honou~~ for 
this is, roughly speaking, the end of the political ~ife. 

But it seems too superficial to be what we are looking for·, 
since it is thought to depend on those who be tow honour 
rat~ than ~ him who receives it~ but the good we di ne 

~ t .o be something proper to a man and not easily taken from 
him. Further, men seem to pursue honour in order that they 
may be assured of their goodness; at least it is by men of· 
practical wisdom that they seek to be honoured, and amon~ 
those who know them, and on the ground of their virt\le; 
clearly, then, according to them, at any rate, virtue is 
better. And perhaps one might even suppose this to be, · 
rather than honour, the end of the political life. But even 
this appears somewhat incomplete; for pos.sAession of virtue 
seems actually compatible with being asleep, or --with 
life-long inactivity, and, .further, with the greatest · 
sufferings and misfortunes; but a man who was living so no 
one would call happy, unless he were maintaining a thesis at 
all costs. But enough of this; for the subject has been 
sufficiently treated even in the current discussions. Third 
comes the contemplative life, which we shall consider later. 

The life of money-making is one undertaken under 
compulsion, and wealth is evidently not the good we are 
seeking; for it is merely useful and for the sake of . 
something else. And so one might rather take the aforenamed 
objects to be ends; for they are loved for themselves. But 
it is evident that not even these are ends~ yet many 
arguments have been thrown away in support of them. Let us 
leave this subject, then. 
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Chapter 6 

We had perhaps better consider the universal good and 
discuss thoroughly what is meant by it, although such an 
inquiry is· made an uphill one by the fact that the Forms 
have been introduced by friends of our own. Yet it would 

-perhaps be thought to be better, indeed to be our duty; for 
the sake of maintaining the truth · even to destroy what 
touches us · closely, especially as we are ·philosophers or 
lovers of wisdom; for, while both are dear, piety requires 
us tb 'honour truth above our · friends. 

The men who introduced this doctrine did not> posit 
. · Ideas of classes within which they recognized · priority and 

posteriority (which is the reason why they did not maintain 
the ; existence of an Idea embracing all numbers); but the 
te~~ 'good' is used both in the category of substanc~ and in 
that of quality and in· that of relation, and' that which is 
per ~' i ·.e. substance, is prior in nature to the relative 

· (fbr the ·latter is like an offshoot and accident of being); 
so that there could not be a common Idea set over all these 

· · goods. · Further, since 'good' has as many senses as 'being' 
(for it is predicated both in the category of substance, as 

· of · God and bf reason, and in quality, i.e. of the virtues, 
-~ and in quantity, i.e. of that which is moderate, and in 
· reHttion, i.e. of the useful~ and in time, i.e. of the 
tight ripportunity, and in place, i.e. · of the right . locality 
and the like), clearly it cannot be something universally 
present· ·1n all cases and single; for then it could not have 
been . predicated in all the categories but in one only. 

·Further,· since of the things answering to one Idea there is 
one · science, there would have been one science of all the 
goods; but as' it is there are many sciences even of the 

· things that fall under one category, e.g. of opportunity, 
for opporturtity in war is studied by strategies · artd in 
disease . by medicine, and the moderate in food is studied by 
medicine and in exercise by the science of gymnastics. And 
one might ask the question, what in the world they~ by 

: 'a thio:g itself·,' if (as is the case) in 'man himself' and 
in a particular man the account of man is one'· and the same. 
For in so far a~ they are man, they will in no respect 
differ; · · and if this is so, neither will 'good itself' and 
particular goods, in so far as they are good. But again it 

' ' will not be good any the more for being eternal, since that 
which lasts long is no whiter than that which perishes in a 

· day. The Pythagoreans seem to give a more plausible account 
of 'the good' when they place the one in the column of goods; 

· . and it is they that Speusippus ·seems- to have followed. 

But let us discuss these matters elsewhere; an 
: objection to what we have said' howev·er' may be discerned in 

the fact ·that the Platonists have not been speaking about 
all goods~ ' and that the goods that are pursued and loved for 
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themselves are called good by reference to a single Form, 
while those which tend to produce or to preserve these 
somehow or to prevent their contraries are called so by 
reference to these, and in a secondary sense. Clearly, 
then, goods must be spoken of in two ways, and some must be 
good in themselves, the others by reason of these. Let us 
separate, then, things good in themselves from things 
useful, and consider whether the former are called good by 
reference to a single Idea. What sort of goods would one 
call good in themselves? Is it those that are pursued even 
when isolated from others, such as intelligence, sight, and 
certain pleasures and honours? Certainly, if we pursue 
these also for the sake of something else, yet one would 
place them among things good in themselves. Or is nothing 
other than the Idea of good good in itself? In that case 
the Form will be empty. But if the things we have named are 
also things good in themselves, the account of the good will 
have to appear as something identical in them all, as that 
of whiteness is identical in snow and in white lead. But of 
honour, wi$dom, and pleasure, just in respect of their 
goodness, the accounts are distinct and diverse. The good, 
therefore, is not some common element answering to one Idea. · 

But what then do we mean by the good? It is surely not 
like the things that only chance to have the same name. Are 
goods one, then, by being derived from one good or by all 
contributing to one good, or are they rather one by analogy? 
Certainly as sight is in the body, so is reason in the soul, 
and so on in other cases. But perhaps these subjects had 
better be dismissed for the present; for perfect precision 
about them would be more appropriate to another branch of 
philosophy. And similarly with regard to the Idea; even if 
there is some one good which is universally predicable of 
goods or is capable of separate and independent existence, 
clearly it coul_d not be achieved or attained by man; but we 
are now seeking something attainable. Perhaps, however, 
some one might think it worth while to recogni?:e this wit.h a 
vi~w to the goods that are attainable and achievable; for 
having this as a sort of pattern we shall know better the 
goods that are good for us, and if we know them shall attatn 
~hem. This argument has some plausibility, but seems to 
clash with the procedure of the sciences; for all of these, 
though they aim at some good and seek to supply the 
deficiency of it ., leave on one side the knowledge of ~ 
good. Yet that all the exponents of the arts should be 
ignorant of, and should . not even seek, so great an aid is 
not probable. It is hard, too, to see how a weaver or a 
carpenter will be benefited in regard to his own craft by 
knowing this 'good itself,' or how the man who has viewed 
the Idea itself will be a better doctor or general thereby. 
For a doctor seems not even to study health in this way, but 
the health of man, or perhaps rather the health of a 
particular man; it is individuals that he is healing. But 
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eriough of these topics. 
Chapter 7 

· Let us again return to the good we are seeking, and ask 
what it ' can be. It seems different in different actions and 
arts; it ·is diffe·rent in medicine, in strategy, and in the 
other arts likewise. What the.n is the good ·of each? Surely 
f~ ,Whoa sake "everything else is done.: In medicine 
this is ~ health, in strategy victory, in archit~cture a 
house, in any other sphere something else, and in · every 
action and pursuit the end; for it is ·for the s~ke ~f this 
t~at all men do whatever else they do. Therefore, if the.re 
is· ari end- for all that we do~ this will be the good 
achievable by action, and if there are more than ·one, these 
will 'be the goods achievable by action. 

'· · ·so ' the argument has by a different course reached· the 
· same point;· but we must try to state this even more 
clearly. Sinee there are evidently more than one ef!d,, and 

; we·· ' choose 'some of these (e.g. wealth, · flutes, ·and· in 
general :'instruments) for the sake of· something else; cle'arly 
not ::all ends are final ends; but the chief 'g0'9d is 
evf<tently som~thing final. · · Therefore, if there is only one 
firial 'end, this will be what we- are seeking, and if there 
a'ret1tore---f liat1- one, the most final of these will be -·what we 
ar~ '~king :- · Now we call that which is in its'elf worthy of 
piirsur t more final than that which is worthy of pur'suit for 
the sake of ' something · else, and that which · is '·never 

· desirable for 'the sake o·f something else more final than the 
i: · thi~gs1 :that : are desirabl~ · both in themselves and · for the 

sake of that other thing, and therefore we call · final 
iwlthout .. qualifi~ation that which is a·lways desirable in 

. ' ··l tEfelf ari(i never for the sake of something else • 

' ! /' 

' .- ' ., 

·Now s'uch_:_ a _!_l!_ing happiness, " above all else, is held to 
be· ~ for this we choo·se always for itself and never for the 
sake .. of ·s omethl'ng else, but honour, pleasure, reason, and 
eve·ry -virtue we ·· choose indeed for themselves (for if nothing 
res·ulted from them we should still choose each of ·' them), : but 
·we 'choose them al'so for the sake of happiness ·, judging that 

· by means 'of ·them we shall be happ_y • Happiness, on the other 
hand no one ·chooses for the sake of these, nor, in general ' . ' , 
for- any~hing other than itself. . . 

. \, . 

F-rom the p'oint 'of view of self-sufficfency the · same 
result seems 1to follow; (or the final good is thought to' be 
self-shfficient. Now by self-sufficient we do not mean that 
which is sufficient for a man by himself, fbr one who lives 
~ - solitary life, but als~ for parents, children~ wife~ and 
iri genetal · fdr his friends and fellow citizens, since man is 

·. born for citizenship. · But some limit must be set to this· 
for · · -. if . we extend our requirement to ancestors ·, and 
descend'ant·s and · friends' friends we are in for an infinite 
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series. Let us examine this question, however, on another 
occasion; the self-sufficient we now define as that which 
when isolated makes life desirable and lacking in nothing; 
and such we think happiness to be; and further we think it 

. most desirable of all things, without being counted as one 
good . thing among others--if it were so counted it would 
clearly be made more desirable by the addition of even the 
least of goods; for that which is added becomes an excess 
of goods, and of goods the greater is always more desirable. 
Happiness, then, i~ someth;ing final and self-sufficient, and 
is the end of action. 

Presumably, however, to say that happiness is tqe chief 
good seems a platitude, and a clearer account of what it is 
is still desired. This might perhaps be given, if we could 
first ascertain the function of man. For just as for a 
flute-player, a sculptor, or any artist, . and, in general_~ 

for all .things that have a function or activity , the good 
and the 'well' is thought to reside in the function. - so 
would it seem to be for man, if he has a function. Have the 
carpenter, then, and the tanner certain functions or 
activities, and has man none? Is he born withou~ a 
function? Or as eye, hand, foot, and in general each of the 
parts evidently has a function, may one lay it down that man 
similarly has a function ap~rt from all these? What then 
can this be? Life seems to be common even to plants, but we 
are seeking what is peculiar to man. Let us exclude, 
therefore, the life of nutrition and growth. Next . there 
would be a life of perception, but , it . also seems to be 
common even to the horse, the ox, and every animal. There 
remains, then, ~n active life of the element that has a 
rational principle; of this, . one part has such a principle 
in the sense ot being obedient to one, the other · in . the 
sense of possessing one and exercising thought. And, as 
'life of the rational element' also has two meanings, we 
m\.l.St state that life in the sense of activity ~s what we 
~ean; for this seems to be the more proper sense of the 
term. Now if the function of man is an activity of soul 

~.- which follows or implies a rational principle, and if we say 
'a so-and-so' and 'a good so-and-so' have a function which 
is the same in kind, e.g. a lyre-player and a good 
lyre-player, and so without qualification in all c~ses, 
eminence in respect of goodness being added to the name of 
the function (for the function of a lyre-playe~ is to play . 
the lyre, and that of a good lyre-player is to do so well): 
if this is the case, (and we state the function of man .to be 
a certain kind of life; and this to be an activity or 
actions of the soul implying a rational principle, and the 
function of a good man to be the good and noble performance 
of these, and if any action is well performed when it is 
performed in accordance with the appropriate excellence: if 
t.his is the case) ' human good turns out to be a_ct. i..t 0 

soul in accordance with virtue, and ·lf there are more than 
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one virtue, in accordance with the best and most complete. 

But we must add 'in a complete life.' For one swallow 
does not make a summer, nor does one day; and so too one 
day, or a short time, does not make a man blessed and happy. 

Let this serve as an outline of the good; for we must 
presumably first sketch it roughly, and then later fill in 
the details. But it would see• that any one is capable of 
carrying on and articulating what has once been well 
outlined, and that tiae is a good discoverer or partner in 
such a work; td which facts the advances of the arts are 
due; for any one can add what is lacking. And we must also 
remember what has been said before, and not look for 
precision in all things alike, but in each class of things 
such precision as accords with the subject-matter, and so 
much as is appropriate to the inquiry. For a carpenter and 
a geometer investigate the right angle in different ways; 
the former does so in so far as the right angle is useful 
for his work, while the latter inquires what it is or what 
sort of thing it is; for he is a spectator of the truth. 
We must act in the saae way, then, in all other matters as 
well, that our main task may not be subordinated to minor 
questions. Nor must we demand the cause in all matters 
alike; it is enough in some cases that the fact be well 
established, as in the case of the first principles; the 
fact is the primary thing or first principle. Now of first 
principles we see some by induction, some by perception~ 
som~ by a- certain habituation, and others too in other ways. 
But each set of principles we must try to investigate in the 
natural way, and we must take pains to state them 
definitely, since they have a great influence on what 
follows. For the beginning is thought to be more than half 
of the whole, and many of the questions we ask are cleared 
up by it. 

Chapter 8 

We must consider it, however, in the light not only of 
our conclusion and our premisses, but also of what is 
commonly said about it; for with a true view all the data 
harmonize, but with a false one the facts soon clash. Now 
goods have been divided into three classes, and some are 
described as external, others as relating to soul or to 
body; we _call those that relate to soul most properly and 
truly goo s, and psychical actions and activities we class 
as relating to soul. Therefore our account must be sound 
at least according to this view, which is an old one and 
agreed on by philosophers. It is correct also in that we 
identify the end with certain actions and activities; for 
thus it falls among goods of the soul and not among external 
goods. Another belief which harmonizes with our account is 
that the happy man lives well and does well; for we have 
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practically def ined happiness as a sor t · of good life and 
good action. The character istics that are looked for in 
happiness seem also , all of them, to belong to what we have 
defined happiness as being. For some identify happiness 
with virtue, some with practical wisdom·, others with a kind 
of philosophic wisdom, other s with these , or one of these, 
accompanied by pleasur e or not without pleasure; while 
others include also externa l prosperity. Now some of these 
views have been held by many men and men of old, others by a 
few eminent persons; and it is not probable that either of 
these should be entirely mistaken, but rather that they 
should be right in at least s ome one respect or even in most 
respects. 

With thos·e who ident i fy happiness wi t l1 vi r t ue or some 
one v irtue our account is i n harmony; fo r to virtue belongs 
vir~uous ~ activity. But i t . makes , perhaps, no small 
difference whether we place the chief good in possession or 
in use, in state of mind or in activity . For the state of 
mind may exist without producing any good result, as in a 
man who is asleep or in some· other way quite ~ IOact ive, but 
the activity cannot; for one· who has the activity will of 
necessity be ac ting, and ac ting well. And as in the Olympic 
Games it · is not the most beautiful and the strongest that 
are crowned but those who compete (for it is some of · these 
that are victorious), so those who act win, and rightly win, 
the noble Bnd good things in life. 

Their life is also i n itself pleasant. For pleasure is 
a state of soul, and to each man that which he is said to be 
a lover of is pleasant; e.g. not only is a horse pleasant 
to the lover of horses, and a spectacle to the lover of 
sights, but also i n ·the same way just acts are pleasant to 
the lover of justice and in general virtuous acts to the 
lover of virtue. Now fo r most men their pleasures are in 
conflict with one another because these are not by nature 
pleasant, but the lovers of what is noble find pleasant the 
things that are by nature pleasant; and virtuous actions 
are such, so t hat these are· pleasant fo r such men as well as 
in their own nature. Their life, therefore, has no further 
need of pleasure as a sort of adventitious charm, but has 
its pleasure in i ·tself. For, besides what -we· have said, the 
man who does not rejoi ce in noble actions is not even good; 
since no one would call a man just who did not enjoy acting 
justly, nor any man · liberal who did not enjoy liberal 
actions; and similarly in all other cases. If this is so, 
virtuous actions must be in themselves pleasant. But they 
are also good and noble, and have each of these attributes 
in ·the highest degree, since the good man judges well about 
these attributes; his judgement is such as we have 
described. Happiness then is the best, noblest, and most 
pleasant thing in t ne wor a, and these attributes are not 
severed as in the inscription at Delos--
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Most noble is that which is justest, 
and best is health 

But pleasantest is it to win what we love. 

For all these properties belong to the best activities; 
these, or one--the best--of these, we identify 
happiness. 

and 
with 

Yet evidently, as we said, it naeds the external goods 
a~well; for it is impossible, or not easy, to do -nofile 
acts without the proper equipment. In many actions we use 
friends and riches and political power as instruments; and 
there are some things the lack of which takes the lustre 
from happiness, as good birth, goodly children, beauty; for 
the man who is very ugly in appearance or ill-born or 
solitary and childless is not very likely to be happy, and 
perhaps a man would be still less likely if he had 
thoroughly bad children or friends or had lost good children 
or friends by death. As we said, then, happiness seems to 
need this sort of prosperity in addition; for which reason 
some identify happiness with good fortune, though others 
identify it with virtue. 

Chapter 9 

For this reason also the is asked, whether 
happiness is to be acquired by or by habituation- or 
some other sort of "training, or comes in virtue of some 
divine pr ovidence or again by chance. Now if there is any 
gift of the gods to men, it is reasonable that happiness 
should be god-given, and most surely god-given of all human 
things inasmuch as it is the best. But this question would 
perhaps be more appropriate to another inquiry; happiness 
seems, however, even if it is not god-sent but comes as a 
result of virtue and some process of learning or training, 
to be among the most god-like things; for that which is the 
prize and end of virtue seems to be the best thing in the 
world, and something godlike and blessed. 

It will also on this view be very generally shared; 
for all who are not maimed as regards their potentiality for 
virtue may win it by a certain kind of study and care. But 
if it is better to be happy thus than by chance, it is 
reasonable that the facts should be so, since everything 
that depends on the action of nature is by nature as good as 
it can be, and similarly everything that depends on art or 
any rational cause, and especially if it depends on the best 
of all causes. To entrust to chance what is greatest and 
most noble would be a very defective arrangement. 

The answer to the question we are asking is plain also 
from the definition of happiness; for it has been said to 
be a virtuous activity of soul, of a certain kind. Of the 
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remaining goods, some must necessarily pre-exist as 
conditions of happiness, and others are naturally 
co-operative and useful as instruments. And this will be 
found to agree with what we said at the outset; for we 
stated the end of political science to the best end, and 
politicai science spends most of its p~ins on making the 
citizens t o be of a certain character, viz. good and 
ca.pable of noble acts. 

It is natural, then, that we call neither ox nor horse 
nor any other of the animals happy; for none of them is 
capable of sharing in such activity. For this reason also a -------boy is not happy; for he is not yet capable of suc fi acts, 
owing to his age; and boys who a re called happy -a re-"- being 
congratul ated by reason of the hopes we have for them. ~or 

there is required, as we said, not only complete virtue but 
also a complete life, since many changes occur in life, and 
all manner of chances, and the ~ost prosperous may fall into 
great misfortunes in old age, as is told of Priam in the 
Trojan Cycle; and one who has experienced such chances and 
has ended wretchedly no one cal ls happy. 

Chapter 10 

Must no one at all, then, be called happy while he 
lives; ~ must we , as Solon says, see the end? Even if we are 
t o l~y- down this doctrine, is it also the case that a man is 
happy when he is dead? Or is · not this quite absurd, 
especially for us who say that happiness is an activity? 
But if we do not call the dead man happy, and if Solon does 
not mean this, but that one can then · safely call a man 

· blessed as being at least beyond evils ·and misforttines; this 
also affords matter for discussion; fqr both evil and good 
are thought to exist for a dead man ·, as · much as for one who 
is aiive but not aware of them; e.g. honours · and 
dishonours and the good or bad fortunes of children and in 
general of descendants. And this also presents a problem; 
for though a man has lived happily up to old age and has had 
a d eath -worthy of his life, many reverses may befall his 
des-cendants--some of them may be good and attain t he life 
they de~erve, while with others the opposite may be the 
case; and clearly too the degrees of relationship between 
them and their ancestors may vary indefinitely. It would ·be 
odd, then, if the dead man were to share in these changes 
and become at one time happy, at another wretched; while it 
would also be odd if the fortunes of the descendants did not 
for some time have some ·effect on the · happiness of their 
aqcestors. 

But we must return to our first difficulty; for 
perhaps · by a consideration of it our present problem might 
be solved •. . Now if we must see the end and only then call a 
man happy, .not as being happy but as having been so befor~, 
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surely this is a paradox, that when he is happy the 
attribute that belongs to him is not to be truly predicated 
of him because we do not wish to call living men happy, on 
account of the changes that may befall them, and because we 
have assumed happiness to be something permanent and by no 
means easily changed, while a single man may suffer many 
turns of fortune's wheel. For clearly if we were to keep 
pace with his fortunes, we should often call the same man 
happy and again wretched, making the happy man out to be a 
'chameleon and insecurely based.' or is this keeping pace 
with his fortunes quite wrong? Success or failure in life 
does not depend on these, but human life as we said, needs - ' . ' these- as mere aoditions, while virtuous activities or their 
opposites are what c~nstitute happiness or the reverse. 

The question we have now discussed confirms our 
definition. For no function of man has so much permanence 
as virtuous acttvlt}esr(these-are ~ought to be more durable 
even tnan knowledge of the sciences), and of these 
themselves the most valuable are more durable because those 
who are happy spend their life most readily and most 
continuously in these; for this seems to be the reason why 
we do not forget them. The attribute in question, then, 
will belong to the happy man, and he will be happy 
throughout his life; for always, or by preference to 
everything else, he will be engaged in virtuous action and 
contemplation, and he will bear the chances of life most 
nobly and altogether decorously, if he is 'truly good' and 
'foursquare beyond reproach.' 

Now many events happen by chance, and events differing 
in importance; small pieces of good fortune or of its 
opposite clearly do not weigh down the scales of life one 
way or the other, but a multitude of great events if they 
turn out well will make life happier (for not only are they 
themselves such as to add beauty to life, but the way a man 
deals with them may be noble and good), while if they turn 
out ill they crush and maim happiness; for they both bring 
pain with them and hinder many activities. Yet even in 
these nobility shines through, when a man bears with 
resignation many great misfortunes, not through 
insensibility to pain but through nobility and greatness of 
soul. 

If activities are, as we said, what gives life its 
character no happy man can become miserable; for he will 
ne.ver do ~he acts that are hateful and mean. For t he man 
who s tr uiygood and wise, we think, bears all the chances 
of life becomingly and always makes the best of 
circumstances, as a good general makes the best military use 
of the army at his command and a good shoemaker makes the 
best shoes out of the hides that are given him; and so with 
all other craftsmen. And if this is the case, the happy man 
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can never become miserable--though he will not reach 
blessedness, if he meet with fortunes like those of Priam. 

Nor, again, is he many-coloured and changeable; for 
neither will he be moved from his happy state easily or by 
any ordinary misadventures, but only by many great ones, 
nor, if he has had many great misadventur.es, will he recover 
his happiness in a short time, but if at all, only in a long 
and complete one in which he h~s attained many splendid 
successes. 

Why then should we not say that he is happy who is 
active in accordance . with complete virtue and is 
sufficiently equipped with external goods, not for some 
chance period but throughout a complete life? Or must we 
add 'and who is destined to live thus and die as befits his 
life'? Certainly the future is obscure to us, while 
happiness, we claim, is an end and something in every way 
final. If so, we shall call happy those among liv·ing men in 
whom these .conditions • are, and are to be, fulfilled--but 
happy men. So much for these questions. 

Book .IL 

Chapter 6 

We must, however, not only describe virtue as a state 
of character, but also say what sort of state it is. We may 
remark, then, that every virtue or excellence both brings 
into good condition the thing of which it is the excellence 
and makes the work of. that thing be .done well; e.g. the 
excellence of the _eye makes both the eye and its work good; 
for it ~is by the excellence of the eye that we see well. 
Similarly the excellence of the horse makes a horse both 
good iQ itself and good at running and at carrying its rider 
and at awaiting the attack of the enemy. Therefore, ·if this 
is true in every case, the virtue of man also will be the 
state of character which ,makes a man good and which makes 
him do his own work well. 

How this is to happen we have stated already, but it 
will be made plain also by the following consideration of 
the specific nature of virtue. In everything that is 
continuous and divisible it is possLble to take more, less, 
or an equal amount, and that either in terms of the thing 
i t self or relatively to us; and the equal is an 
interMediate between ex~ess and defect. By the intermediate 
in the object I mean that which is equidistant from each of 
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the extremes, which is one and the same for all men; by the 
intermediate relatively to us that which is neither too much 
nor too little--and this is not one, nor the same for all. 
For ins:ance, if ten is many and two is few, six is the 
intermed1ate, taken in terms of the object; for it exceeds 
and . is exceeded by an equal amount; this is intermediate 
according to arithmetical proportion. But the intermediate 
relatively to us is not to be taken so; if ten pounds are 
too much for a particular person to eat and two too little, 
it does not follow that the trainer will order six pounds; 
for this also is perhaps too much for the person who is to 
take it, or too little--too little for Milo too much for . , 
the beginner in athletic exercises. The same is true of 
running and wrestling. Thus a master of any art avoids 
excess and defect, but seeks t e intermediate and chooses 
t s--tne intermediate · no - rn the object but relatively to 
us. 

If it is thus~ then, that every art does its work 
well--by looking to the intermediate and judging its works 
by this standard (so that we often say of good works of art 
that it is not possible either to take away or to add 
anything, implying that excess and defect destroy the 
goodness of works of art, while the mean preserves it; and 
good artists, as we say, look to this in their work), and 
if; further, virtue is more exact and better than any art, 
a~ nature also is, then virtue must have the quality of 
aiming at the intermediate. I mean moral virtue; for it is 

!this that is co~rn d ~it~ passions and actions, and in 
these there _ __ _ls~~~ces~, defect, and the intermediate. For 
ins tanCe , both fear and confidence and appetite and anger 
and pity and in general pleasure and pain may be felt both 
too much and too little, and in both cases not well; but to 
feel them at the r~ghL time xith reference to the right 
ooj ects, towards the right people, with the right motive, 
ano in the right way, is what is bo~h intermediate and best, 
ana this is characteristic of virtue. Similarly with regard 
to action's ·also there is excess, defect, and the 
intermediate. Now virtue is concerned with passions and 
actions, in which excess is a form of failure, and so is 
defect, while the intermediate is praised and is a form of 

, success; and being praised and being successful are both 
ch~r~cteristics of virtue. Therefore ·virtue is a kind of 
mean, since, as we have seen, it aims at what is 
intermediate-: 

Again, it is possible to fail in many ways (for evil 
belongs to the class of the unlimited, as the Pythagoreans 
corijectu~ed, and good to that of · the limited), while to 
succeed is possible only ln one way (for which reason also 
one is easy . and the other difficult--to miss the mark easy, 
to . hit it ·difficult); · for these reasons also, then, excess 
and defect are .characteristic of vice, and the mean of 
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virtue; 

For men are good in but one way, but bad in many. 

Virtue, then, is a state of character concerned with 
choice, lying in a mean, i.e. the mean relative to us, this 
being determined by a rational principle,. and by that 
principle by which the man of practical wisdom would 
determine it. Now it is a mean between two vices, that 
which depends on excess and that which depends on defect; 
and again it is a mean because the vices respectively fall 
short of or exceed what is right in both passions and 
actions, while virtue both finds and chooses that which is 
intermediate. Hence in respect of its substance and the 
definition which states its essence virtue is a mean, with 
regard to what is best and right an extreme. 

But not every ac~~on nor _every ___ passion admits of a 
mean; -- for some have .names tb~t already imply-oa ness, e.g. 
spite, shamelessness, envy:, _and in ~tile"-· case-~ -actions 
adtil-tefy , --t heft·, murder; for all of these and suchlike 
things imply by their names that they are themselves bad, 
and not the exc esses or deficiencies of them. It is not 
possible, then, ever to be right w~th regard to them; one 
mu~ al~y~he rong. Nor does goodness or badnes s with 
regard to such things depend on committing adultery with the 
right woman, at the right time, and in the right way, but 
simply to do any of them is to go wrong. It would be 
equally absurd, then, to expect that in unjust, cowardly, 
and voluptuous action there should be a mean, an excess, and 
a deficiency; for at that rate there would be a mean of 
excess and of deficiency, an excess of excess, and a 
deficiency of deficiency. But _as th~re is no excess anq 
deficiency of temperance and courage because what is 
i~i~s in-a s ense an- extr;~e, so too of the actions 
we have mentioned there- is no - mean nor any excess and 
deficiency, but however they are done they are wrong; for 
in general there is neither a mean of excess and deficienc~, 
nor excess and deficiency of a mean. 

Chapter 7 

We must, however, not only make this general s.tatement, 
but also apply it to the individual facts. For among 
statements about conduct those which are general apply more 
widely, but those which are particular are more genuine, 
since conduct has to do with individual cases, and our 
statements must harmonize with the facts in these cases. We 
may take these cases from our table. With regard to 
feelings of fear and confidence courage is the mean; of the 
people who exceed, he who exceeds in feariessness has no 
name (many of the states have no name), while the man who 
exceeds in confidence is rash, and he who exceeds in fea r 
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and fall~ ~h~r~ i~ confidence is a coward. With regard to 
pleasures and pain~~ not all of them and not so much with , 
regclr~--to the ~pains--th~ mean is temperance, the excess 
self-1ndul~ence. Persons deficient with regard to the 
pleasures are not often found; hence such persons also have 
received no name. But let us call them 'insensible.' 

With regard to giving and .t~king of money the mean is 
liberality, he excess and the defect prodigality and 
meanness. In these actions people exceed and fall short in 
contrary ways; the prodigal exceeds in spending and falls 
short in taking, while the mean man exceeds in taking and 
falls short in spending. (At present we are giving a mere 
outline or summary, and are satisfied with this; later 
these states will be more exactly determined.) With regard 
to money there are also other dispositions--a mean, 
magnificence (for the magnificent man differs from the 
liber-al man; the former de·als with large sums, the latter 
with small ones), and excess, tastelessness and vulgarity, 
and a deficiency, niggardliness; these differ from the 
states opposed to liberality, and the mode of their 
difference will be stated later. 

With regard to honour and dishonour the mean is proper 
pride, the excess is known as a sort of 'empty vanity,' and 
the deficiency is undue humility; and as we said liberality 
was related to magnificence, differing from it by dealing 
with small sums, so there is a · state similarly related to 
proper pride, being concerned with small honours while that 
is concerned with great. For it is possible to desire 
honour as one ought, and more than one ought, and less, and 
the man who exceeds in his desires is called ambitious, the 
man who falls short unambitious, while the intermediate 
person has no name. The dispositions also are nameless, 
except that that of the ambitious man is called ambition. 
Hence the people who are at the extremes lay claim to the 
middle place; and we ourselves sometimes call the 
intermediate person ambitious and sometimes unambitious, and 
sometimes praise the ambitious man and sometimes the 
unambitious. The reason of our doing this will be stated in 
what follows; but now let us speak of the remaining states 
according to the method which ·has been indicated. 

With regard to anger also there is an excess, a 
deficiency, and a mean. · Although they can scarcely be said 
to have names, yet since we call the intermediate person 
good-tempered let us call the mean good temper; of the 
persons at the extremes let ·the one who exceeds be called 
irascible and his vice irascibility, and the man who falls 
short an inirascible sort of peison, and the deficiency 
inirascibility. 
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There are also three other means, which have a certain 
likeness to one another, but differ from one another: for 
they are all concerned with intercourse in words and 
actions, but differ in that one is concerned with truth in 
this sphere, the other two with pleasantness; and of this 
one kind is exhibited in giving amusement, the other in all 
the circumstances of life. We must therefore speak of these 
too, that we may the better see that in all things the mean 
is praiseworthy, and the extremes neither praiseworthy nor 
right, but worthy of blame. Now most of these states also 
have no names, but we must try, as in the other cases, to 
invent names ourselves so that we may be clear and easy to 
follow. With regard to truth, then, the intermediate is a 
truthful so~ of person and the mean may be called 
truthfulness, while the pretence which exaggerates is 
boastfulness and the person characterized by it a ooaster, 
and that which understates is mock modesty and th~--Rerson 
charactef ized by it mock-modest. With regard to 
pleasantness in the giving of amusement the intermediate 
person is readY=witted and th~ disposition ready wit, the 
excess is buffoonery and the pe_rson characteri~e 15'Y"ft- a 
buffoon, while the man who falls short is a sort of boor and 
his state is boorishness. With regard to the remaining kind 
of pleasantness, that which is exhibited in life in general, 
the man who is pleasant in the right way is friendly and the 
mean is friendliness, while the man who exceeds is an 
obsequious person if he has no end in view, a flatterer if 
he is aiming at his own advantage, and the man who falls 
short and is unpleasant in all circumstances is a 
quarrelsome and surly sort of person. 

There are also means in the passions and concerned with 
the passions; since shame is not a virtue, and yet praise 
is extended to the modest man. For even in these matters 
one man is said to be intermediate, and another to exceed, 
as for instance the bashful man who is ashamed of 
everything; while he who falls short or is not ashamed of 
anything at all is shameless, and the intermediate person is 
modest. Righteous indignation is a mean between envy and 
spite, and these st·ates"ar:e--con-cerned -with--the -pain - -and-
pleasur~s that are felt at the fbrtunes of our neighbours; 
the man who is characterized by righteous indignation is 
pained at undeserved good fortune, the envious man, going 
beyond him, is pained at all good fortune, and the spiteful 
man falls so far short of being pained that he even 
rejoices. But these states there will be an opportunity of 
describing elsewhere; with regard to justice, since it has 
not one simple meaning, we shall, after describing the other 
states, distinguish its two kinds and say how each of them 
is a mean; and similarly we shall treat also of the 
rational virtues. 
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Chapter 8 

There are three kinds of disposition, then, two of them 
vices, involving excess and deficiency respect i vely, and one 
a ~ue, v~z. the mean, and all are in a sense opposed to 
all· for ~he extreme states are contrary both to the 
interm~diate state and to each other, and the intermediate 
to the extremes; as the equal is greater relatively to the 
less, less relatively to the greater, so the middle states 
are excessive relatively to the deficiencies, deficient 
relatively to the excesses, both in passions and in actions. 
For the brave man appears rash relatively to the coward, and 
cowardly relatively to the rash man; and similarly the 
temperate man appears self-indulgent relatively to the 
insensible man, insensible relatively to the self-indulgent, 
and the liberal man prodigal relatively to the mean man, 
mean relatively to the prodigal. Hence also the people at 
the extremes push the intermediate man each over to the 
other, and the brave man is called rash by the coward, 
cowardly by the rash man, and correspondingly in the other 
cases. 

These states being thus opposed to one another, the 
greatest contrariety is that of the extremes to each other, 
rather than to the intermediate; for these are further from 
each other than from the intermediate, as the great is 
further from the small and the small from the great than 
both · are from the equal. Again, to the intermediate some 
extremes show a certain likeness, as that of rashness to 
~ourage and that of prodigality to liberality; but the 
extremes show the greatest unlikeness to each other; now 
contraries are defined as the things that are furthest from 
each other, so that things that are further apart are more 
contrary. 

To the mean in some cases the deficiencyJ in some the 
excess is more opposed; e.g. it is not rashness, which is 
an excess, but cowardice, which is a deficiency, that is 
more opposed to courage, and not insensibility, which is a 
deficiency, but self-indulgence, which is an excess, that is 
more opposed to temperance. This happens from two reasons, 
one being drawn from the thing itself; for because one 
extreme is nearer and liker to the intermediate, we oppose 
not tnis but rather its contrary to the intermediate. E.g., 
since rashness is thought liker and nearer to courage, and 
cowardice more unlike, we oppose rather the latter to 
courage; for things that are further from the intermediate 
are thought more contrary to it. This, then, is one cause 
drawn from the thing itself; another is drawn fro~ 
ourselves; for the things to which we ourselves more 
naturally tend seem more contrary to the intermediate. For 
instance, we ourselves tend more naturally to pleasures, and 
hence are more easily carried away towards self-indulgence ----
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than towards propriety. We describe as contrary to the 
mean, then, rather the directions in which we more often go 
to great lengths; and therefore self-indulgence, which is 
an excess, is the more contrary to temperance. 

Chapter 9 

That moral virtue is a mean, then; and in what sense it 
is so, and that it ·is a mean between ·two vices, the one · 
involving excess, the other deficiency, ·and that it is such· 
because its character -is to aim at what is intermediate' in 
passions and in actions, has been ·sufficiently stated. · . 
H~ce also it is no easy task_ to be g_ood_. For in everything 
it is no easy task to find the middle, e.g. to find the 
middle of a circle is not for every one but for him who 
knows; so, too, any one can get angry-.:-that is easy--or · 
give or spend money; but to do thisto the right ·person, to 
the right extent, at the right ·time, wit·h the right motive,- · 
and in the right way, that is not for every one, nor is .it 
easy; wherefore goodness is both rare and laudable ·. and 
noble. 

He..nce he who aims at the :intermediate must first depart 
from what is the more · contrary to it, as Calypso advises--

Hold the ship out beyond that surf and spray. 

For of the extremes one is more erroneous, one less so; 
therefore, since to hit the mean is hard in the extreme, we 
must as a second best, as people say, take the least of . the 
evils; and this will be done best in .~ the· way we describe. 

But we must consider the · things . towards which we · 
ourselves also are easily carried away; for some of us tend 
to one thing, some to another; and this will be 
recognizable from the pleasure and the pain we feel. We 
must dra:g ourselves away to the contrary extreme; . for we 
shall get into · the intermediate . state by drawing well away 
from error, as ~eopie do in straightening sticks that are 
bent. 

Now in everything the pleasartt or pleasure is most t~ ~ 

be guar ed against; for we do .not judge it impartially. We 
ought, then, to feel towards pleasure. as the elders of the· 
people felt towards Helen, and in all circumstances . repeat 
their saying; for it we dismiss pleasure thus we are . less 
likely to go astray. It is by doing this, then, (to sum _the 
matter up) that we shall best be- able to hit the .mean. 

But this is no doubt difficult, and especially · in 
individual cases; for it is not easy to det-ermine both how 
and with whom and on what provocation and how long on~ , 

should be angry; for we too sometimes praise those who fall 
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short and call them good-tempered, but sometimes we praise 
those who get angry and call them manly. The man, however, 
who deviates little from goodness is not blamed, whether he 
do so in the direction of the more or of the less, but only 
the man who deviates more widely; for he does not fail to 
be noticed. But up to what point and to what extent a man 
must deviate before he becomes blameworthy it is not easy to 
determine by reasoning, any more than anything else that is 
perceived by the senses; such things depend on particular 
facts, and the decision rests with perception. So much, 
~hen is pl~in 1 tbat the intermediate state is in all things 
to be praised, but that we must incline sometimes towards 
the excess, sometimes towards the deficiency; for so shall 
we ~ost easily hit the mean and what is right. 
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POETICS 

Chapter 6 

Reserving hexameter poetry and Comedy for consideration 
hereafter, let us proceed now to the discussion of Tragedy; 
before doi,ng so, however, we must gather up the definition 
resulting from what has been satd. A tragedy, then, is the 
imitation of an action .. hat. is aerious and also, as having 
magnitude, complete in itsel.f; in language with pleasuraole 
a c_essor · es, each k n b!<?ught in s-eparately in the parts of 
tfie work; in a dramatic not in a narrative form; with 
incidents arousing pit and fear, wherewith to accomplish 
its · catharsis· of such emotions. Here by 'language with 
pleasurable ·accessories' f mean that with rhythm and harmony 
or song superadded; and by 'the kinds separately' I mean 
that some portions are worked out with verse only, and 
others in turn with song. 

I. As they act the stories, it follows that in the 
first place the Spectacle (or stage-appearance of the 
actors) must be some par of the whole; and in the second 
Melody ?nd Diction, these two being the means of their 
imitation. Here by 'Diction' I mean merely this, the 
composition of the verses; and by 'Melody,' what is too 
completely understood to require explanation. But further: 
the subject repres~nted also is ~n action; and the action 
involves agent:s, who roust necessarily have their distinctive 
qualities both of character and thought, since it is from 
these tha~ we ascribe certain qualities to their actions. 
There are in the natural order of things, therefore, , two 
causes, Thought and Character, of .their actions, and 
consequently of 'their success or failure. in their lives. 
Now th~ action (that which was do-ne) is represented in t fle 
play by the Fable or Plot. The Fable, in. our present sense 
of the' is simp y this, the combination of the 
incidents, or things done in the story; whereas Character 
is what makes us ascribe certain moral qualities to the 
agents; and Thought is shown in all they say when proving a 
particular point or, it may be, enunciating a general truth. 
There are · six parts consequently of every tragedy, as a 
whole (that is of such or such quality, viz, a Fable or 
Plot, Characten~, Diction, Thought, Spectacle, and Melody; 
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two of them arising from the means, one from the manner, and 
three from the objects of the dramatic imitation; and there 
is nothing else besides these six~ Of these, its formative 
elements, then, not a few of the dramatists have made due 
use, as every play, one may .say, . admits of Spectacle, 
Character, Fable, Diction, Melody, 'and Thought. 

II. The most important of .. the . six is the · combination 
of the incidents of the , story. " tragedy .is essentially ~n 
imitation not of persons but, of. action and . llfe-·, , of 
happiness and mi'sery. All hll;lrian happiness or. misery takes 
the form of action; the end for which _we live is a certain 
kind · of . activity, not. .a·. ' quality. . Character ive~ us 
qualities' but it is in pur act;ions--what w.e do--that we are 
happy or the reverse~ In a. play_ accord{ngly they do no-t act 
in o roer to .. port ray the . Chara.cter.s; they include the 
C~ers for . the sake of the . .action • . So that it is the. 
action in it, i.e. ··its · F~b~e __ or Pl<?t_, that . is the end and 
purpose of the tragedy; and the enq is everywhere the chief 
thing. Besides this, a tragedy ' is impossi~le . . without 
action, but there may be one without Character. The 
tragedies of most of the mod~rns .a~~ c~aracterless-~a _ defect 

common among poet~ of all ki!}ds' and with ).ts counterpart io 
painting iri Zeuxis ' as ·compared wit}) Polygnotus; for .whereas 
the latter is strong in character, the work of Zeuxis is 
devoid of it. And again: · one may string .together a series 
of characteristic · speeche~ of the ut~~st finish .as reiafds ' 
Diction and Thought, and yet f~il to p~oduce the t~ue t~agic 
effect; but one will . have much better success with a 
tragedy ' which' however . inferior in . these re~pects' . 'has a 
Plot, · a combination of incid~nts, in it. And again: the , 
most powerful elements · of attraction in Tragedy, . the , 
Peripeties and Discoveries, : ai~ parts of · the Ploi~ A 
further pioof is in the fact that begi9~ers succeed earfier 
with the Diction and Character~ ·· tha~ - \iith the constructi_on _ · 
of a story; and the same may ·be said of ne~rly all the 
early dramatists. . . We . maint~i11, therefore ~hat the first 
essential, the ~ife and soul, ~ so to s eak, of Tragedy is the 
Plot; . and that the kh~racters come second--compare. t e 
parallel in painting' where the most beautiful col_ours laid 
on without order will not give one the same pleasure as a 
simple black-and-white sketch of a portrait. We maintai~ 
that Tragedy is primarily an 'imitation of action, and .that 
it is mainly 'foi the sake ' of the action t~at it imitates the . 
personal _agents. Third comes the _ element of Thought., i.e • 
the power of saying whatever . can be said' or what . is 
appropriate to the occasion. This is what, in the speeches 

~ in Tragedy, falls under the arts of Politics and Rhetoric; 
for the older poets make their personages discourse like 
statesmen, and the modern like rhetoricians. One must not 
confuse it with Character. Character in a play is that 
which reveals the moral purpose of the agents, i.e. the 
sort of thing they seek or avoid, where that is not 
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obvious--hence there is no room for Character in a speech on 
a purely indifferent subject. Thought, on the other hand, 
is shown in all they say when proving or disproving some 
particular point, or enunciating some universal proposition. 
Fourth among the literary elements is the Diction of the 
perso ages, i.e., as before explained, the expression of 
their thoughts in words, which is practically the same thing 
with verse as with prose. As for the two remaining parts, 
the_Melody is the greatest of the pleasurable accessories of 
Trq.gedy. The s·pectacle, thougn an attraction, is the least 
artistic of all the parts, and has least to do with the art 
of poetry. The tragic effect is quite possible without a 
public performance and actors; and besides, the getting-up 
of the Spectacle is more a matter for the costumier than the 
poet. 

Chapter 7 

Having thus distinguished the parts, let us now 
consider the proper construction of the Fable or Plot, as 
that is at once the first and the most important thing in 
Tragedy. We have laid it down that a tragedy is an 
imitation of an action that is complete in itself, as a 
whole of some magnitude; for a whole may be of no magnitude 
to speak of. Now a whole is that which has beginning, 
middle, and end. A beginning is that which is not itself 
necessarily after anything else, and which has naturally 
something else after it; an end is that which is naturally 
after something itself, either as its necessary or usual 
consequent, and with nothing else after it; and a middle, 
that which is by nature after one thing and has also another 
after it. A well-constructed Plot, therefore, cannot either 
begin or end at any point one likes; beginning and end in 
it must be of the forms just described. Again: to be 
beautiful, a living creature, and every whole made up of 
parts, must not only present a certain order in its 
arraflgement of parts, but also be of a certain definite 
magnitude. Beauty is a matter of size and order, and 
therefore impossible either (1) in a very minute creature, 
since our perception becomes indistinct as it approaches 
instantaneity; or (2) in a creature of vast size--one, say, 
1,000 miles long--as in that case, instead of the object 
being seen all at once, the unity and wholeness of it is 
lost to the beholder. Just in the same way, then, as a 
beautiful whole made up of parts, or a beautiful living 
creature, must be of some size, but a size to be taken in by 
the eye, so a story or Plot must be of some length, but of a 
length to be taken in by the memory. As for the limit of 
its length, so far as that is relative to public 
perfo~ances and spectators, it does not fall within the 
theory of poetry. If they had to perform a hundred 
tragedies, they would be timed by water-clocks, as they are 
said to have been at one period. The limit, however, set by 
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the actual nature of the thing is this~ the longer the 
story, consistently with its being comprehensible as a 
whole, the finer it is by reason of its magnitude. As a 
rough general formula, 'a length which allows ·of the hero 
passing by a series of p~obable or necessary stages rom 
m. sfortune t 'o happiness: or from happiness to misfortiine ;' 

"tJ.Y suffice as a limit for the magnitude · of the story~ 

· Chapter 8 

The Uni ty of a Plot does not consist ; as some suppose, 
in its having one man as fts subj ect. An infinity of things 
be f all t hat one man , some of which i t is impossible to 
r educe t o unity; and in like manner there are many actions 
of one man which cannot be made to form one action. One 
sees, ther efore, the mistake of all the poets who have 
written a Heracleid, a Theseid, or ·· similar poems; they 
suppose that, because Heracles was one man, the story also 
of Heracles must be one story. Homer, however·, evide'ntly 
understood this point 4uite well, whether by art \or 
instinct, just in the same -way as he excels the · rest in 
every other respect. In writing an Odjssey, he did not mik~ ' 
the poem cover all that ever befell his hero--it befell him, 
for instance, to get wounded on Parnassus and also to 'feign 
madness at the t ime of the call to arms, but the two 
incidents had no neces~ary or probable connexion with one 
another-- instead of doing that, he took as the subject of 
the Odyssey, as also of the Iliad, an action with a Unity of 
the kind we are describing. The truth is that, just as in 
the other imitative arts one ·imftation ·is always of one 
thing, so in poetry the story, as an imitation of action, 
must represent one action, a - complete whole, with it·s 
several incidents so closely connected that the -transposal 
or wi thdrawal of any one of them_ will disjoin and d{slocate 
the whole. For that which makes ·no perceptible difference 
by it s presence or absence is no real part of the whole •. 

Chapter 9 

From what we have sa:fld it will be seen that the poet's 
function is to describe, not: ·t _he thing that has happene , 
bu a kind of thing that might happen, i.e. what is 
possible as being probable or necessary. The distinctiori 
be tween historian and poet is not in the one writing prose 
and the other verse--you might put the work of Herodotus 
into verse, and it would still be a species of history; · it 
consists really in .. this·, that the one de-scribes the thi~g 
that has been, and the other a kind of thing that mig~t be. 
Hence poetry is something more philosophic and of graver 
import than history , since its statements are of ·the nature 
rather of universals, whereas those of h~story are 
singulars. · By a universal statement I mean one as to what 
such or such a kind of man will · probably or necess~rily 
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say or do--which is the aim of poetry, though it affixes 
proper names to the characters; by a singular statement, 
one as to whay, say, Alcibiades did or had done to him. In 
Comedy this has become clear by this time; it is only when 
their plot is already made up of probable incidents that 
they give it a basis of proper names, choosing for the 
purpose anynames that may occur to them, instead of writing 
like the old iambic poets about particular persons. In 
Tragedy, however, they still adhere to the historic names; 
and for this reason: what convinces is the possible; now 
whereas we are not yet sure as to the possibility of that 
which has not happened, that which has happened is 
manifestly possible, else it would not have come to pc,tss. 
Nevertheless even in Tragedy there are some plays with but 
one or two known names in them, the rest being inventions; 
and there are some without a single known name, e.g. 
Agathon's Antheus, in which both incidents and names are of 
the poet's invention; and it is no less delightful on that 
account. So that one must not aim at a rigid adherence to 
the traditional stories on which tragedies are ·based. It 
would be absurd, in fact, to do so, as even the known 
stories are only known to a few, though they are a delight 
none the less to all. 

It is evident · from the above that the poet must be more 
the poet of his stories or Plots than of his verses, 
inasmuch as he is a poet by virtue of the imitative element 
in his work, and it is actions that he imitates. And if he 
should come to take a subject from actual history, he is 
none the less a poet for that; since some historic 
oc-currences .may very well be in the probable and possible 
order of things; and it is in that aspect of them that he 
is their poet. 

Of simple Plots and actions the episodic are the worst. 
I call a .Plot episodic when there is neither probability nor 
necessity in the sequence of its episodes. Actions of -this 
sort bad poets construct through their own fault, and good 
ones on account of the players. His work being for public 
performance, a good poet often stretches out a Plot beyond 
its capabilities, and is thus obliged to twist the sequence 
of incident. 

Tragedy·, however, is an imitation not only of a 
complete action, but also of incidents arousing pity and 
fear. Such incidents have the very greatest eff~ct on the 
mind when they occur unexpectedly and at the same ~ime in 
consequence of one another; there is more of the marvellous 
in them then than if they happened of themselves or by mere 
chance. Even matters of chance seem most marvellous if 
there is · an ·appearance of design as it were in them; as for 
instance the statue of Mitys at Argos killed the author of 
Mitys' death by falling down on him when a looke~on at 
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a public spectacle; for incidents like that we think to be 
not without a meaning. A Plot, therefore, of this sort is . 
necessarily finer than others. 

Chapter 10 

Plots are either simple or complex, since the actions 
they represent are naturally of thiS twofold description. 
The action, proceeding in the way defined, as one continuous 
whole, I call simQle, when the change in the hero's fortun'es 
takes place without Peripety or Discovery; and ~o~ lex, 
when it involves ~.ne or tbe other, or both ~ These shou a 
each of them arise out of the structure of the Plot itself, 
so as to be the consequence, necessary or probable, or the 
anteceden~s. There is a great difference between a thing 
happening propter hoc and post hoc. 

Chapter 11 

A Peripetx is the change of the kind described frbm one 
state within the play to its opposi~~ , and that 
too in in the probable or necessary 
sequence of events; as it is for instance in Oedipqs: here 
the opposite state of things is produced by the Messenger, 
who, coming to gladden Oedipus and to remove his fears as to 
his mother, reveals the secret of his birth. And in 
Lynceus: just as he is being led off for execution, with 
Danaus at his side to put him to death, the incidents 
preceding this bring it about that he is saved and Danaus . 
put to death. A DiscoverY. is, as the very word implies, a 
change from ignorance to. knowledge, and thus t~ either love 
or hate, in the personages marked for good or evil fortune. 
The finest form of Discovery is one attended 15~{ Pe-ripeties, 
like that which goes with the Discovery in Oedipus. There 
are no doubt other forms of it; what we have said may 
happen in a way in reference to inanimate things, even 
things of a very casual kind; and it is also possible to . 
discover whether some one has done or not done something. 
But the form most directly connected with the Plot and the ' 
action of the piece is the first-mentioned. This, with a 
Peripety, will arouse either pity or fear--actions of that 
nature being what Tragedy is assumed to represent; and it 
will also serve to bring about the happy or unhappy ending. 
The Discovery, then, being of persons, it may be that of one 
party only to the other, the latter being already known; or 
both the parties may have to discover themselves. 
Iphigenia, for instance, was discovered to Orestes by 
sending the letter; and another Discovery was required to 
reveal him to Iphigenia • 

.. Two parts of the Plot, then, Peripety and Discovery, 
are . on matters of this sort. A third part is S~ffering; 
which we may define as an action of a deptructive or · 
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painf·ul nature, such as murders on the stage, tortures, 
w9unding$, and the like. The other two have been already 
exp a-fned. -

Chapter 13 

The next points after what we have said above will be 
these: (1) !What · is the poet to aim at, and what is he to 
avo.id, inconstructing. his Plots? and (2) What are the 
conditions .. on which the tragic effect depends? 

We assume that, for the f-inE!st form of Tragedy, the 
Plot must be not simple but complex; and further, that it 
must imitate actions arousing fear and pity, since that is 
~he olstinct i ve function of this kind of imitation. It 
follows, therefore, that there are three forms of Plot to be 
avoided. (1) A ~od man must not be seen passing from 
happiness to misery ~ or (2) a bad man from misery to 
happiness. The first situation is not fear-inspiring or 
piteous, but simp y odious to us. The second is the most 
untragic that can be; it has no one of the requisites of 
Tragedy; it does not - appeal either to the human feeling in 
us, or to our pity, or to our fea~s. Nor, on the other 
hand, should (3) an extremely bad man be seen falling from 
happiness into misery. Such a story may arouse the human 
feeling in us, but it will not move us to either pity or 
fear; pity i~ oc_casioned by undeserved misfortune, and fear 
by that of "' one like ourselves; · so that there will • be 
nothing either piteous or ·fear-inspiring in the situation. 
There remains, then, the intermediate kind of personage, a 
man not pr~eminently virtuous and just, whose misfortune, 
however, is broug t upon him not by vice and depravity but 
by some error of judgement, of the number of those in the 
enjoyment of great reputation and prosperity; e.g. 
Oedipus, Thyestes, and the men of note of similar families. 
The perfect Plot, accordingly, must have a single, and not 
(as some t ell us) a double issue; the change in the hero's 
fortunes must be not from misery to happiness, but on the 
contrary from happiness to misery; and the cause of it must 
lie not in any depravity, but in some great error on his 
part; the man himself being either such as we have 
described, or better, not worse, than that. Fact also 
confirms our theory. Though the poets began by accepting 
any tragic story that came to hand, in these days the finest 
tragedies are always on the story of some few houses, on 
that of Alcmeon, Oedipus, Orestes, Meleager, Thyestes, 
Telephus, or any others that may have been involved, as 
either agents or sufferers, in some deed of horror. The 
theoretically best tragedy, then, has a Plot of this 
description. The critics, therefore, are wrong who blame 
Euripides for taking this line in his tragedies, and giving 
many of them an unhappy ending. It is, as we have said, the 
right line to take. The best proof is this: on the stage, 
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and in the public . performances, such plays, properly worked 
out,_ are seen to be the most truly tragic; and Euripides, 
even if his execution be faulty in every other point, is 
seen to be nevertheless the most tragic certainly of the 
dramatists. After this comes the construction of Plot which 
some rank first, one with a double story (like the Odyssey) 
and an opposite . issue for the good and the bad personages. 
It is ranked as first only through the· weakness of the 
audiences; the poets merely follo·w their public, · writing .as 
its wishes dictate. But the pleasure here is not that of 
Tragedy. It belongs rather to Comedy, where the bitterest 
enemies in the piece (e.g. Orestes and Aegisthus) walk· off 
good friends at the end, with no slaying of any one by any 
one. 



TI-I U CYD IDES 

B 0 Q .J{ I 

Tm.:cYDIDF.s, an Atheni:1n, wrote the history of the 
w•u· in ·which the Peloponnesians and the Athenians 
fought against one 'another. He began to write when 
they first took up arms, believing that it would be great 
an~ - l~temo·rable above any previous war. For he argued 
that both states were then at the full . 
height of' their military poWer, and he Gm~ltUu oftl•• war. 

sa\V the rest of the Hellenes either siding or intending . 
to side · \Vith one or other of them. No movement ever 

· stirred Hellas more deeply tha~ this; . it was shared by 
many of the Barbarians, and might be said even to affect 
the world at ·large. 

20 Such _ are the results of my enquiries, though the 
early history of Hellas is of a kind 

Vulgnr ~rrr,s: \Vhich forbids implicit reliance on every 
particular of the evidence . Men do not discriminate, and 
are too readv to receive ancient traditions about their own 
as. well as ... ~bout . other countries. For example, most 
Athenians think that Hipparchus was actually tyrant when 
he . w.a$ slairt by Harmodius and Aristogciton; they ar·e 
not aware that H ippias was the eldest of the sons-of Peisi· 
stratus, ·. and succeeded him, nnd that Hipparchus and 
Thessalus were only his brothers • At the last moment, · 
Harmodius and Aristogeiton suddenly suspected that Hip
piots had been forewarned by some of their accomplices. 
They therefore abstained from attacking him, but, wishing 
to do something before they were seized, and not to risk 
their lives in vain, they slew Hipparchus, with whom they 
fell in ncar the temple called Leocorium as he was 
marshalling the Panathenaic procession. There are many 
od1er m:ttters, . not obscured by time, but contemporary, 
about which the other Hellenes are equally mistaken. For 
example, they imagine that the kings of Lacedaemon in 
their coun~iJ have not one but two votes each , and that 
in the army of the Lacedaemonians th'ere is a division 
called t.he Pitanate division ; whereas they never had 
anything of the sort. 5~ little trouble do men take in the 
search after truth ; so readily do they accept whateve1· 
coines ·first to hand. · 

Yet any one who upon the grounds which I. have given 2I 

. arrives· at some such conclusion as my u,c,rlt~~i•ty of,m·ly 

own about those ancient times, would lu"story. If 1stimnt~d by 
. H be fncts tl•• P~lopo•m,si'nu 

not be far w~ong. e must ~t grtaln- 11,,,. 41,'.1 1,.,. 
misled by the exaggerated fanc1es of udi"g twr. 

the poets, or . by the tales of chroniclers who seek to 
please the ear rather than to speak the truth • . Their 
accounts cannot be tested .by him ; and most of the facts in 
the . laps~ of otges have passed into the region of romance. 
At such a distance of time he must make up his mind to be 
satisfied with conclusions resting upon the clearest evidence 
which ca_n be had. And, though men will always judge 
any war. in which they are actually fighting to be the 
greatest at the time, but, after it is over, revert to their 
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admiration of some other which has preceded, still the 
Peloponnesian, if estimated by the actual facts, will 
certainly prove to have been the greatest ever known. 

22 As to the speecht!s which were made either before or 
Tl11 spucllts coultl during the war, it was hard for me, an<.l 

"ol b1 t.wr~tly rtporttcl. for others who reportetl them to me, to 
Grtal jxri11s lnkm lo 
nsctrtni" 1;,1 tmt/, recollect the ex<~.ct words. I have there. 
nbout tt~tuts.. fore put into the mouth of each speaker 
the sentiments proper to the occ<~.sion, express<"u as I 
thought he. would be .likely to express them, while at the 
san,'le time I endeavoured, as nt!arly as I could, to give 
the general purport -of what was actually said. or the 
events of the ,i;ar I ha~e not ventured to speak· fro~ any 
chance inform<ttion, n.or <~.ccording to <~.ny notion of my 
own .; 1 have describetl nothing but what I· eit~1er saw 
myself, or learned from others of whom I made the ntost 
careful and particular enquiry. The task w<ts n l<tborious 
one, because eye·witnesses of the same .occurrences gave 
different . accounts of them, <ts they remembered or were 
interested ii1 the <~.ctions of one side or the other. And 
very likely the strictly historical character of my narrative 
may be. 'dis01ppointing to the e<~.r. But if he. who desires 
to h<tve before his eyes a true picture of the events which 
n<we happened, <tnd of the like events which may be 
expected to h<tppen hereafter in the order of hum<tn things, 
shan · pronounce \\"hat . I itave written to be \~seful, thei1 
1 shall be S<ttisfied. My history is an everlasting poss~S· 
sio-n, not a prize composition which is heard and forgotten. 

BOOK II 

During the same winter, in accordance with an old 34 
n~tional custom, the funeral of those 
who fir::;t fell in this war was celebrated 
by" the' Athenians at the pubi:c charge. 
The ceremony is as follows: Three 

Th• Allicm"miS ,-clc
/mrlc lliefimcrnl ojtlw"r 
cili;,:us who llud died 
ti4 lh1 ~r. 

<lays bt.!fore the cclebratiotl they erect a tent in which the 
bon~:s of the dead are laid out, and every one brings to 
his own dead any offerir.g which he pleases. At the time 
of the func.:ral the bones are placed in chests of cypress 
woou, -whid1 are conveyed on ' hearses; there is one chest 
ior each tribe~ They also carry a single empty litter 
decked with a pall for all whose bodies are missing, and 

: -c~mnot · be recovered after the battle. The procession is 
· accompanied' by any one who chooses, wheth~r ·citizen or 

::;ti.-ang-cr, and the female relatives of the dec~:as~d are 
prcs~:nt at the place of inten11ent aud make lamentation. 
The pul>lic sc.:pulchre is situated in the most beautiful spot 
outside the walrs; there they always bury those who fall 
)n war; · only after the battle of Marathon the dead, in 
recognition of their pre-eminent valour, were interred on 
'the field. \Vhcn the remains have been laid in the earth, 
some man of known ability and high reputation, chosen by 
the dty, dCiivers a suitable oration over them; after which 
the p·cople depar~. Such is the ·manner of interment ; and 

· thc , ccrcJryo•~y _was rcpeatctl from time. to time. th~o.,ug~lOU~ 
the \\".1r • . Over those who were the 11rst buned I enclc. 



was chosen to speak. At the fitting moment he advanced 
from the sepulchre to a lofty stage, which hJ.d bec:n erected 
in order that he might be heJ.rd as far as possible by the 
multitude, and spoke as follows:-

(J-·t::-:ERAL SPEF.Cll.) 

35 1 l\[ ost of those who h:wc spoken here before me 
Th&ltr:;nuiucl• cujuius ha\·c commended the lawgiver who 

thi:j orntio11 hns bccu added this orJ.tion to our other funeral 
()Jim pmi:mi. Dul 1 Cl)Stoms ; it seemed to them a worthy 
:~hott!tl prrfcr lo prnisc 
1;,, hmt·c lry tlcccl$ 011/y, thing . that such an honour should be 
unllu impm1tlrt'ir,Tfm· given at their burial to the dead who 
(ntiu" 0 '' lht skill t~/ have fallen on the field of battle. . But 
nu ornlnr. Still, ottr 
nuuslors approved tJ1c I should have preferred that, whe_n men's 
jrtrtli,·c, e111el 1 IIIIlS/ deedS have been b-rave, they ShOuld 
t~lll'J'. be honoured in deed only, and with 
~uch an honour as this public funeral, which you arc no·w 
witnessing. Then the reputation of niany would not have 
been ·imperilled on the eloquence or want of eloquence of 
one, and their virtues believed or not as he spoke well or 
ill. For it is difficult to say neither too little nor too much; 
and even moderation is apt not to give the impression of 
truthfulness. . The friend of the dead who knows the facts 
is likely to think -that the words of the speaker fall short of 
his knowl~dge and of his wishes; another who is not so 
well informed, when he hears of anything which surpasses 
his own powers, will be envious and will suspect exaggera
tion. Mankind are tolerant of the praises of others so long 

. as each hearer thinks. that he can do as well or nearly as 
well. himself, but, when the speaker rises above him, 
jealousy is aroused and he begins to be incredulous. 
However, since our ancestors have set the seal of their 
approval upon the practice, I must obey, and to the utmost 
Qf my power shall endeavour to satisfy the wishes and 
beliefs of all who hear me. 

• I will speak first of our ancestors, for it is right and 36 
~eemly that now, when we arc lament· i"·r11Ji1:,1,,,,,rmu

ing the dead, a tribute should be paid rnt..· our ft!"l'drrt~l ·s, 
to . their 1'1emory. There has never :;:/1(1 gnt~c "s fi"utlom 

· . h . mu( cuipti·c. Ami bc-
bc.:cn a time when ,the)' did not 111 abat fm·c prni$1i1g tile cimtl, 
this land, which by their valour ,they I ;:;i/1 cicscn·bc l1otu 

ha\·e handed down from generation to Atlrms lrn$ tuo" J,c, 
• d f: ,CITn/lll':jS. generation, and we have rece1vc rom 

them a free state. But if they were worthy of praise, still 
mo.rc were our fathers, who added to · their inheritance, 
and after many a struggl\! transmitted to us their sons this 
great cmpir.e. And we ourseh·es assembled here to-day, 
who arc ~till most of us in the vigour of liie, have carried 
the work of improvement further, and ha\·e richly endowed 
ottr city with all things, so that she is sufficient for herself 
both in peace and ~\·ar. Of the military exploits by which 
our v~rious possessions were acquired, or of the energy 
with which we or our fathers drove back the tide of war, 
Hellenic or Barbarian, I will not speak; fot· the talc would 
be long and is familiar to you. But before I praise the 
dead, i ~hould like to point out by .. what principles of 
action . we rose ·to power, and under what in~titutions and 
. thr_ough what rnanner of life our empire became great. 
For I conceive that such thoughts are not unsuited to the 
occ~sion, and that this numerous assembly of citizens and 
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strangers may profitably listen .to them. 
• Our form of government does not enter into rivalry 37 

with the institutions of others. We Om· govmuumt ,$ 

do not copy our neighbours, but are n tlemon·ac-''• lmt rc·e 

an example to them. It is true that 1
'
0

"
0
"" '"~" of '"ert"i, 

tultellter nclt Of' pont·. 
we are called a democracy, for the Our public lift is free 

administration is in the hands of the from ~:rcl,siw,,ss, our 

many and not of the few. But while pnilalefrona susP_inou: 
• • . yd we rnJII'W alike ll•t 

the ·law secures equal JUStlce to all ;,ju,clitJ,.s of law aiul 

alike in their private disputes, the mstom. 

claim of excellence is also r~cognised ; . . and when. a 
ci.K'zen i; in nny wny distingui:shcd, he is preferred 
fo the public service, not as ·a matter of privilege, 
but as the reward of merit. Neither is poverty a bar, 
but a man · may benefit his country whatever be the 
obscurity of Ius condition. There is no exclusiveness in 
our pubhc _life, and in our private intercourse we arc not 
suspicious of one another, nor angry with our neighbour 
if he lives what he likes; we do not put on sour looks at 
him which, though harmless, are not pleasant. While we 
arc thus unconstrained in our private intercourse, a spirit 
of reverence pervades our public acts ; we are prevented 
from doing- wrong by respect for the authorities and for 
the laws, having an especial regard to those which are 
ordained for the protection of the injured as well as to 
those unwritten laws which bring upon the transgressor of 
thc.:m the reprobation of the general sentiment. 

38 'And we haye not forgottCl'i. to provide for our weary 

rr·,·jiml rdtl.\'tiiiUill'll 

Ollr 1111/II:ICIII(Il/$1 tlllll 

zit u11r ltuuu·s; amt the 
wlwlc <;.;or/d cuulrilmlc:i 
f() UIIT mJii)'IIII:JII. 

~pirits many relaxations from toil ; we 
ha\·e regular· games and sacrifices 
throughout the year i our homes 'arc 
beautiful and elegant; and the delight 
which we daily feel in all these things 

helps to banish melancholy. Because of the greatness of 
our city the fruits of the whole earth flow in upon us; so 
that we enjoy the goods of other countries as freely · as of 
our own. 

39 'Then, again, our military training is in many respects 
/u ···ar '"e sing!vare superior to that of our adversaries. 

a walcltjurtltcPdnpou· Our city is thrown open to the world, 
llc:~icms uuitccl ; tltougl• and we never expel a !orei~ricr or . 
••·e l~t~'OIC 110 S((rcls aucl ..... 
11mkrgo uo 1t1bc;riuus pre\·cnt him from seeing or !carping 
lrm'm'ug. anything of which the secret if revealed 
tv nn enc.:my might profit him. V.l e rely not upon manage· 
mcnt or trickery, but upon our own hearts and hands. And 
in the matter of education, whereas they from early youth 
-arc always undergoing laborious exercises which are to 
make them brave, we live at case, and yet . arc equally 
rc:tdy to f.1cc the 'perils which they face . And here is 
the proof. The Lacedacmonians come into Attica not by 
themsch·cs, but with their whole confederacy following; 
we go alone into a neighbour's country; and although our 

-opponents arc fighting for their homes and we on a foreign 
soil, we have seldom any difficulty in ov~rcolliing them. 
Our enemies have never yet felt our united strength; the 
care of a na\'y divides our attention, and on land we arc 
obliged to send our own citizens everywhere. But ;they, if 
they meet and defeat a part of our army, are as proud as 
if they had routed us all, and when defeated they pretend 
to have been vanquished by us all. . 



. • If then we prefer to meet danger with a light bean but 
Without laborious training, and with IV• ,.,., HOI ,,,l'fltft~tl 
a courage which is gained by habit and ll~n~lluw,o""''&nl'iMtl 
not enforced by law, are we not greatly ., ..UtA. ~· "" ~~~~ 
the gainers ? Since we do not antici· ':'!~',. .. _,."' · ~~~~~ct 

• ..6 .. ,... -·""'"¥ filtl 
pate the pam, although, when the hour HOI/ti"l ;. lo.1 lly fw• 

comes, we can be as brave as those "'~"· o .. r &OOti· 
who never allow th 1 • ,_. to otl''" spn·,J(• 

. emse ves . to rest , Not /ron• '"''".,• lmt 
and thus too our city is equally ad· /ron• ,,,. ~,.,ro,• con· 
mirable in peace and in war. For we fitlt"" offnnlo•n. 40 
are lovers of the beautiful, yet simple in our tastes, and 
·we cultivate the mind without loss of manliness. Wealth 
we employ, not for talk and ostentation, but when there is 
a real use for it. To avow poveny with us is no disgrace; 
the true disgrace is in doing nothing to avoid it. An 
Athenian citizen does not neglect the state because he 
takes care of his own household ; and even those of us 
who are engaged in business have a very fair idea of 
politics. We alone regard a man who takes no interest 
in public affairs, not as a hannless, but as a useless 
characte.r ; and if few of us are originators, we are all 
sound judges of a policy. The great impediment to action 
is, in our opinion, not discussion, but the want of that 
knowlcdse which is gained by discussion preparatory to 
action. For we have a peculiar power of thinking before 
we act :md of acting too, whereas other men are courageous 
from ignorance but hesitate up~n reflection. And they 
are surely to be esteemed the b1·avcst spirits who, having 
the clearest sense both of the pains and pleasures of life, 

· do not on that account shrink from danger. In doing 
good, again, we arc unlike others; we make our friends 
by conferring, not by receiving favours. Now he who 
confers a f.·wour is t!lc firmer friend, because he would 
fain by kindness keep alive the memory of an obligation ; 
but the recipient is colder in his feelings, because he 
knows that in requiting another's generosity he will not 
be winning gratitude but only paying a debt. We alone 
do good to ou1· neighbours not upon a calculation of 
interest, but in the .confidence of freedom and in a frank 

4I nnd fearless spirit. To sum up: I say 
. lujin~, Alhms r$ the 
.~rhool t.j" J!dlcrs. Sll~ that Athens is the school of H elias, 
nlonr. ;, Ill~ IIOIIr nf and that the individual Athenian in . 
/lie~/ n$,·s nlx>vc lr~r n·· 
fulnliou, llrr (1"/i::ms 
u.·rtl 110 pod /IJ si11g 
/luir f'rnisrs: for ~CT)' 
lnud brnrs :uilu~ss lo 
/Juri· :•aluur. 

his own person seems to have the 
power of adapting himself to the most 
varied forms of action with the utmost 
versatility and grace. This is no 
passing and idl.e word, but truth and 

f.1.ct; and the assertion is verified by the position to 'which 
these qualities have raised the state. For in the hour of 
trial Athens alone among her contemporaries is superior 
to the report of her. No enemy who comes against her is 
indignant at the reverses which he sustains at the hands 
of such a city; no subject complains that his ma~ters are 
unworthy of him. And we shall assuredly not be without 
witncs:se~ · there are mighty monuments of our power 
which wili make us the wonder of this and of succeeding 
ages; we shall not need the praises of Homer or of any 
.other panegyrist whose p?etry may please f~r the moment , 
altlh'ush hi:'i representation of the f.1.cts w1ll not bear the 
Iisht oi day. For we have compelled c\'ery land and every . 
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sea to open a ,path for our valour, and have everywhere 
planted eternal memorials of our friendship and of our 
enmity. Such is the city for whose sake these men nobly 
fought and died ; they could not bear the thought that she 
might .be taken from them; and every one of us who 
survive should· gladly toil on her behalf. 

' I have dwelt upon the greatness of Athens because 42 
I. w~nt to show. you tha.t we are con· . TJ,e pm,"se oft/,e ,;1J' 

tendmg for a htgher pnze than those 1s ''" pmiu of tl•es1 
who enjoy none of these privileges, and mm,for lltey mntle "'' 

· 1 · r f . grrnl. G()(}(/ nna bacl, 
to cstabhs 1 by tnan11ast proo the mcrtt ,,.," n11d poor alil..•t, 

of these men whom I am now com- prt'fi:rred tlmll• lo dis

memorating. Their loftiest praise has 1
' 0

"
0
"'· 

been already spoken. For in magnifying the city I have 
magnified · them, and men ·like them whose · virtues made 
her glorious. And of ·how few Hellenes can it be said as 
of them, that .their deeds when weighed in the balance 
have been found equal to their fame! Methinks that 
a death such as theirs has been gives the true measure of 
a man's worth; it may be the first revelation of hi_s virtues, 
but is at any rate their final seal. For even those who 
come short in other ways may jl;lstly plead the valour with 
which they have fought for their country; they have 
blotted out the evil with the good, and have benefited the 
state more by their public services than they have injured 
her by their private actions. None .of these men were 
enervated by wealth or hesitated to resign the pleasures of 
life; none of them put off the evil day in the hope, nat~ral 
to poverty, that a man, though poor, may one day become 
rich. · But, deeming that the punishment of their enemies 
was sweeter than any of these things, and that they could 
fall in no nobler cause, they determined at the hazard of 
their lives to be honourably avenged, and to leave the rest. 
They·resigne.d to hope their unknown chance of happiness ; 
but in the face of. death they resolved to rely upon them· 
seh·cs alone. And when the moment came they were 
minded to resist and suffer, rathet· than to fly and save 
their lives ; they ran away from . the word of dishonour, 
but on the battle-field their feet· stood fast, and :~.in 
a.n instant, at the height of their fortune, they passed 
away from the scene, not of their fear, bu~ of their 
glory • 

43 'Such was the end of these men; they were worthy of 
Athens, and the living n·eed not desire 

Ccmtrmplnlr nud lo:·~ to have a more heroic spirit, although 
.A /hots, nucl )'Oil u•ill 
kuo:uho~01 tot•nlurllt·~m. they may pray for · a less fatal issue. 
Tl~<:,·~m-r.uuitrtl iutluir The value of such a spirit is not to be 
tlmlk~, but tlu·i,. ginn• 
is .~rp;,·atc nud single. 
Tluir s.·pulrhre is lht 
:·ounubrnurc of thr111 
i11 lhc J,,·.,rls o/1111'11. 
Ful!oziJ lhrir t.mmp/,· 
:••ilhout j.•trr: it i.-. /lit' 

frCJ.~f·rmu .o;, uol lit' ,,. 
-• j.11 luuul,·, ;.•hu should 

"' rul..-lrss. 

expressed in words. Any one can 
discourse to you for ever about the ad· 
vantages of 01: brave defence, which you 
know already. But instead of listening 
to him I would have you day by day 
fix your eyes upon the greatness of 
Athens, until · you become filled with 
the love of her ; and when you arc 

impressed by the spectacle of her glory, reflect that this 
empire has been acquired by men who knew their duty 
and had the cour:tge to do it, who in the hour of conflict 
had the fear of dishonour always present to them, and 
who, if e\·cr they failed in an enterprise, would not allow 



the~r ~irtues to be lost to. their country, but freely gave 
the1r h ves to her as the faa rest offering which they could 
present at her feast. The sa~rifice which they collectively 
made was individually repaid to them; for they received 
again each one for himself a praise which grows not old, 
and the noblest of all sepulchres-! speak not of that in 
which their remains are laid, but of that in which their 
glory survives, and is proclaimed always and on every 
fitting occasion both ·i~1 word :md <.lc~.:cl. Fo1· the whole 

. earth is the sepulchre of f.1mous men : not only arc. they 
commemorated by cohimns nnd inscriptions in their own 
country, but in forci~n lnnds there dwells nlso an unwritten 

, memorial of them, ~rnven not on stone but in the hc:trts of 
men. M akc them your examples, an~, esteeming courage 
to be freedom and freedom to be happiness, do not weigh 
too nicely the perils of war. · The unfortunate who has no 
hope of a ch:tnge for the better has less reason to throw 

-away his life than the prosperous who, if he survive, is · 
always liable to a change for the worse, and to whom . any 
accidental fall makes the most serious difference. To 
a m::m of spirit, cowardice and disaster coming together 
arc far more bitter than death striking him unperceived at 
a time when he is full of courage and animated by the 
general hope. 

1 \Vherefore I do not now commiserate the parents of the 4-4 
dead who stand here ; I would rather .,., ·' , 

" 11e pnn11ls oJ 111e 
comfort them. You know · that your dead a,., to te com-
life has been passed amid manifold furtcdmthertlmupiticcl. 

vicissitudes; and that they may be 50,'_": of 1./~l~e_:" mnl.ty 
• ;•e lltrVI c u al"tll w 10 

deemed fortunate who have gamed "•ill ligMm lhrir sor-

most honour whether an honourable •-o•" nmJ serve the stale: 
death like theirs, or an honourable t;,:llile otle~rs sllo,ld re-

membrr llozu large their 
sorrow like yours, and -whose days sJ1nre ofl~appi,eS$ Jms 

ha\·e been so ordered that the term brm, nlld b• consoled 

of their h:tppiness is likewise the term byth,gloryoflluu&who 

of th~ir life. I know how hard it is nrc J:OIII. 

to m·ake you feel this, when the good fortune of others 
wilf too 'often remind you of the gladness which once 
lightened your hearts. And sorrow is felt at the want. of 
those· blessinC'Ts not which a man never knew, but wh1ch ;:, I . 

were ·a part of his life before they were taken from him. · 
Some of you are of an age · at which they may hope to 
have other children, and they ought to bear their sorrow 
better ; not only will the children who may -hereafter ~e 
born make them forget their own lost ones, but the c1ty 
will be doubly a gainer. She will not be left desolate, and 
she will b~ safer. For a man':; counsel c:tnnot have equal 
weight or.worth, when he alone has no children to risk in 
the general danger. To those of you who have passed 
their prime, I say: 11 Congratul:ttc yourselves that you have 
been h:tppy during the greater 1~nrt of your days; re· 
member that your Iif\! of sorrow wtll not last long, ~nd be 
comforted by the blory of those wi)O arc gone. .1·-or the 
Jo,·c of honour alone is ever younb, and not nchcs, as 
some say, but honour is the delight of men when they arc 
old and useless." -

45 • To you who. are the sons and brothers of the departed, 
1 sec that the struggle to emulate them 

Sous nud brotlt,.,-s \\'1.11 be ·an arduous one. For all 'men 
will jiild lhcii- r.wr;,ij./c 
lmrcltu imitntc,fo,.,11m prais~ the dead, and, however pre-
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trl'tjcnlousoflll•liviug, . eminent your virtue may· be, hardly 
but mvy follows 1101 lht 
tiMd. ul lhl u•idotvs \vill you be thought, I do not say to 
restnriu tl•ei,· 11alurnl equal, but even to approach them. The 
:walmess, nud nvoitl living have their rivals and detractors, 
. boll. jtrni~ nud blnmt. 

but when a man is out of the way, the 
honour and good· will which he receives is unalloyed. And, 
if I am to speak of womanly virtues to those of you who 
will henceforth be widows, let me sum them up in one 
short admonition: To a woman not to show more weak· 
ness than is natural to her sex is a great glory, and not to 
be talked about for good or for evil among men . 

.f-6 ' I have paid ;the required tribute, in obedience· .to . the 
-So Jm;.·1 1 ;m·d a t1111 law, making use of such fitting words 

lrilmte of ruoi·ds lo ·,ht · as I had. The tribute of deeds has 
tlma. Tl•e city w•11 f'nY been paid in part ; for the dead have 
lhem iu . duds, · as by 
this fimtrnl, so too by been honourably interred, and it re· 

· tile mniutmnllclojtlmr mains only 1hat' their children should 
chiltlrm. be maintained at the public charge 
until they -are grown up: th_is is the solid prize with 
which,. as with a garland, Athens crowns her sons living 
and dead, after a struggle like theirs. For where the 
rewards ofvirtue are greatest, there the noblest ·citizens 
are enlisted in the service of the state. And now, when 
you ha,·c duly lamented, every one his own dead, you 
may depart.' · . 

B 0 0 IZ III 

For not long afterwards nearly the whole Hellenic _world 82 
was in commotion ; in every city the Th1 rou/licl of dt·mo· 

. chiefs of the democracy and of the olig· cmcy nml oligarchy, 

archy were struggling, the one to bring mcouragcd as il is ~Y 
//1~ l1op~ of A IMm'tm 

in the Athenians, thq other the Lacedae· . or Laccdam,ouiaululp, 

monians. Now in time of. peace, men rui11s stat~s aud dis· 

would have had no ex-cuse for intro· orga,ius society. 

ducing either, ~nd no ~esire to ·do so'; but, when they ,;,ere 
nt wnr , the introduction of a ' foreign nJliance on one side 
or the other to the hurt of their enemies and the advantnge 
of themselves wns easily effected by the dissntisfied party"· 
And revolution brought upon the cities of Hellas mnny 
terrible calamities, such -as have been and nlways will be 
while human nature remains the same, but which are more 
or less aggrnvnted and differ in character with every new 
combination of circumstances~ In peace and prosperity 
bpth states and individuals are actuated by higher motives, 
b,ccause they do not fall under the dominion of imperious 
necessities; but war, which takes aw~y the comfortable 
provision of daily life, is a hard master nnd tends to 
assimilate men's characters to their conditions. 

\Vhen troubles had once begun in the cities, those who 

C
., _ · · . • followed carried the revolutionary 
1/0II.f::CS "' tll~ll S ' 

mom/ priuciplcs ami;, spirit further and further, and· deter· 
tlw'r rr.cr nf lnrrgrrngc. mined to outdo the report of all who 
hnd ,preceded them by· the ingenuity of their. enterprises 
and the atrocity of their revenges. The mcamngofwords 
had no longer the snme relation to things, but was ~hanged 
by them as they thought proper. Reckless darmg was 



held to be loyal courage ; prudent delay wns the excuse of. 
a coward ; moderntion wns the disguise of unmanly weak· 
ness; to know everything wns to do nothing. Frnntic 
el"lergy was the true quality of a man. A conspirator who 
_wanted to be safe was a recrennt in disguise. The 10\·er 
of violence \\'&\S alwnys trusted, and his opponent sus
pected. He who succeeded in a plot was deemed 
knowing, but a still greater master in craft was he who 
detected one. On the other hnnd, lle who plotted from the 
first.to ha\·c nothing to do with plots was n brenkcr up of 
pnrttes and a poltroon who was nfraid of the enenw. In 
a word, he who could outstrip nrtother in a bad ncti~n wns 
npplauded, :md so wns he who encournged to evil one who 
had no idea of it. The tie of party wns stronger thnn the 
tie of blood, because a partisan was more ready to dare 
without asking why. (For party associ;ltions are not based 
upon any established law, nor do they seek the public 
good ; they are formed in defiance of- the lflws and from 
seJf.interest.) The seal of good faith was not divine law, 
but fellowship in crime. If an enemy when he was in the 
ascendant offered fair words, the opposite party received 
them not in a generous spiritr but by n jealolJS watchful· 
ness of his actions . Revenge was dearer than self-pre· 
servation. Any agreements sworn to by either p:;1rty, when 
they could do nothing else, were binding as long as both 
were powerless. But he who on a favotlrable opportunity 
first took courage, and struck at his enemy when he saw 
him off his gunrd, had grenter pleasure in a perfidious 
than he would have had in an open act of re\•enge; he 
congratulated himself th;tt he had taken the safer course, 
and also that he hnd overreached hi$ enemy and gained 
the prize of superior ability. In genernl .the dishonest . 
more easily gain credit for cleverness than the simple f01·· 
goodness ; men tnke a pride in the one, but nre nshamed 
of the other. 

The cause of all these evils wns the love of power, 
originnting in :warice and ambition, Cn 11 ... ,tc nrul rjfirts of 

and the party~spiritwhich is engendered '''~ r·et'CIIutio,nr-;t• sp,;,-,. 
b'-· ·them when men are fn.irlv embn.rked J)rs,.r.t:nnl of~~~ /nu-s. 
~ . .. • /uuun11 mul dtvutt". 

in a contest. For the lenders on etther · 
side used specious names, the one party professing to up
hold the constitutionnl eq\tnlity_ of the many, the other the 
wi~dom of nn aristocracy_. while they made the public 
interests, to which in mune they were devoted, in renlity 
theit· prize, Striving in every wny to o\·crcome each other, 
thev committed the most monstrous crimes; yet even 
the~e \\"ere surpnssed by the m:tgnitude of their re\'enst:5 
which they pursued to the very utmost , neither party 
observing any definite limits either of justice or public 
expediency, but both alike making the cnprice. of the 
moment their law. Either by the help of an unnghteous 
sentence, or grnsping power with the strong hnnd, they 
were can-er to satiate the impatience of p.nrty-spirit. 
~either faction cared for religion; but any fair pretence 
which succeeded in effecting some odious purpoc;e \\":ts 
gre:ttly lauded. And the citizens who were of neither 
party fell a prey to both; either they were disliked 
because they held aloof, or men were jenlous of their 
surviving. 

83 Thus revolution gave birth to every form of wickedness 
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Uuiv,nal . (l;"sirust. in Hellas. The simplicity 'whic:h i· ~·, 
!"orct of chm·~dcr, uot large an element in n ·noble nature w 
mllll«l. prt11ml,ci. l h d . ns 

aug e to scorn nnd d1sappenred. An 
attitude of perfidious nntagonism everywhere prevniled • 
for there was no word binding enough, nor oath terr~bl; 
enough to reconcile enemies. E:tch man wns strong only 
in the conviction that nothing w:~.s secure; he must look 
to his own safety. and could not afiord to trust others. 
Inferior intellects gener:~.lly succeeded best. For, nware 
of their own deficiencies, nnd fearing the cnpacity of their 
opponents, for whom they were no mntch in po\\·ers or 
speechi ai1d whose subtle wits were likely to nnticipnte 
them in contriving evil, they struck bokny nnd at once .. 
But the cleverer sort, presuming in their :trrognnce' thnt 
they \vould be aw~re in time, and disdnining to net \\·hen 
they could think, were tnkcn otT their gunrd nnd cnsily 
destroyed. 

BOOI< V 

In the ensuing summer, . i\kibiades saikd to Ar;o::; 8-1. 
with twenty sbips, and seized ~my of .llri/1irrr(r$ .cm:c$ tltc 

the Argi\·es -who were still sus;)t:Cted :-·n .. f·t'rtr•l .lr~,···,·s. T!,,· 
,to be of th~ - Laccdaemonian faction, .llhm,-,u ... , mrn:;ul nt 

lht illrlt:fcwftitrc · to/ flu: 
to the number of three hundred; and island of .l!dus, swd 

the Athenians depo~ited them in the tititftt,. "" c·.,-pnhllun. 

!:illbject islands ncar . at hand. The JJ,t first tltr;· 11Y uc· 
goliatiu11. 

Athenians ne.x.t made . an expedition 
etgainst the island of ~Iclos with ~hirty ships of their 0\\;11, 

~ix China, a1.1d two Lesbian, twc.lve hundred hoplitcs and 
three hundred archers besides twenty mounted archers of 
their own, and nbout fifteen hundred hoplitco; furnished by 
their allies in the isl:lnds. The Mclians arc colonists of 
the L<lccdacmonians who would not submit to i\tht'ns 
like the other islnll(h:rs. At first thcy \\;ere ncutr:tl nnd 
took no pnrt. Dut when the Atheninns tried . to coer~<.: 

tlv:m hy ra\'ngin3 their lands, they were dri\'cn into 
t'pen hostilitic::; "· The generals . . Cleomedes the son of 
Ly.c.omt:des nnd Tis.ias the son of Tisimachus, encnmpcd 
with the Atheni<tn forces o:1 the i-;land. 13ut . before 
they dip the cot.mtry any harm they :;ent t·twoys to 
negotiate with the . :'\I eli:1ns. Instead . of bringing- the::;•; 
en\'oy::; before the people, the ~lclians · de~ired them to 
explain their erranJ to the magistrntcs ami to the 
domil-:.ant class. , They spoke as "follows;-

. 85 1 Sin'=:e .we arc not ali owed to speak to the people, lest, 

Sinu ~~ -r fTI :I' /tJ . ht forsooth. a multitude should be decei,·cd 
d,sdtd a·ith Y""· 1r1 ,~ l>\· seductive nnd un:-tnswcrable argu· 
rmt;·rrst! nnd ""' 111""'( n~cnts \\'hich they would henr set forth 
·(1'· ;-d,r.c. . . in a sin~k unin.terrupted oration (for 

we arc -pcrfe.ctly aware that· this is what you mean-in bring· 
- in~ us before n ~elect few1, you who arc sitting here may 
<\~ . well · make assuran~c \"Ct surer. L~t us hn,·c no set 
~pccches at all ; but do yot~_rcply to each se\·cral statcmL"nt 
of which you disapprQ\·e. and crit-icise it nt once. Say 
first of all how you like this mode of proceeding.' · . 

86 The l\Icli~n rcprescntati,·es answered:-' The qu:ct 



1Vcdouolobjrr:l. But 
d,~ .. wsstou btlzt·uu you 
n11rl us t$ n morl·t'ry, 
nu,{ cn11 ouly cud ,;, 
our ruiu. 

interchange of explanations is a rctl.son· 
able thing, and we do not t'bjcct to that. 
I3ut your warlike movements, which 
arc present not only to our fears but 
to our eyes, seem to belie your words. 

\ V e sec thtl.t,· tl.! though you may reason with us, you mean 
to be our judges ; and that C\t the end of the discussion, if 
the justice of our cause prevail and we therefore refuse to 
yi~ld, we may expect w;tr; if we arc convinced by vou, 
slrtvery.' • 

87 Atlz. ,·Nay, but if you art! only goins to argue from 
/Hruycns~you ,,)/ fancies about the future, or if you meet 

/fu~ lit~ fads. 'tl I 1 I f us WI 1 any ot1cr purpose t 1an t 1at o 
looking your circumsttl.nccs in the face and savin"' vour 
dty, we have done; but if this is your intention \~C- wiil 
proceed.' 

88 il!c!. 'I~ is an excusable and natural thing that men in 
It umsl be ns .':ou, our position should neglect no aq;u· 

nnd 1101 as tcJ~, plcns~. ment and no view which mnv avnil. 
But we admit that this conference has met to consi-der the 
C')ttestion of our preservation; and therefore lc.:t . the argu· 
ment proceed in the manner which you propose.' 

89 Atlz. •\Veil. then, we Athenians will u~c no fine 
words ; we will not go out of our way to prove at length 
that we ha\'e a r_ i2:ht to rule, because · .... /Vo rt$~ iu ln/J:i,~ 

we overthrew the Persians ; or' that nboul ,.;~Itt,· cxp~tliwry 
we attack you now because we arc .i's tlu rt·ord. 

suffering any injury at your hands. \Vc should not 
con\'ince you if we did; nor must you · expect to con
\'ince us by arguing that, although a colony of the 
Lacedaemonians, you have taken no part in their ex
peditions, or that you have ne\·er done us -·any wrong. 
Hut you and we should say what we really think, and 
aim only at what is possible, for we both alike know 
that into the discussion of human affairs the qu~stion of 
justice only enters where there is equal _- power to enforce 
it, and that the powerful exact what thc,y can, and the 

. wenk . grnnt whtl.t they must.' 
Ald. 'vV ell, then, since you set aside justice and in\'itc 90 

us to spenk of expediency, in our 
judgment it is certainly expedient that 
you should respect a principle which 
is for the common good ; that to every 

Fur )'Our o:t•u snl·rs, 
1/u·n, il 1:> ~xpal1cllf thnl 
)'UII ~hemic/ uul be· luu 
strict. 

man when .in peril a reasonable claim should be accounted 
. a claim of right,, and that any plea which he is disposed to 
urge, e\·en if failing of the point a little, should help 
his cause. Your interest in this principle is quite as 
great as ours, inasmuch as you,· if you fall, will incur 
the heaviest vengeance, and will be the most terrible 
example to mnnkind .' -

Alit. 'The fnll of our empire, if it should fnll, is 9I 
·not an cn:nt to which we look forward 
wi,th dism::~y; for n1ling states such as 
Laccdaemon arc not cruel to their 
\':tnquishcd enemies. \Vith . the 
Lacedacmor.ians, ho\\'C\'er~ we arc not 

'"' forr.". Jt ·i) ,.,_., u·hu 
lltli.'t' frl /t-(111/ fill " f, ·!'.VIIt 

'!f :t·ltttl 1~ rxf•,lli -,1 
bulh for us nud }'011. 

now contending; the rctl.l danger is from our mtl.ny subject 
states, who may of their own motion rise up -and O\'crcume 
their masters • But this is a danger which you may 
.leave to us. And we wiU now cnclea\·our to show that we 
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have c~mc in the ·ir1tcrcsts of our empire, and. tlint in what Ji 
· \YC: arc about to s:tv we arc only seeking the preservation 
ot your ctty. For we want to make you ours with the 
knst trouble to ourselves, and it is for the interests of us 
both that you should not be destroyed! 

9:.: lJlt.:l. 
1 
It may be your interest to be our masters, 

Fur ;•ou, >''~· B111 but how can it be ours to be your 
l•owfor us? - slavcs?' · · 

VJ Alii. 'To you the ~ain will be that by submission you 
>·u, :ui/1 suffc~ leu will avert the worst; and we shall be 

1111JI rt:cshnllcruidltort; all ~he richer for your prcservatioi1.' 
9~ 4V/c/. I Bu't _must we be yotir cnc'mies? . Will you not 

N(r_v rue' itut be 1~cceivc us as friends if we arc '.neutral 
· t(iutrnl? · · - . · and remain at · peace with you ? ' 

OS Atll. ' 'No, yottr enmity is not half so mischievous to 
Our :mb.Jccl$ n·ottltl us as your friendship; for the one is in 

IIO/IIIU{CI'$(nit't{ 1/ut/, . , the CYCS Of Ollr SUbjeCtS an argument Of 

our power, the othcf 'ofoitr weakness.' 
96 Mel. 'But arc your subjec'ts really mmblc to distin· 

But tt•t ·nrt 110t n guish bct\vecn states in which you have ·I 
colouy of _wmrs. no concern, and those which arc ch icfiy 
your o\vh colo'nics, and· in sonle cases ha\'e revolted and 
been subdued by you ? ' · 

97 Atlz. '\Vhy, they do not doubt that both of them ha\·c 

>• .1 I''·. b. , · 'a good dcCll to say for themselves on uti nrt tl ~.:utf:tt uti .· . ,. · 
Ju:;tiu nj;m/1. ivc sny·', the score of justice, but they think that 
'""' ri·c et1111w1 rrllow states like vours arc left free because 

.. J.rrrdrJ111 tu iit:ilsuiJiccrut lhC\; an: abic f(; uefend themseh·cs and 
tslaucfcrs. "' . · ' 

that \\'1..: ·do not attack them because we 
dare not. So that-·)·our subjedion will give us an increase 
of security, as \\•ell Cl~ · iln ~.X tension of empire. For 
we are mas'ters of the sea, and you who are islanders, 
and insignificant islanders too, must not be allowed to 
escape us.' , 

Jrft!. ':But do you not recognise another danger? For, 98 
once ~h1ore, s'ince you drh·e ·· us from . But ruili ,nt J'n"r 

the plea of Justice and press l.tpon ·us policy tOmkrl nil ,,,. 

your doctrine of expediency , we must · tmls into rntmit.~ l 

· show you what is for our interest, and, if it be for yours 
also, may hope to convince you:-Will );Otl nnt hp ~,nkin; 

enernie.~ of ;\11 who :tre now nl'utral~ '? When the)~ sec 
how you -are treating us they will · expect you some day to 
_turn ngninst them; and if so; are you not strei1gthening · 
the enemies whom you already have, and bringing \lpon 

·you others .· who, if they could hel.p, would ne\'er dream of 
being your enemies af all?' . · · · 

Atlz. 1 \Ve do not consider our really dangerous ene· 99 
mies to be any of the peoples ·inhabiting Tltt 11mtrnl prop!,$ 

the mai'nland who, secure in their of tltt mni'ulmul ·lur:" 

freedom, rna)' defer indefinitely __ any uotltiug It,> ftnr fi'()m 
u.~, mul 1/unfor' :r·' 

men:sures of precaution Which they take /tnt., ,ntlu'ug tn fi ··u· 

agains~ us, but islAnders who, like you, fi'om tlm11. Our ... ,b. 

hnppen to be under 110 control, and nil Jrrtnrml 11'" J:n- ,: .. lmul· 
rr.~ nrc· ""'. trrlltt:•·r. 

who m;ty be 'alrendy irritated by the -, · 
l1eccssity of submission to our empire-these nrc ~ur real 
~nemies, for-they arc the most reckless· nnd most ltkely to 
bring. themseh·e~ :ts well as us into n danger which they 
cannot bm foresee.' , · , , 

Md. 'Surely then, if yo\t and your subjeef~· will hra\·c roc 
nil thi~ risk, , you to prcscr\'C your 



· d h If )'Oil fi;ltt for ,,. 
empire an t ey to be quit of it, how pi~ nml J'Ottr subjrrt.~ · 

base and cowardly would it be in us for frrrtlom, slur// :t·e 

who retain our freedom, not to do and b' slm .. rsl 

suffer anything r:1.ther th:m be your sla\·es.' 

tor A lit. 'Not so, if you c:tlmly reflect: for you lre not 
. · Tlu.rt is '.'o ~o:t·nrr{. fighting :1.;:1-in~t equals to whom you 
Ut ~n )'tt/dm~ fo Cannot yield WithOUt dis..,.raCe but J0\1 
Sll/'trror jorr,. . ;::, ' 

. · are takmg counsel whether or no you 
·shall resist an overwhelming force. The question is not 
one of honour but of prudente.' 

ro2 J1fcl. ' But we know thnt the fortune of w:1.r is ~ometimes 
But :,., l1of>' tlmt impartial, and not alwnys on the 5icie 

fortrm' r~ury INf.ri'mtl ·of numbers. If we vicld now, all is 
us. b ·r n h.. · . .. o\·er; ut . 1 . we . g t, there 1s yet :t 

hope· that we mny stand upright.' 
103 Allz. 'Hope is a good comforter in the hour of danger, 

Hop' is " grrnt rlr- and when men h:wc something else to 
u,.t·rr: fmc/ is ouly dr- depend upon, although hurtful, she jg 

tr~·ttd :L•IIm mm nr' not ntinous~ But when her spend· 
nlrrn .. rly r7tiutd. . thrift n:1.ture has induced them to stake 
their a.ll, they sec her as she is in the moment of their 
fall,~ and not till then. \Vhile the kno\vledge of her might 
enable them to be ware of her, she never fails . You arc 
weak and a single turn of the sc:1.lc might be your ruin . 

. Do ·not you be thus deluded.; :woid the error of which so 
many arc gnilt;·, who, although they might Mill be ~:tYcd 
if they would take the natural mean~, when \'ic;iblc ;ro11ndc; 
of confidence forsake them, ha\~e recourse to the irl\'i~iblc, 

to prophedcs and or:1cle~ and the like, which ruin men l.Jy 
the hopcs ·whi'ch they inspire in them.' 

IO.:t . 1l1c/. • -\V c know only too well how hard the stnt~glc 
must be against your power, and :t~:tin~t 

I /(rn;rit tc•rll proli'f/ -
the nj:ltt n11iltlrr Lnrr- fortune, if she docs not mc:tn to be 
rlnrll/()1//tms u·lll sue• itnpartial. · N e\"crthele~s we do not 
ronr fl.<:. dcspai1· of fortune·: for we hope to 

st:tnd as. high :\S .: )"0\1 jn the f.·wour of he:\\'Cl1, bl'Cause We 
arc righteom:: and you against whom we contend are un

righteous; and we :tre satisfied rlut our defiC'iency in 
power will be compensated by the aid. of our allies the 
Lacedaemonians; they cannot' refuse to help us, if only 
·because· ·we ar~ their kinsmen,. and for the sake of thei1· 
own honour. And therefore our confidence is not so 

. utterly blind as you suppose.' 
At!t. 'As · for the · Gods, we expect .to ha,·e quite as ros 

.much of their fa\·our as you : for we Tlrnt tl1t slr?llt:o• 

are n.ot . doing or claiming anything sltould ,.,,, o;:cr -t/,: 
. . n•tttl:(r is tt prit~ciflt 

which goes. peyond common opimon rQ1muo11 to Gods and 

about divine or men's desires about men. Tlrrrrfu,.r tl:r 

hum:tn thin a-s. · For of the Gods '';e God:~ nrr ns /,lrly ttJ 
:::? h b fir:•mrr us ns ."C"'· And 

belie\·e, and of men ·we know, t at Y tllr f.,rrrtlnm1(1,,.,,,,_, 
a law of their nature wherever they lou~· o11ly to ,,,,.,. ,·,. 

c:1n r:ule they wilL This law was not to·r.~t. 
,. made. by ·us, ·and we arc not the first who h:t\"e :1-ctcd upon 

··.it .; we· did but inherit it, and shaH bequ~ath it to all time, 
and \\'C . knOW that you and all m:1.n~ind, if you were as 
strong as we· arc, would do ·ns we do. So much for the 

·· "Gods; we have told you why we expect to stand as high 
. in their. ·go:od opi.nio.n as you-. · J\nd then a!:\ to the L:tce· 
daemonians·~when · you imagine that out of \'ery sh:tm~ 
they will assist' you, we admire the innocence of your ide:t, III - 7 13 
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but \ve do not envy you the folly of it. The Lacedne
moninns are exceedingly virtuous among then1selves ancl 
nccording to their ' national standard of morality . B~t in 
respect of their denlings with others, although many thi~"S · 
might be snid, they cnn be described in few words-of ;11 
men whom we know they are the most notorious fi>r 
identifying whnt is ple!lsant with whnt is honournble, nnd 
whnt is expedient with whnt is just. But how inconsistent 
is such a chnracter with your present blind hope of 
de.lh·ernnce ! ' · 

J'Y/d. 1 Thnt is the ve·ry reason why we tru~t them ; xo6 
.they will look to their interest, nnd therefore will not 
be willing to betray the M elinns, who are their own 

Brtt tlm'r iutt~•tJt will colonists, lest they should be distrusted 
im{,~dlttm to nssist rts. by their friends in . H elias nnd piny 
into the hands of their enemies.' 

107 A tit~ 1 But do you not see that the path of expediency 
Nntu•ltm thtTf'istmy is safe~ whereas justice nnd hQnour in-

tlnugrr. volve danger in prnctice, nnd such 
dangers the · Lacedaemonians seldom · cnre to face ? ' 

ro8 ivlcl. • On the other hand, we think that whatever perils 
n,1 tltry "'"'' llttti there may be, they will be: ready to 

our nitl, ami tiu'..'' mv: fnce them for our snkes, and will con· 
nrtr Jdusntm. sider danger less dangerous where we 
are concerned. For if they need our aid we nrc close 
at hand, and they can better trust our loyal feeling because 
we are their kinsmen.' 

rog A th. 1 Yes, btJt what cncournges men who are invited 
Tltt nid wltir/, ;•ott to join in n conflict is clearly not th~ 

~m' gt'vr is unt st~fliciwl good-will of those who summon ·them ·· 
lo mnl•r · tlt~lu ,.,, iulo 

to their side, but n decided supcrioritv 
dimgrr for)'()"'' snl:~s. -
Tlti'.J' n·t'll 1101 ~(1111(' in rcnl power. To this no men look 
nlo11r '-" mr islnml. more keenly thnn the L!lccdnemoninns; 
so little confidence hCJ.\'e they in their own resources, thnt 
they only attack their I~eigllbours when they hnve numerou~ 
niiies, nnd ,therefore they nrc not likely to find their wny 
by themselves to nn island, when we nrc masters of the 

· sen: 
I to Mr.!. 'Dut they may send their allies: the Cretnn sen is 

Tlttir sltifi.' mnyfiutl 
1/,ir :c•ny In us; · ·niul 
/!try mny llttmsrlvrs iu
:•ntlr A 1/irn nml drn:u 
n:c·ny _,.,,,. nllirt:, 

-a large plnce ; and the masters of the 
sen will' hnve more diffic\tlty in 0\-cr· 
tnking vessels which wnnt :o ~~.cape 

than the; p\trsued in escnping. If the 
nttcmpt should fail they m:ty in\'nd~ 

Attica itself, nn<) · find their way to .allies of yours whom 
Drnsidns did not reach : nnd then you will ha\·c to fight, 

· not for the conquest of a land in which you hnn: · no 
concern, but ·nenrcr home, for the presel"\·ation of your 
confederacy and of your own territory: · 

Ath. 1 Help mny come from Lacednemon to you ns it II I 

has come to others, nnd should you TT,.nil nutl ;·ou :J.•ill 

ever hn\·e actual experience of it, then ~rr. 1\"otltiu~ u.·ltirhyorr 
.(tf\' is lo t/,,.p,iul. You 

-you wiii . know that neye1· once, hnvc ;,,:,. tlrludrtl "--" n J.tlsr 

the Atheninns retired from a si~ge .o:t'lmoflwuour. Thin~· 

through fear of a foe elsewhere. You ngmit • 

. told . us that the safety of your city would be your first 
cnrc, b~tt we remnrk that, in this long discussion,· not 
n word . has bee~ uttered by you which would giYe a 
rensonnble mnn expectation of delivernnce. Your strongc~t 
grounds nre hopes deferred, nnd what power you h&wc ts 



not. to be compared with thnt which is alreaqy :trrayecl 
nga1nst you. Unless after we have withdrawn' you menn 
to come, ~seven now'you may, to ll wiser conclusion, you 
are showang a great want of sense. For surely you cannot 
dream or flying to that false sense or honour which hns 
been the _ruin or so many when danger and dishonour 
were starang them in the face. Many men with their 
eyes still open to the consequences ha\'e found the word 
"honour" too much for them, and have suffered a mere 
name to lure them on, until it has drawn down upon them 

· real nnd irretrinable calamities; through their own folly 
th~y have incurred a. worse dishonour than fortune would 
have inflicted upon them. If you arc wise you wiJl not 
run this risk ; you . ought to see that there can be no 
disgrace in yielding to a great city which invites you to 
become her ally on reasonable terms, keeping your own 
land, and m~rely p~ying tribute; and that you will cer
tainly gain no honour if, having to choose between two 
nlternatives, safety and war, you obstinately prefer the 
worse. To maintain our rights against equals, to be 
politic with superiors, and to be moderate towards infe
riors is the path of safety. Reflect once more when we 
h:'l\'e withdrawn, and say t9 yourseh·cs o\'ca· and O\'~a· . 
:tgain that you nrc deliberating about your one nncl only 
country, which may be sa\·ed or may be destroyed by n 
single decision.' 

I r2 The Athenians left the conference: the Melians, after 
Tlu Jlfrlinus •"tfus, consulting among themseh·es, resolved 

to yirltl. to persevere in their refusal, nnd made 
answer as follows:-' Men of Athens, our resolution is un· 
changed ; and we will not in a. moment surrender that 
liberty which our city, founded se\·en hundred years ngo, 
still enjoys; we will trust . to the good fortune which, by 
the fa\·our of the Gods, has hitherto preserved us, and for 
humnn help to the Lacedaemonians, and endeavour to s:we 
ourseh·es. We are ready however to be your friends, and 
the enemies neither of you nor of the Lacedaemonian~, 
and we ask you to Iea,·e our country when you h:we made 
such a pence as may app~r to • b~ .in the · interest of both ... ,. : .... ·. . 
parties. · · · 

n 3 Such was the answer ·of the Melians; the Atheninns, ns · 
l.nsl words of ,,, they quitted the conference, spoke as 

Atl~t~unus. follows:-' Well, we must sny, judging 
from the decision at which you have arrived, thnt you nrc 
t?1e only men who deem the future to be more certnin than 
the present, and regnrd tl1ings unseen as already realised 
in your fond anticipntion, and that the moa·c you cast your
seh·es upon the Lacedae~1onians a~d fortune n~d, hope, 
and trust them, the more complete wall be your rum. 

114 The Athcninn envoys returned to the army; nnd the 
1 . .. ·· . . • .· .. b.' .. · .L .··· rc'. ene.r.als, .w-hen they foun<l . that .. the · T/1~ AltltllltriiS. _tor~· o · ... ·. · · · . . . .. . . 

"· 'nil~ Xtri(l~. ·.·· · · .· · Mdians would not yactd, ammc<.h:ttcly 
' commenced hostilitic~. They 5urroundcd the -town· of 

:'vielos with n wall, dividing the work among the sc,·er:tl 

t . rrent"' The'-· then left troops of their o\\'n :tnd of con tn:::. .,. J 

their allies tO keep guard both by hnd and by Se:l, and 
retired with the greater part of thcia· army; the remaindt'r 

c:trried on the blockade. 
The pl:tce was now closely im·ested, and there ''':\!; 

treachery :tmong the citizens themsch·es. So the :\lcli:tns 
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\vere indueed ·t~ . ~urrender .at discretion. The Athenians 
thereupon .. pu,t- t<t C,e~th nll who were o( -military age, and 

. made .slaves C?[ the women and childr~n. . They then 
.~olpnised the .isJ.i\nd,, senc.lin~ ~hither five hundred .. settlers 
of their: own. 

. .. ~ . 

. } . 

J ; 
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THE IDEAL ROMAN 

Seen in Selections from the Writings of 
Eutropius, Livy, Cicero and 

One Anonymous Writer 

Eutropius 

[Eutropius, 4th century A.D., wrote a digest of Roman 
history based on the much earlier work of Livy (59 B.C.-17 
A.D.). He begins with the legend of the founding of Rome.] 

The Roman Empire, virtually the humblest in its 
origins, the greatest in its world-wide expansion, that 
human memory can recall, began with Romulus, son of Rhea 
Silvia, a vestal virgin, and allegedly, of Mars. He grew up 
among shepherds, as a highwayman; at eighteen he founded a 
primitive city on the Palatine Hill, on April 21, in the 
year of the Sixth Olympiad; 394 years--striking an average 
between upper and lower traditional dates--after the fall of 
Troy. 

Livy 

[Livy (59 B.C.-17 A.D.). The Cato described here is Cato 
the Elder, 234 B.C.-149 B.C. Compare Barrow, 63ff.] 

The plebian Marcus Porcius Cato far outshone all other 
candidates for the censorship, patrician or plebian, no 
matter how distinguished their families. He had such force 
of character and intelligence that, whatever his station in 
life, his own efforts would have made him famous. He lacked 
no talent of civic or private life: he was as shrewd in the 
market place as he was as a farmer. Legal knowledge, 
oratorical skill, or military success are the usual roads to 
preferment: his was a genius so versatile and all-embracing 
that whatever he turned his hand to, he seemed to have been 
born to it. As a soldier, he was the soul of courage, 
decorated for many distinguished battles; when he was 
promoted to command, he was without peer as a general. In 
peacetime, if legal advice was needed, he was an expert; if 
there was a case to be argued, he was a master of eloquence, 
and his eloquence did not die with him; ••• it still lives 
and flourishes, immortalized in his various works. Speeches 
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of his survive in self-defence, of others, and for the 
prosecution, for his opponents found his arguments as 
devastating as his indictments. He was much attacked and 
did much attacking; whether the nobles bore down on him 
more than he irritated the nobility would be hard to say. 
Granted, he was irritable, too free-spoken and 
sharp-tongued. But he was completely incorruptible, of 
inflexible integrity, and he despised both wealth and power. 
In frugality, in endurance of toil and danger, he was a man 
of iron spirit; not even old age, that universal slackener, 
could break it. At eighty-six he wrote and delivered his 
own defence, at ninety he indicted Servius Galba before the 
people's court. 

Cicero 

[Selection from Cicero's On Moral Obligation (De Officiis). 
On Cicero (106-43 B.C.) compare Barrow, 69ff.] 

We should never forget, in any discussion on moral 
obligation, how much the nature of man transcends that of 
the rest of the animal kingdom. Animals are motivated 
solely by physical pleasure, and all their impulses tend to 
that end; man on the other hand has a rational mind which 
is fed by thought and learning, so that he is always 
searching for and discovering something new, and is led on 
by the joys . of seeing and hearing. But if a man is too 
prone to succumb to sensual pleasures, he should beware of 
becoming an animal. There are in fact those who are human 
in name only. If, indeed, he finds pleasure irresistible, 
then his instincts are only a little above the animal level, 
and he will conceal and disguise his appetite for pleasure, 
if only for modesty's sake. 

It is thus apparent that physical pleasure is quite 
unworthy of human dignity and should be scorned and 
rejected. But if any man is to be found who sets any value 
upon it, he should ensure that his enjoyment is kept within 
reasonable limits. Moreover, the way we live and look after 
our bodies should be dictated by consideration of health 
rather than pleasure. And does not the same reflection on 
the quality of human dignity lead us to realize how 
disgraceful it is to indulge in luxurious, voluptuous and 
soft living, rather than the good life, which consists of 
frugality, self-restraint, strictness and sobriety? 

It is important too to realize that each of us is 
endowed by nature with two characters: the first is common 
to all, in that we share that reason and dignity which is 
the mark of our superiority over the animal kingdom, and 
from which is derived all that is good and fitting as well 
as the capacity for discovering our duty; the second is 
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particular to each individual, for just as bodies differ 
enormously, some being able to move quickly, others being 
strong in combat, some having an impressive presence, others 
possessing an endearing charm, so· in characters there are 
just as many, or rather even more, differences. 

• • • Of the Greeks, they say that Socrates was a good 
humored man who was cheerful in conversation and a great 
dissembler ••• in all his speeches; but that Pythagoras 
and Pericles achieved their great prestige without any humor 
at all. We are told that of the Carthaginian leaders 
Hannibal and of our own Quintus Maximus were crafty, good at 
disguising their intentions and keeping their counsel, at 
pretence, plotting and anticipating the enemy's plans. In 
the field the Greeks put Themistocles and Jason of Pherae 
ahead of the rest, but they award · the prize for that 
ingenious stratagem of Solon, who pretended to be mad so as 
to ensure the safety of his own life and his continued 
services to the state. 

Some, however, are of quite the reverse · temperament, 
simple ·and straightforward, who think that nothing should be 
done by cunning or intrigue. They are lovers of truth and 
enemies to deceit. But there are some who will submit to 
any indignity, or fawn on anyone, in order to fulfil their 
ambitions, men like Sulla or Marcus Crassus. We are told 
that the Spartan Lysander was an exponent of artful 
diplomacy, in marked contrast to the straight-forward 
Callicratidas who succeeded him as admiral. Men can be just 
as artful in their manner of speaking, so that a man who may 
be pre-eminent in this field can adopt the pose of being one 
of the many. We have seen this in the Catuli, father and 
son, and in Quintus Mucius Mancia, and I have heard my older 
contemporaries say the same of Publius Scipio Nasica. His 
father, on the other hand, who put an end to the nefarious 
plans of Tiberius Gracchus, had no charm of speech, but 
seems to have achieved greatness and eminence for that very 
reason. There are countless other variations in human 
charater and behavior, but none of them is in itself 
blameworthy. 

Anonymous 

Funeral Eulogy 

[Marcus Lepidus, mentioned below, was a supporter of Julius 
Caesar, then a member of the Second Triumvirate (with 
Octavian and Antony). The "amnesty from Caesar" would have 
been from Octavian.] 

Rare are marriages so enduring, broken only by death, 
not divorce. Ours lasted forty-one years without a quarrel. 
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I wish that I as the elder had died first. No need to 
record your wifely virtues: you were continent, dutiful, a 
true companion; you spun your wool, were devout without 
fanaticism, well-groomed without ostentation, loving and 
affectinate to kinfolk and household alike, as · devoted to my 
mother as to your own parents. You had innumerable other 
virtues in common with every Roman married woman who values 
her reputation; you also had virtues that were unique. You 
provided funds for my escape by selling your jewels, 
stripping yourself of your gold and pearls. You duped our 
adversaries' spies and saw to it that I lacked for nothing 
in my exile. You made private plans, held secret meetings. 
A surprise message from you awoke me to the · immediate threat 
of danger; your advice saved my life. You provided a safe 
hiding-place for me. When Marcus Lepidus objected to my 
pardon, you threw yourself at his feet. He treated you like 
a common slave; your body was covered with bruises. Yet 
with unflinching courage you braved brutal insult and ·injury 
and denounced him publicly. He was branded ' as reponsible 
for my troubles, and soon paid the price for his deeds. 
Your courage had · its effect: it brought amnesty from 
Caesar. When peace came to the world again and the Republic 
was restored, ours was a quiet and happy life •••• 



THE 

HISTORIES OF POLYBIUS 

BOOK VI 

PREFACE 

1. I AM aware that some will be at a loss to account for 
n1y interrupting the course of my narrative for the sake 
of entering upon the following disquisition on the Roman 
constitution. But I think that I have already in many 
passages made it fully evident that this particular branch of my 
work was one of the necessities imposed on me by the nature of 
my original design ; and I pointed this out with special clear
ness in the preface which explained the scope of my history. 
I there stated that the feature of m)' work which was at once 
the best in itself, and the most instructive to the students of it, 
was that it would enable them to know and fully realise in 
what mann~r, and under what kind of constitution, it came 
about that nearly the whole world fell under the power of Rome 
in somewhat less than fift)'-three years,-an event certainly 
without precedent. This being my settled purpose, I could 
see no more fitting period than the present for making a pause, 
and examining the truth of the remarks about to be made on 
this constitution. In private life if you wish to satisfy yourself 
as to · the badness or goodness of particular persons, you would 
not, if you wish to get a. genuine test, examine their conduct 
at a time of uneventful repose, but in the hour of brilliant 
success or conspicuous reverse. For the true test of a perfect 
man· is the power of bearing with spirit and dignity violent 
changes of fortune. An examination of a constitution should 
be conducted in the same way: and therefore being unable to 
find in our day a more rapid or more signal chang\! than 
that which has happened to Rome, I reserved my dis
quistion on its constitution for this place. . . . 

\Vhat is really educational and beneficial to students of 
history is the clear view of the causes of events, and the con
sequent power of choosing the better policy in a particular 
case. Now in every practical undertaking by a state we must 
regard as tne m2st powerful agent for success or failure the 
form of its constitution ; for from this as from a fountain-head 
all conceptions and plans of action not only proceed, but 
attain their consummation.1 ••• 

3. Of the Greek republics, which have again and again 
risen to greatness and fallen into insignificance, it is not difficult 
to speak, whether we recount their past histo!Y or venture an 
Of>inion on their futu.re.. For to report what ~~ already known 
is an easy task, nor JS 1t hard to guess what 1s to come from 
our knowledge of what has been. But in regard to the 
Romans it is neither an easy matter to describe their present 
state owincr to the complexity of their constitution ; nor to 
speak with~ confidenc.e of t~eir. fu~ure! fro~1 our inndequate 
acquaintance with their pec~har .mstJtuyons m t~e past ~vhether 
affecting their public or the1r prn·ate hfe. It w1ll reqUire then 
no ordinary attention. and stu~y. to .get a clear and c.ompre
hensive conception of the dJstmctJve features of th1s con-
stitution. 
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Now, it is undoubtedly the case that most of those who 
profess to give us authoritative instruction 
on this subject distinguish three kinds of Classificat ion of 

· · h" h h d · .. polities. constitutions, w~ 1c t ey es1gnate kingship, 
rrr:·stocrac!', democraCJ'. But in my opin1on the question 
m1 ght fa~rly be put to them, whether they name these as 
being the only ones, or as the best. In either case I think 
they are wrong. For it is plain that we must re(Yard as the 
best constitution that which partakes of all · ~hese· three 
elements. And this is no mere assertion, but has been prove 
by the example of L ·currrus who was the_firs~t to construct a 
constitution-that of Sparta-on this principle. Nor can ;.e 
admit that these are the only forms: for we ha ve . had before 
now examples of absolute and, tyrannical forms of go\'ernment, 
which, while differing as widely as possible from kingship, yet 
appear to have some points of resemblance to it; on which 
account all absolute rulers falsely assume and use, as far as 
they can, the title of king. Again there have been many 
instances . of oligarchical governments having in appear:mce 
some analogy to aristocracies, which are, if 1 may say so, 3,s 
diff.-::rent from them as it is possible to be. The s·amc also 
holds good about democracy. 

11. I have given an account of the constitution of Lycurgus, 
I will now endeavour tQ.Jiescri be ...!b_at of Rome at the period 
of their disastrous defeat at Cannae. - -

- r am fully co~ciou s that to those who actually live under 
this constitution I shall appear to give an inadequate account 
The Roman con- of it by the omission of certain details. .Know

stitution :tt th~: ing accurately every po~tion of it from personal 
epoch of Cannae, experience, and from having been bred up in 

B.c. 
216

' its customs and laws from childhood, they will 
not be struck so much by the accuracy of . the ,description, 
as annoyed by its omissions; nor will they believe that the 
historian has purposely omitted unimportant distinctions, but 
will attribute his silence upon the origin of existing institutions 
or other important facts to ignorance. \Vhat is told they de
preciate as insignificant or beside the purpose ; what is omitted 
they desiderate as vital to the · question : their object being to 
appear to know more than the " 'riters. But a good critic 
should not judge a writer by what he leaves unsaid, but from 
what he says : if he detects mis-statement in the latter, he may 
then feel certain that ignorance accounts for th~ former; but 
if what he says is accurate, his omissions ought to be attributed 
to deliberate judgment and not to ignorance. ·So much for 
those whose criticisms are prompted by personal ambition 
rather than by justice. . . . 

Another requisite for obtaining a judicious approval for an 
historical disquisition, is that it should be germane to the 
matter in hand ; if this is not observed, though its style may 
be excellent and its matter irreproachable, it will seem out of 
place, and disgust rather than please. . • . · 

As for_ .tlli:_.Boman constitution, it had three elements, 

T · 1 1 t · each of them possessing sovereign powerS: 
np e e emcn m ~---- . . . 

the Rom:m an their respective--snare of power m the 
Constitution. whole state had been regulated with such a 

scrupulous regard to equality and equilibrium, tha!_ no on~ 
could say for certain, not even a native, w_hether _the con
sti tution as a whole were an aristocracy or democracy. or_ 
despotism. And no wonder : for if we confine ,....our observatlo~ 
to the power of the Consuls we should be inclined to regard It 
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~s despotic ; if on that of the Senate, as aristocratic ; and 
tf finally one looks at the power possessed by the people it 
would seem a clear case of a democracy. \Vhat the exact 
pow~rs of these s~veral parts were, and still, ''"ith slight modi
fications, are, I wlll now state 
. 1 ~· 1~onsuls, before .leading out the legions, remain 
m ~~mt! an are supreme masters of the 
adm~~tration. A11 other magistrates, except The Consuls. 

~he Tn6unes, ~re under them and take their orders. They 
mtro~uce for~1gn ~rnb~dors to the Senate; bri_ng matters 
req~t~mg dehb.eratlon before it; and see to the execution 
of .us decr~es. If, again, there are any matters of state 
wht~h requue the authorisation of the people, it is their 
bu.smess .to see to them, to summon the popular meetings, to 
br~[lhe . r~ osals before them, and to carry out the decrees 
of the. maJonty.. In the preparations for war also, and in a 
word m the . ent1re administration of a campaign, they have all 
but abs.olute power. It is competent to them to impose on 
th~ . alhes ~uch levies as they think good, to appoint the 
l\llhtary Tnbunes, to make up the roll for soldiers and select 
those thit are suitable. Besides they have absolute power of 
inflicting punishment on all who are under their comm:md 
while on active service,: and they have authority to expend as 
much of the public money as they choose, being accompanied 
b,y a q~aestor_ who is entirely at their orders. A survey of 
thesepowers would in fact justify our describing the con
s~itution as despotic, -a clear case of royal government. 
Nor will it affect the truth of my description, if any of the 
institutions I have described are changed in our time, or in 
tha~ of our posterity: and the same remarks apply to what 
follows. 

13 . . The Senate has first of all the control of the treasury, 
and rerulates the receipts and disbursements """ Se 
-~--~ ~~~e nate. 

alike. For the Quaestors cannot issue any, 
public money for the various departments of the state 
without a decree of the Senate, except for the service of 
th~ Consuls. The Senate controls also what is by far the 
largest and most important expenditure, that, namely, which 
is made by the censors every /us/rum for the repair or con
~truction of public buildings ; this money cannot be obtained 
by the censors except by the grant of the Senate. Similarly all 
crimes committed · in Italy requiring a public investigation, 
such as trea$on, conspiracy, poisoning, or wilful murder, are 
in -the hands of the Senate. Besides, if :my individual or state 
among th~ Italian allies requires a controversy to be settled, a 
penalty to . be assessed, help or protection to be afforded,-all 
this is the province of the Senate. Or again, outside Italy, if 
it is necessary to send an embassy to reconcile warring com
munities, or to remind them of their duty, or sometimes to 
iJTlpose requisitions upon them, or to receive their submission, 

· or finally to proclaim war against them,-this too is the busi
ness of the Senate. In like manner the reception to be given 
to foreign ambassadors in Rome, and the answers to be re
turned to them, are decided by the Senate. \Vith such busi
ness . the people have nothing to do. Consequently, if one 
were staying at Rome wh.en ~he Consuls were not in ~own, one 
would imagine the con~tttutton to .be a complete anstocracy: 
and this has been the 1dea entertamed by many Greeks, and 
by ma.ny kings as well, from the fact that nearly all the business 
they had with Rome was settled by the Senat~. . 

14. After this one would naturally be mchned to ask 
. what part is left for the people in the consti-

The people. tution, when the Senate has these various 
{1,1nctions,- especially the ·control of the receipts and exp~n
diture of the . ·exchequer ; and '~hen th~ . Consuls, agam, 
h~ve absolute power .over t?e detallS Of m1htary preparation, 
~nd an absolute authority m the field? There 1s, however, III .- 1 0 ~ 3 
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a part left - the. people, and it. is a most ·import-ant . one. 
' For the peop~e .. Is the sole fountam. of honour and of punish
ment; .and 1t ts by these two thmgs and these alone· that 
qyn:_J.sties and constitutions and, in a word, human satiety are 
held together : for where the distinction · between· them · is not 
sha~ply drawn both in theory and practice, there no undertak
ing can be properly administered,-as indeed we might -e~pect 
when good and bad . are held in exactly the same honour. 
The pe.ople: then are the only <;ourt -to decide matters of life 

:. and death ; and even in cases ·where the penalty is money if 
. the sum .to be assessed is sufficiently serious, and especi~lly 
when the ~ accused have held the higher magistracies. And in 
regard to. th~s arrangement there is one point deserving especial 
commendat1on and record. M~n who are on trial for their 

.. lives at Rome, -while sentence is . in process of being voted,- if 
even only one ofthe tribes whose votes are needed to ratify the 
sentence has not voted,___.have the privilege at Rome of openly 
departing and condemning themselves to a ·voluntary exile. 
Such men are •safe at Naples or Praeneste or at Tibur, and 
at ·other .towns with which this arrangement has been· duly 
ratified on ·oath. · · . · • 

Again; it is the people who bestow offices on the deserving, 
which are the most honourable- rewards of virtue. It has also 
the ~ absolute power of passing or repealing laws; and, : -most 
important of all, it is the: people who deliberate on the question 
of pe~ce or war. · And ·when provisional tem1s are macie-for 
allianc~, Suspension . of hostilities, or tre~ties, it is the 'people 
who ratify·them or the reverse~ 

These considerations again would lead one to say that the 
chief power in the state was the people's, and. that the constitu
tion was a democracy. 

· 15. ·Such; :then, is the distribution of power between the 
several parts of the state. I must now show The mutual 
hm\· each of these several parts can, when they relation of the_ . 
choose, oppose or support each other. three. 

The Consul, then, when he has started on an expedition 
w-ith the ppwers. ··I have described, is to all The Consul 
appearance absolute in the administration of · . dependent on 

, , . , the business in hand ; · still he has :need of _the Senate, 

the SJ.Ipport both of people and Se~ate, and, without 1them, 
is quite unable to bring the matter . to a .successful con
clusion. . For it is plain that he m\)st have supplies sent to his 

. . . legions from time to time ; but without a decree ~ of the Senate 
. they can be .supplied_ neither with com, nor clothes, nor pay, 
so . that all the plans · of a comman(ier must be futile, if the 
.Senate is resolved either to shrink from danger or hamper his 
plans. A.nd again, whether ;1 Consul shall bring any under
taking to a conclusion or no depends entirely upon the Senate : 
for it ·has ·absolute authority at the end of a yP.ar to send an-

. other Consul to supersede him, or to continue the existing one 
in . his command. Again, . even to the successes of the generals 

· the Senate has the power to add dis~inction and glory, and ~n 
the other hand to obscure , their merits and lower their credit. 
Fo~ these high· a.chievements are brought in tangible form be
fore .the eyes of the citizens by what are called "triump~s." 
~ut . these , triumph~ the commanders cannot celebr:tte w1th 
proper pomp, or . in some cases celebrate at all, unless the 
Senate concurs and grants the necessary inoncy. As for the 

, . people, the Consuls are pre-emine~tly obliged 
and on the . to court their favour however d1stant from 

people. · · ' . · r 
. home may be the field of thetr operations ; .or 

it is the people, as I have said before, that ratifies, or refuses 
to ratify, ter!}1s of peace and treaties; but most of all because 

. wh~n laying down their office they have to giye· an acco~n~ 1 

· of their, . administration before it. Therefore m no. case 1s It 
safe for the Con·suls to neglect either the Senate or the good-
will of the people . . · · 
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16. As for the Senate, which possesses the immense 
The Senate con- ?0\\:er I . have described, in the first pbce 

trolled by the 1t 1s obl:ged in public affairs to take the 
people. 1 · d . . mu t1tu e mto account, and respect the 

wishes of the people; and it cannot put into execution the 
penalty. for offences against the republic, which are punish
a?le. with deat.h, unless the people first ratify its decrees. 
Simi.larly even. m matters which directly affect the senators,
for ~~stance, m ~he case of a law diminishing the Senate's 
traditional authonty, or depriving senators of certain dignities 
and ~ffices, or even actually c.utting down their property,
even .m ~uch cases the people hav: the sole power of passing 
or reJectmg the law. But most Important of all is the fact 
that, if the Tribunes interpose their veto, the Senate not only 
are unable to pass a decree, but cannot even hold a meeting 
at all, whether formal or informal. Now, the Tribunes are 
always bound to carry out the decree of the people, and above 
all things to have regard to their wishes : therefore, for all these 
reasons the Senate stands in awe of the multitude, and cannot 
neglect the feelings of the people. 

17. In like manner the people on its part is far from 
being independent of the Senate, and is bound to take its 
wishes into account both collectively and individually. For 
contracts, too numerous to count, are given out by the 
censors in all parts of Italy for the repairs The people 
or construction of public buildings; there dependent on 

is also the coll~ction of revenue from many the Senate 

rivers, harbours, gardens, mines, and land-everything, in a 
word, that comes under the control of the Roman government : 
and in all these the people at large are engaged ; so that there 
is scarcely a man, so to speak, who is not interested either as 
a contractor or as being employed in the works. For some 
purchase the contracts from the censors for themselves ; and 
others go partners with them ; while others again go security 
for these contractors, or actually pledge their property to the 
treasury for them. Now over all these transactions the Senate 
has absolute control. t can grant an extension of time; and 
in case of unforeseen accident can relieve the contractors from 
a portion of their obligation, or release them from it altogether, 
if they are absolutely unable to fulfil it. And there are many 
details in which the Senate can inflict great hardships, or, on 
the other hand, grant great indulgences to the contractors : for 
in every case the appeal is to it. But the most important 
point of all is that !be judges are taken from its members in 
the majority of trials, whether public or private, in which the 
charges are heavy. 1 Consequently, all citi.zens are much at its 
mercy; and being alarmed at the uncertamty as to when they 
may need its aid, are cautious about resisting or actively 
opposing its will. And for a similar reason and Consul. 
men do not rashly resist the wishes of the 
.Consuls, because one and all may become subject to their 
absolute authority on a campaign. 
· 18. The result of this power of the several estates for 
mutual help or harm is a union sufficiently firm for all emer
gencies, and a constitution than which it is impossible to find 
a better. For whenever any danger from without compels 
them to unite and work together, the strength which is devel
oped by the State is so extraordinary, that .everything required 
is unfailingly carried out by the eager nvalry shown by all 
classes to devote their whole minds to the need of the hour, 
and to secure that any determination come to should not fail 
for want of promptitude ; while each individual works, privately 
and publicly alike, for the acco~1plishme~t ~f the business in 
hand. Accordingly, the pecuhar constitution of the State 
makes it irresistible, and certain of obtaining whatever it 
determines to attempt. Nay, even when these external alarms 
are past, and the people_ are enjoying their good fortune and III - 10 - 5 
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the fruits of their victori~s, and, as usually happ,!!!s, growing 
corrupted by flattery and Idleness, show a tendency to violence 
and arrogance,-it is in these circumstances, more than ever, · 
that the constitution is seen to possess within itself the power 
of correcting abuses. · For when any one of the three classes 
becomes puffed up, and manifests an inclination to be con
tentious and unduly encroaching, the mutual interdependency 
of all the three, and the possibility of the pretensions of any 
one being checked and thwarted by the others, must plainly 
check this tendency : and so the proper equilibrium is main
tained by the impulsiveness of the_ one part being checked 
by its fear of the other. . . . 

THE ROMAN REPUBLIC COMPARED WITH OTHERS 

43. Nearly all historians have recorded as constitutions 
The Theban con- of eminent excellence those of Laceciaemonia, 
stitution ~ay be Crete, Mantinea, and Carthage. Some have 

put astde, also mentioned those of Athens and Thebes. 
The former I may allow to pass ; but I am convinced that 
little need be said of the Athenian and Theban . con
stitutions : their growth was abnormal, the period. of their 
zenith brief, and the changes they experienced unusually 
violent. Their glory was a sudden and fortuitous flash, so to 
speak ; and while they still thought themselves prosperous, and 
likely to remain so, they found themselves involved in 
circumstances completely the reverse. The Thebans got their 
reputation for valour among the Greeks, by taking advantage 
of the senseless policy of the Lacedaemoniaris, and the hatred 
of the allies towards them, owing to the valour of one, . or at 
most two, men who were wise enough to appreciate the 
situation. Since fortune quickly made it evident that it~~s 
not the peculiarity of their constitution, but the valour of 
theirTeaders, which gave the Thebans their success. For the 
great power of Thebes notoriously took its rise, attained its 
zenith, and fell to the ground with the lives of Epaminondas 
and Pelopidas. \Ve must therefore conclude that it was not 
its constitution, but its men, that caused the high fortune 
which it then enjoyed. 

44. A somewhat similar remark applies to the Athenian 
constitution also. For though it perhaps had 

as also the more frequent interludes of excellence, yet Athenian. 
its highest perfection was attained during the 
brilliant career of Themistocles; and having reached that 
point it quickly declined, owing to its essential instability. 
For the Athenian demus is always in the position of a ship 
without a commander. In such a ship, if fear of the enemy, 
or the occurrence of a storm induce the crew to be of one mind 
and to obey the helmsman, everything goes well; but if they 
recover from this fear, and begin to treat their officers with 
contempt, and to quarrel with each other because they are no 
longer all of one mind,-one party wishing to continue the 
voyage, and the other urging the steersman to bring the ship 

·to anchor ; some letting out the sheets, and others hauling 
them in, and ordering the sails to be furled,-their discord and 
quarrels make a sorry show to lookers on; and the position of 
affairs is full of risk to those on board engaged on the same 
voyage : and the result has often been that, after escaping the 
dangers of the widest seas, and the most violent storms, ~they 
wreck their ship in harbour and close to shore. And this is what 
has often happened to the Athenian constitution. For, after 
repelling, on various occasions, the greatest and most formidable 
dangers by the valour of its people and their leaders, there 
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have _been times when, in periods of secure tranquillity, it has 
gratmtously and recklessly encountered disaster.l Therefore I 
need say no more about either it, or the The ban constitution: in 
bot of whi-ch-a-mob-m-anages everything on its own unfettered 
impulse-a mob in the one city distinguished for headlong out
bursts of fiery temper, in the other trained in lon(Y' habits of 
violence and ferocity. . 

0 

45. Passing t? the Cretan polity ther.e are two points 
The Spartan 'vh1ch deserve our consideration. The first 
polity unlike is hqw such writers as Ephorus Xenophon 

that of Crete. Callisthenes and Plato 2 - who ~re the mos~ 
learned of the ancients-could assert that it was like that 
of Sparta ; and secondly how they c~me to assert that it was 
at all admirable~ I can agree with neither assertion; and 
I will explain why I say so. And . first as to its dissimilarity 
with the Spart<:n constitution. · The peculiar merit of the latter 
is said to be its land laws, by which no one possesses more than 
anotner, but all citizens have an equal share in the public . 
lan a.3 The next distinctive feature regards the possession of 
money : for as it is utterly dis~redited among them, the 
jeil~tis competition which arises from inequality of wealth is 
entirely removed from the · city. A third peculiarity of the 
Laceaaemonian polity is ·that, of the officials by whose hands 
and with whose advice the whole government is conducted, 
the kings hold an hereditary office, while the members of the 
Gerusia are elected for life. 

46. Among the Cretans the exact reverse of all these arrange
mepts obti ins.--The ra\vs :illow them to possess as much land 
as they can ·get with no limitation whatever. l\loney is so 
highly valued among them, that its possession 1s not only 
thought.JQ be necessary btit in . the highest degree creditable. 
An'd in . fact greed and avarice are so native to the soil in 
Crete, that they are the only people in the world among whom 
no stigma attaches to any sort of gain whatever. Again all 

· their offices are annual and on a democratical footing. I have 
therefor:;-often felt at a loss to a.ccount for these writers 
speaking of the two constitutions, which are radically different, 
as though they were closely united and allied, But, besides 
overlooking these important differences, these writers have 
gone out of their way to comment at length on the legislation 
of L~us : " He was the only legislator," they say, "who 
saw the important points. For there being two things on 
'vhich the safety of a commonweantl de pen s, -courage in 
th~face-of tneenemy and concord- at hon1e,-by abolishing 
covetousness~ he with it removed all _motive for civil broil and 
contest: whence it has- een brought about that t he Lacedae
monians are the best governed and most united people in 
Greece." Yet while giving utterance to these sentiments, and 
though they see .that, in contrast to this, the Cretans Qy their 
ingrained avari~. are engaged in countless pu lie and private 
seditions, murders and civil wars, they yet regard these facts as 
not affectinCT their contention, but are bold enough to speak of 
the two con~titutions as alike. Ephorus, indeed, putting aside 
names, employs expressions so precisely the same, when dis
coursing on the two constitutions, that, unless one noticed the 
proper names, there would . be no mea~s. whatev~r of dis-
tinguishing which of the two he was descnbmg. . 

47. In what the difference between them consists I have 
already stated. I will now add.ress mys~lf to s~o,~in~ that the 
Cretan constitution deserves neither praise nor ImitatiOn. 

To my mind, then, there . ~re ~wo ~hings fundamental 
to every state, in virtue of wh~ch tts P9wers Tests of a 
and constitution become desirable or ob- good polity. 

j.ectionable. These are customs a_nd laws. , . 
Of these the desirable are those which make mens pnvate 
lives ~oly and pure, and the public character of the state 
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civilised and just The objectionable are those whose effect 
is the reverse. As, then, when we see good customs 
and good laws prevailing among certain people, we con
fidently assume that, in consequence of them, the men nnd 
their civil constitution will be good also, so when we see 
PW e_l ife full of covetousness, and public policyo"f1nJustlce, 
pl~y we have reason_ for_ asserting their laws, particular cus
t?ms, and general const1tut1o~ to be bad. Now, witl"i few excep
tions, you could find no habas prevailing in private life more 
steepe~ in ~reachery than. those in Crete, and no public policy 
more m~qUltable. Holdmg, then, the Cretan constitution to 
be neither like the Spartan, nor worthy of choice or imitation. 
I reject it from the comparison which I have instituted. · 

Nor again would it be fair to introduce the Republic 
. . of Plato, which is also spoken of in high 

Ideal poht1es may b h .1 . 
be omitted tem1s y some p 1 osophers, For JUSt as we 

' refuse admission to the athletic contests 
to those actors or athletes who have not acquired a 
recognised position 1 or trained . for them, so we ought not to 
admit this Platonic copstitution to the contest for the prize 
of merit unless it can first point to some genuine and practical 
achievement. Up to this time the notion of bringing it into 
comparison with the constitutions of Sparta, Rome, and Car
thage would be like putting up a statue to compare with living 
and breathing men. Even if such a statue were faultless in 
point of art, the comparison of the lifeless with the living 
would naturally leave an impression of imperfection and incon
gruity upon th~ minds of the spectators. 

48. I shall therefore omit these, and proceed with my 
description of the Laconian constitution. N o\ v 

The aims of it_seemstO ffie" that for securin _ypity amon!! 
Lycurgus. ~ 

the citizens, for safe-guarding the Laconian 
territory, and preserving the liberty of Sparta inviola~e, 
the legislation and provisions of Lycurgus were so excel
_lent, that I am forced to regard his wisdom as something 
superhuman. For the equality of landed possessions. the 
simplicity in their food, and the practice of taking it in common, 
which he established, were well calculated to secure morality 
in private life and to prevent civil broils in the State ; ~s also 
their training in the endurance of labours anq dangers to make 
men brave· and noble minded: but when both these virtues, 
courage and high morality, are combined in one soul or in one 
state, vice will not readily spring from such a soil, nor will 
such men easily be overcome by _ their enemies. By con
structing his constitution therefore in this spirit, and of these 
elements, he secured two blessings to the Spartans,-safety for 
their territory, and a lasting freedom for themselves long after he 
was gone. He appears however to have made no o~ rovision 
whatever, particular or general, for the acquisition of the territory 
of their neighbours; or for the assertion of their supremacy; or, 
in 'a word, for any policy of aggrandisement at all. \Vhat he 
had still to do w:1s to impose such a necessity, or create such a 
spirit among the citizens, that, as he had su~ceeded in maki~g 
their individual lives independent and s1mple, the public 
character of the state should also become independent and 
moraL But the actu:~_l fa~t is, that, thou h ~~ mad_e them the 
most disinterested and sober-minded men m Th . . 

1 . f l'r d e1r part1a the world, as far as their own ways o 11e an failure. 
their- n:itlOnal . instiiution!;j were concern ed, he 
left ffiem in regard to the rest of . Greece ambitious, eager f<;>r 
supremacy, and encroaching in the highest degree. . 

49. or in the first place is it not notorious that they 
were nearly the first Greeks to cast a covet- First and second 
ous e};e upon the territory of their neigh- Messenian wars, 

hours, and that accordingly they wag~d a s. c./s~~Z,~~ (?). 

war · of subjugat~on on the Messemans ~ . . 
In the next place is it not related in all h1stones that m 
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their dogged obstinacy they bound themselves with an oath 
never to ~esist from the. siege of Messene until they 
had taken 1t? And lastly It is known to all that in their 
efforts for supremacy in Greece they submitted to do 
the bidding of those whom they had once conquered in 

B t1 f PI 
war. For when the Persians invaded Greece, 

at e o ataea, h _ . 
B.c. 479• t. ey conquered them, as champions of the 

. hberty of the Greeks; yet when the invaders 
had retired and fled, they betrayed the cities of Greece into 

Peace of their hanqs by the peace of Antalcidas, for the 
Antalcidas, sake of getting money to secure their supremacy 
B.c. 387· over the Greeks. It was then that the defect 

in their constitution was rendered apparent. For as long as 
""' their ambition was confined to governing their 

The causes of . d" . hb 
this failure. 1mme 1ate ne1g ours, or even the Pelopon-

nesians only, they were content with the 
resources and supplies provided by Laconia itself, having all 
material of war ready to hand, and being able without much 
expenditure of time to return home or convey provisions with 
them. But directly they took in hand to despatch naval 
expeditions, or to go on campaigns by land outside the Pelo
ponnese, it was evident that neither their iron currency, nor 
their use of crops for payment in kind, \vould be able to 
supply them with what they lacked if they abided by the 
legislation of Lycurgus ; for such undertakings required money 
universally current, and goods from foreign countries. Thus 
they were compelled to wait humbly at Persian doors, impose 
tribute on the islanders, and exact contributions from all the 
Greeks : knowing that, if they abided by the laws of Lycurgus, 
it was impossible to advance any claims upon any outside pow~r. 
at all, much less upon the supremacy in Greece. 

50. My object, then, in this digression is to make it 
manifest by actual facts that, for guarding 

Sparta fails where h · · h b 1 fi d Rome succeeds. t e1r_ own country Wlt a so ut.e sa ety, an 
for preserving their own- freedom, the legisla

tion of Lycurgtis was entirely sufficient; and for those who 
are content with these objects we must concede that there 
neither exists, nor ever has existed, a constitution and civil order 
pr~e,r~ble .~ ~o _that . of. . Sparta. But if any one is seeking 
aggrandisement, and believes that to be a leader and ruler and 
despot · ~f.· numerous subjects, and to have all looking and 
turning to him, is a finer thing than that,-in this point of 
view .. we -must acknowledge that the Spartan constitution is 
deficient, and that of Rome superior and better constituted for 
obtaining power. And this has been proved by actual facts. 
For when the Lacedaemonians strove to possess themselves of 
the supremacy in Greece, it was not long before they brought 
their own freedom itself into danger. \Vhereas the Romans, 
after obtaining supreme power over the Italians themselves, soon 
brought the whole world under their rule,-in which achieve
ment the abundance and availability of their supplies largely 
contributed to their success. 

51. Now the arthao-inian constitution seems to me 
orio-inally to have been wen contrived in o • • · Rome fresher 
these most distinctively Important partie'!- than Carthage ; 

Iars. For they ha~in_Es, 1_ and the Gerus1a . 
had the 2mversof an aristocracy, and the mult1tude were 
supreme in such things as affected them ; ~nd on the whole 
the adjustment of its several parts was very hke that of Rome 
and Sparta. But about the period of its entering on the 
Hannibaliim war the political ~tate of Carthage was on. t~e 
decline, 2 that of Rome impr~vmg. For whereas th~s m 
every body, or polity, or busmess a na~ural. stage of. growt.h, 
zenith, arid decay; and w ereas everythmg m th~m 1s at 1ts 
best at the zenith ; we may thereby judge. of the d1fference. be
tween these two constitutions as they ex1sted ~t that penod. 
For exactly so far as the strength and prospenty of Carthage III ~ 10 - 9 
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preceded that of Rome in point of time, by so much was 
Carthage then past its prime, while Rome was exactly at its 
zenith, as far as its political constitution was concerned. In 
Carthage therefore the influence of the people in the policy 
of the state had already risen to be supreme, while at Rome 
the Senate was at the height of its power: and so, as in the 
one measures were deliberated upon by the many, in the 
other by . the best men, the policy of the Romans . in 
all public undertakings proved the stronger; on which 
account, though they met with capital disasters, by force of 
prudent counsels they finally conquered the Carthaginians in 
the war. 

52. If we look however at separate details, for instance 
and its citizen at the provisions for carrying on a war, we 
levies sup~ri_or shall find that whereas for a naval ex2~dition 

to Carthag~man the Carthaginians are the better trained and 
mercenanes. - . • . 

prepared,-as 1t ts only natural wah a pe<;>ple 
with whom it has been hereditary for many generations to 
practise this craft, and to follow the seaman's trade above all 
nations in the world,-ye in r~gard to military service on 
land, t.he Romans train themselves to a much higher pitch 
tnan the Carthaginians. The former bestow their whole 
attent1on upon this department : whereas the Carthaginians 
wholly neglect their infantry, though they do take some slight · 
interest in the cavalry. The reason_of this is that they emp]oy 
foreign mercenaries, the Romans I)ative a_nd citizen levies. It 
is in this point that -the latter polity is preferable to the 
former. They have their . hopes of freedom ever resting on the 
courage of mercenary troops: the Romans on the valou·r of their 
own citizens and the aid of their allies. The result is that even 
if the Romans have suffered a defeat at first, they renew the war 
with undiminished forces, which the Carthaginians cannot do. 
For, as the Romans are fighting for country and children, it is 
impossible for them to relax the fury of their struggle; but 
they persist with obstinate resolution until they have over
come their enemi~s. \Vhat has happened in regard to their 
navy is an instance in point. In skill the Romans are much 
behind the Carthaginians, as I have already said ; yet the up-

-shot of the whole naval war has been a decided triumph for 
the Romans, owing to the valour of their men. For although 
nautical science contributes largely to success in sea- fights, 
still ,it is the courage of the marin~s that turns the scale most 
decisively in favour of victory. The fact is that Italians as a 
nation are by nature superior to Phoenicians and Libyans both 
in physical strength and courage; but still their habits also do 
much to inspire the youth with enthusiasm for such exploits. 
One example will be sufficient of the pains taken by the 
Roman state to turn out men ready to endure anything to win 
a reputation in their country for valour. · 

53 •. 'Vhenever one of their illustrious men dies, in the 
course of his funeral, the body with all its 

Laudations at 
paraphernalia is carried into the forum to the funerals. 

Rostra, as a raised platform there is called, 
and sometimes is propped upright upon it so as to be 
conspicuous, or, more rarely, is laid upon it. Then with all 
the people .standing round, his son, if he has left one of full 
age. and he is there, or, failing him, one of his relations, mounts 
the Rostra and delivers a speech concerning the virtu:s ~f th.e 
deceased, and the successful exploits performed by htm m hts 
lifetime. By these means the people are reminded of what 
has been done, and made to see it with their own eyes,-~·wt 
only such as were engaged in the actual Imagines. 

transactions but those also who were not ;-
al}d their sympathies are so deeply moved, that the loss 
appears not to be confined to the actual mourners, but to ,?e 
a public one affecting the whole people. After the b~nal 
and all the usual ceremonies have been performed, they place 
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the likeness of the dece:1sed in the most conspicuous spot in 
his house, surmounted by a wooden canopy or shrine. This 
likeness consists of a ma c; k made to represent the deceased 
with extraordinary fidelity both in shape and. colour. These 
likenesses they display at public sacrifices adorned with much 
care. And when any illustrious member of the family dies, 
they carry these m:1sks to the funeral, putting them on men 
whom they thought as like the originals as possible in height 
and other personal peculiarities. And these substitutes assume 
clothes according to the rank of the person represented : if he 
wa~ a ~onsul or praetor, a toga \vith purple Toga praetexta, 
stnpes; If a censor, whole purple; 1 if he had also 
celebrated_ a triumph or performed any exploit purpurea, · 

of that kmrl, a_ toga embroidered with gold. picta. 

These representatives a~so ride themseh·es in chariots, while 
the fasces and axes, and all the other customary insignia of the 
particular offices, lead the· way, according to the dignity of the 
rank in the state enjoyed by the deceased in his lifetime; 
ttnd on arriving at the Rostra they all take 
h . . h . . h . d Sellae curules. 

t e1r seats on 1vory c airs m t e1r or er. 
There could not easily be a more inspiring spectacle than this 
for a young man of noble ambitions and virtuous aspirations. 
for can we conceive any one to be unmoved at the sight of 
all the likenesses collected together of the men who have 
e~rned glory, all as it were living 'lnd breathing? Or what 
could Le a more glorious spectacle? 

54. Besides the speaker over the body about to be buried, 
after having finished the panegyric of this 

Devotion of the particular person, starts upon the others whose 
representatives are present, beginning with the 

most ancient, and recounts the successes and achievements 
of each. By this means the glorious memory of brave 
men is continually renewed; the fam.e of those who h<l-ve 
performed any noble deed is never allowed to die; and the 
renown of those who have done good service tc>"' their country 
becomes a matter of common knowledge to the multitude, 
and part of the heritage of posterity. But the chief benefit of 
the ceremony is that it inspires young men to shrink from no 
exertion for the general welfare, in the hope of obtaining the 
glory which awaits the brave. And what I say is confirmed 
by this fact. Many Romans have volunteered to decide a 
whole battle by single combat; not a few have deliberately 
accepted certain ' death, some in time of war to secure the 
safety of the rest, some in time of peace to preserve the safety 
of the commonwealth. There have also been instances of 
men in office putting their own sons to death, in defiance of 
every custom and law, because they rated the interests of 
their country higher than those of natural ties even with their 
nearest and dearest There are many stories of this kind, 
related of many men in Roman history ; but one will be 
enough for our present purpose ; and I will give the name as 
an instance to prove the truth of my words. 

55. The story goes that Horatius Codes, while fighting 

citizens. 

Horatius 
Cocles. 

with two enemies at the head of the bridge 
over the Tiber, which is the entrance to the 
city on the north, seeing a large body of 

men advancing to support . his enem.ies, and fearing that 
they would force their way mto the c1ty, turned round, and 
shouted to those behind him to hasten back to th~ other 
side and break down the bridge. They obeyed him : and 
whilst they were breaking the brirlge, he remained at his 
post receiving numerous woun~s, and. che.cked the progress 
of the enemy: his opponents bem? pan~c stnc~en, not so muc.h 
by his strength as by the audac1ty ''flth whtch he held hts 
ground. \Vhen the bridge had been broken down, .the att.ack 
of the enemy was stopped ; and Codes t_hen threw hir:nself mt.o 
the river with his armour on and deliberately sacnficed hts III - 10 - 11 
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life, because he valued the safety of his country and his own 
future reputation more highly than his . present life, and the 
years of existence ·that remained to him.l Such is the 
enthusiasm and emulation for noble deeds that are en()'endered 
among the Romans by their customs. · o 

56 • . Again t?e Roman. customs and principles regarding 
money transact10ns are better than those of 
the Carthaginians. In the view of the latter P

1
urit_y or 

h. . d" . t: 1 ' h . k fi . e ectJon. not, mg IS . tsgrace1u t at rna es or_ _ g~1n ; · . 
with the former nothing is more disgraceful than to receive 
bribes and to make profit by impr9per means. For they 
regard wealth obtained from unlawful transactions to be as 
much a. subject of reproach, as a fair profit fro·m the · most 
unquestioned source is of commendation. · A proof of the fact 
is this. The Carthaginians o})tain office by open bribery, · but 
among the Romans the penalty for it is death. cr. _ h . · : 
'Vith such a radical difference, therefore, between · c • 

14
" 

the rewards offered to virtue among the two peoples, it is·natural 
that the ways adopted for obtaining them should b<! 9ifferentalso. _ 

But the most important difference for the better. \Vhich ---- . . . . . the Roman commonwealth . appears to !Tie to 
display is in the~r religious belie~s. For ·I 
conceive that what in other nations is looked 

Regard· to 
religion. 

upon . as a reproa~h, I m~an a scrupulous . fear ,of the gods, is 
the very thing which keeps the Rom·an commonwealth together. 
To such an extraordinary height is this carried among them, 
both in _ privat~ and public . business, that ·nothing could 
exceed it. Many people might think this unaccountable ; but 
in my o inion their object is to use it as a check .upon the 

. corii'iiWh people:-!£ it\,~ere possi6ret'C>furma state wholly of 
pht ostrJ!hers, such a custom wou a per aps oe unnecessary. 
But seeing that every multitude is fickle, and full of la\vless 
desires, unreasoning anger, and violent passion, the . only 
resource is to keep them in check by mysterious terrors and 
sceniceffects of this sort. 'Vherefore, to my mind, the ancients 
were not acting without purpose or at random, when ·they 
brought in among the vulgar those opinions about the gods, 
and the . b~lief in the punishments in Hades : much rather do 
I think that men nowadays are acting rashly and" 'foolishly in 
rejecting · them. This is the reason why, apa.rt from anything 
eisel Greek statesmen, 'ifentrusted with a single talent, thqugh 
protected 'by ten- checking-clerks, _as many. seals, anq t~vice as 
many witnesses, yet cannot" be induced to keep faith : whereas 
an1ong the Romans, in their magistracies and embassies, men 
have the handling of a great amount of money, and yet .from 
pure _r.~spect to their oath keep their faith intact. And, again, 
in other nations it is a rare thing to find a · man who keeps his 
hands out of the public purse, and is entirely i pure in such 
matters : but among the Romans it is a rare thing to detect a 

· man in the act of committing such a crime.1 • • • 

RECAPITULATION AND CONCLUSION 

57. That to all things, then, which exi~t there is ordained 
decay and change I think requires no further argm;nents to 

· show: for . the inexorable course of nature is sufficient to 
convince us of it. 

But in all olities we observe two sources of decay 'existing 
'from natural causes, the one extern'!]~ th_e other interna and 
self~produced. The external admits of no certain or fixed 
defi11ition, but the i nternal follows a defini~e order. What 
kind of polity, then, comes naturally first, and . what second, I 
have already stated in such a way, that those who are capable 
of taking in 'the whole drift of my argument tan henceforth 
draw their own conclusions as to the future of the Roman 
polity. For it is quite clear, in my opinion. ""hen a. ~~mmon
\vealth, after ~v~d~~[ ~f_f many great dangers, has arrxved at a 
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high pi.!EL of prosperity and undisputed power, it is evident 
that, by the lengthened continuance Qf great wealth within it, 
the~ of !i(e Ofits citizens will beco111e more extravngant; 
and that the rivalry for office, and in other SP.heres of acuvity, will 
beco~itought to be. And as this state of things 
goes o"nrno-re ana more, the desire of office and the shame of 
losing reputation, as well as the ostentation and extravagance 
of living, will prove the beginning of a deterioration. And of 
this change th~ people will be credited · with being the authors, 
when they become convinced tha~ they are being cheated by 
som.e from avarice, aRd are puffed up with flattery by others from 
love of office. FQr \vhen that comes abm.lt, in their passionate 
resentme~t and actipg u~der the dictates of anger, they will 
refuse - to Q ey any longer, or to be content with having equal 
powers with ttieir leaders, but will demand to h'!.ve all or far 
the greatest themselves. And when that comes to pass the 
constitution will receive a new name, which sounds better than 
any other in the world, liberty or democracy ; but, in fact, it 
will become that worst of all governments, mob-rule. ' 

\Vith ~his description o?lfie formation, growth: zenith, and 
present state of the Roman polity, and having disct,.Issed also 
its difference, for better and worse, from other polities, I will 
now at length bring my essay on it to an end. 
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VERGIL 

ECLOGUE IV 

Sicilian Muses, let the shepherd's rhyme 
A loftier theme pursue. Not all delight 
In copses green and humble hedge-row flowers. 
Yet may this music please our consul's ear! 

Now come the world's last days, the age foretold 
By Cumae' s prophetess in sacred song. 
The vast world-process brings a new-born time. 
Once more the Virgin comes and Saturn's reign, 
Behold a heaven-born offspring earthward hies! 
Holy Lucina, lend thy light and aid 
The while this child is born before whose· power 
The iron race of mortals shall give way, 
And o'er this earth a golden people reign, 
For blest Apollo is at last their king. 
While you are consul, Pollio, forth shall shine 
This glory of our age; guided by thee 
These potent times begin, which if there be 
Some stain still with us of our common guilt, 
Shall blot it out and from its age-long fear 
Set the world free. The child to whom I sing 
Will have a life divine, and as of old 
See kings and heroes with great gods confer, 
Himself their counsel sharing, while he .rules 
A world his virtuous father led to peace. 

For tributes at thy birth, 0 blessed babe, 
The untilled earth with wandering ivies wild 
Shall mingle spikenard, and from bounteous breast 
Pour forth her lilies and Egyptian balm; 
The flock shall come unguided to the fold 
Flowing with milk; nor shall the feeding sheep 
At the huge lion tremble; fragrant flowers 
Shall from thy cradle spring; the deadly snake 
Shall perish, every baneful herb shall fail, 
And orient spices by the wayside bloom •. 

As soon as you have learned to read about 
Our glorious heroes and the mighty deeds 
Your father wrought, soon as your soul shall see 
What beauty virtue wears, --in those blest days 
The unploughed field shall yellowing harvests show, 
The bramble-bushes yield the purple grape, 
And hard-limbed oaks distil sweet honey dew. 
Some traces may remain of wicked guile, 
Which. bade men vex with ships the sacred sea, 
Or circle towns with stone, or scar earth's breast 
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With furrows. Another Argo then 
Shall carry chosen heroes, at her helm 
Another Tiphys sitting; other wars 
Shall blaze abroad and once again will come 
The great Achilles to the Trojan town. 
Yet when in after-time the strengthening years 
Have made you man, from kingdoms of the sea 
The trader's sail shall cease, nor to and fro 
With foreign cargoes ply from shore to shore. 
Each land shall all things bear; the patient ground _ 
Shall feel no mattock, nor the vine a knife. 
The brawny ploughmen from the laboring yoke 
Shall let their bulls go free. ·No woven wool 
Shall flaunt its stolen hues; the ram himself 
Shall in the meadows wear the Tyrian stain, 
Or change to saffron; and vermilion gay 
Shall mantle artlessly the feeding lambs. 

"Thus let the ages ever onward roll! " 
So sang the' Fates, turning their spindles round, 
Obedient to the fixed decree a doom. 

Receive this glory; for your day is risen, 
0 child of gods, offspring of mighty Jove! 
Look, how the round world with its burden reels, 
Its far-spread shores and seas and boundless sky! 
Look, with what joy .it hails the time to be! 
Oh 1 may such length of days be granted me, 
And skill, as shall suffice your deeds to tell! 
Not then would Thracian Orpheus • heavenly strains 
Nor Linus • voice outdo me; though to one 
His mother gave the song, to one his sire--
The' Muse to Orpheus, Phoebus to his· son . .. 
Yea, Pan him self, though all Arcadia heard, 
Would own Pan vanquished in Arcadia • s ear. 

Infant 1 begin! Give back your mother's smile 
Who ten long · moons her weary sickness bore!'~ _ 
Begin, 0 child I If parents give no smile, 
What god would sup with you, or goddess wed? 

Translation by T. C. Williams 1 

slightly revised 



LUCRETIUS 

ON THE NATURE OF THINGS 

BOOK I 

)!OTHER of the Aeneadae, darling of men and gods, increase-giving 
Venus, who beneath the gliding signs of heaven fillest with thy presence 
the ship-carrying sea, the corn-bearing lands, since through thee every 
kind of living things is conceived, rises up and behplds the light of the 
sun. Before thee, goddess, flee the winds, the clouds of heaven; before 
thee and thy advent; for thee earth manifold in works puts forth sweet
smelling flowers; for thee the levels of the sea do laugh and heaven pro
pitiated shines with outspread light. For soon as the vernal aspect of 
day is disclosed, and the birth-favouring breeze of Favonius unbarred is 
blowing fresh, first the fowls of the air, 0 lady, show signs of thee and 
thy entering in, throughly smitten in heart by thy power. Next the wild 
herds bound over the glad pastures and swim the rapid rivers: in such 
wise each.made prisoner by thy charms follows thee with desire, whither 
thou goest to lead it on. Yes, throughout seas and mountains and sweep
ing rivers and leafy homes of birds and grassy plains, striking fond love 
into the breasts of all thou constrainest them each after its kind to con
tinue their races with desire. Since thou then art sole mistress of the na
ture of things and without thee nothing rises up into the divine borders 
of light, nothing grows to be glad or lovely, fain would I have thee for 
a helpmate in writing the verses which I essay to pen on the nature of 
things for our own son of the l\Iemmii, whom thou, goddess, hast willed 
to have no peer, rich as he ever is in every grace. \Vherefore all the more, 
0 lady, lend my lays an everliving charm. Cause meanwhile the savage 
works of war to be lulled to rest throughout all seas and lands; for thou 
alone canst bless mankind with calm peace, seeing that l\Iavors lord of 
battle controls the savage works of war, l\Iavors who often flings him
self into thy lap quite vanquished by the never-healing wound of love; 
and then with upturned face and shapely neck thrown back feeds with 
love his greedy sight gazing, goddess, open-mouthed on thee; and as 
backward he reclines, his breath stays hanging on thy lips. \Vhile then, 
lady, he is reposing on thy holy body, shed thyself about him and above, 
and p·our from thy lips sweet discourse, asking, glorious dame, gentle 
peace for the Romans. For neither can we iii our country's day of 
trouble with untroubled mind think only of our work, nor can the illus
trious offset of )lemmius in times like these be wanting to the general 
weal. ... for what remains to tell, apply to true reason unbusied ears and 
a keen mind withdrawn from cares, lest my gifts set out for you with stead
fast zeal you abandon with disdain, before they are understood. For I will 
essay to discourse to you of the most high system of heaven and the gods 
and will open up the first beginnings of things, out of which nature gives 
birth to all things and increase and nourishment, and into which nature 
likewise dissoh·es them back after their destruction. These we are ac
customed in explaining their reason to call matter and begetting bodies 
of things and to name seeds of things and also to term first bodies, be
cause from them as first elements all things are. 

\Yhen human life to view lay foully prostrate upon earth crushed 
down under the weight of religion, who showed her _ head from the quar
ters of hea\·en with hideous aspect lowering upon mortals, a man of 
Greece ventured first to lift up his mortal eyes to her face and first to 
withstand her to her face. Him neither story of gods nor thunderbolts 
nor heaven with threatening roar could quell: they only chafed the more 
the eager courage of his soul, filling him with desire !o. be the first to 
burst the fast bars of nature's portals. Therefore the hvmg force of his 
soul gained the day: on he passe~ far. beyond th~ _flam in~ walls of the 
world and traversed throughout m mmd and spmt the Immeasurable III - 12 - 1 
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universe; whence he returns a conqueror to tell us wh t h 
t · b · · h a can, w at can-no come mto emg; m s ort on what principle each th' h · 

d fi d · d . mg as Its powers 
e ne , Its eepset boundary mark. Therefore religion is put d f 
d t I d . h. . un er oot 

an ramp e upon m turn; us Is VIctory brings level wi'th h , 
Th. . h I f h . ea\en. 

_IS Is w at ear erem, lest haply you should fancy that you are 
entermg on unholy grounds of reason and treading the path of sin. 
whereas on the contrary often and often that very religion ha · ' 
b. h · f 1 d . s given trt to s~n u an unholy aeeds. Thus in Aulis the chosen chieftains of 
the Danat, foren:o~t of m~n, foully polluted with Iphianassa's blood the 
altar of the Tnvtan matd. Soon as the fillet encirclin" her 'd 
t h d · 1 f · o mat en resses s e Itse m. equal lengths ad own each cheek, and soon as she 
sa~.her .fathe~ stand·m·g sorrowf~l before the altars and beside him the 
mtms~enng pnests htdmg ~he kmfe and her countrymen at sight of her 
sheddmg tears, speechless m terror she dropped down on her knees and 
sank ~o the ground. Nor aught in such a moment could it avail the luck .. 
l~ss gtrl t?at she had first bestowed the name of father on the king. For 
hfted up m the hands of the men she was carried shivering to the altars 
not after due performance of the customary rites to be escorted by th~ 
cle~r-ri~ging bri~al song, but in the very season of marriage, stainless 
matd mid the stam of blood, to fall a sad victim by the sacrificing stroke 
of a father, that thus a happy and prosperous departure miaht be 
grant.ed to the fleet. So great the evils to 'vhich religion could p;ompt! 

• • .This terror then and darkness of mind must be dispelled not by the 
rays of the sun and glittering shaits of day, but by the aspect and the 
law of nature; · the warp of whose design we shall begin with this first 
pr{nci le, noth~n is ever otten out of nothingoy divme QO~Fear in 
soo~h ho s so m check all mortals, ecause t ey see many operations go 
on m earth and heaven. the causes of which they can in no way under
stand, believing them therefore to be done by power divine. For these 
reasons when we shall have seen that nothing can be produced from 
nothing, we ·shall then more correctly ascertain that which we are seek .. 
ing, both the elements out of which every thing can be produced and the 
.manner in which all things are done without the hand of the gods. 

If things came from nothing, any kind might be born of an g, 
nothmg wou require see . !\· en for instance might rise out of the sea, 
the:-scaly race out of the earth, and birds might burst out of the sky; 
horned and other herds, every kind of wild beasts 'vould haunt with 
changing brood tilth and wilderness alike. Nor would the same fruits 
keep constant to trees, but would change; any tree might bear any fruit. 
For if there were not begetting bodies for each, how could things have a 
fixed unvarying mother? But in fact because things are all produced 
from fixed seeds, each thing is born and goes forth into the borders of 
light out of that in which resides its matter and first bodies; and for this 
reason all things cannot be gotten out of all things, because in particular 
things resides a distinct gower. Again why do we see the rose put forth in 
spring, corn in the season of heat, vines yielding at the call of autumn, if 
not because, when the fixed seeds of things have streamed together at 
the proper time, whatever is born discloses itself, while the due seasons 
are there and the quickened earth brings its weakly products in safety 
forth into the borders of light? But' if they came from nothing, they 
would rise up suddenly at uncertain periods and unsuitable times of 
year, inasmuch as there would be no first-beginnings to be kept from a 
begetting union by the unpropitious season. No nor would time be re· 
quired for the growth of things after the meeting of the seed, if they 
could increase out of nothing. Little babies would at once grow into men 
and trees in a moment would rise and spring out of the ground. But none 
of these events it is plain ever comes to pass, since all things grmv step 
by step at a fixed time, as is natural, since they all grow from a fixed 
seed and in growing preserve their kind; so that you may be sure that 
all things increase in size and are fed out of their own matter. Furth~r· 
more without fixed seasons of rain the earth is unable to put forth 1ts 
gladdening produce, nor again if kept from food could the nature of l~v
ing things continue its kind and sustain life; ~o that you may hold w1th 
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greater truth that many bodies are common t h" . . . o many t mgs, as we see 
let.ters c?mmon to dtffe~en~ words, than that any thing could come into 
bemg wtthout first-begt.nmngs. Again why could not nature have pro
duced men of such a stze and strength as to be able to wade on foot 
across the se~ and re~d. great mountains with their hands and outlive 

. many genera~IOns of hvmg men, if not because an unchanging matter 
has bee? asstgned for begetting things and what can arise out of this 
matter IS fixed? We must admit therefore that nothing can come from 
nothing, since t~ings require seed before they can severally be born and 
be brought out mto the buxom fields of air. Lastly since we see that tilled 
grounds surpas~ untilled and yield a better produce by the labour of 
ha~ds, we rna~ mfer that the.re are in the earth first-beginnings of things 
whtch by turnmg up the fruttful clods with the share and labouring the 
~oil of the earth we stimulate to rise. But if there were not such you 
would see all things without any labour of ours spontaneously ~orne 
fort~ in much greater perfe-ction. 

1\;!..oreover nature d~ssolves e~ery thing back into its first bodies and 
do~s not anmhllate thmgs. For tf aught were mortal in all its parts alike, 
the thing in a moment would be snatched away to destruction from be
fore our eyes; since no force would be needed to produce disruption 
among its parts and undo their fastenings. \Vhereas in fact, as all things 
consist of an impetishable seed, nature suffers the destruction of nothing 
to be seen, until a force has encountered it sufficient to dash things to 
pieces by a blow or to pierce through the void places within them and 
break them up. Again if time, whenever it makes away with things 
through age, utterly destroys them eating up all their matter, out of 
what does Venus bring back into the light of life the race of living things 
each after its kind, or, when they are brought back, out of what does 
earth manifold in works give them nourishment and increase, furnishing 
them with food each after its kind? Out of what do its own native foun
tains and extraneous rivers from far and wide keep full the sea? Out of 
what does ether feed the stars? For infinite time gone by and lapse of 
days must have eaten up all things which are of mortal body. Now if in 
that period of time gone by those things have existed, of which this sum 
of things is ·composed and recruited, they are possessed no doubt of an 
imperishable body, and cannot therefore any of them return to nothing. 
Again the same force and cause would destroy all things without distinc
tion, unless everlasting matter held them together, matter more or less 
closely linked in mutual entanglement: a touch in sooth would be suffi
cient cause of deafll, inasmuch as any amount of force must of course 
undo the texture of things in which no parts at all were of an everlasting 
body. But in fact, because the fastenings of first-beginnings one with the 
other are unlike and matter is everlasting, things continue with body un
injured, until a force is found to encounter them strong enough to over
power the texture of each. ~ thing therefore never returns to nothing, 
but all things after disruption go back mto the first bodtes of matter. 
LastlY rains die when father ether has tumbled them into the lap of 
mother earth; but then goodly crops spring up and boughs are green 
with leaves upon the trees, trees themselves gro'": and are laden with 
fruit; by them in turn our race and the race of Wild beasts are fed, by 
them we see glad towns teem wit? children and the leafy forests. ring .on 
all sides with the song of new buds; through them cattle weaned wtth 
their load of fat lay their bodies down about the glad pastures and the 
white milky stream pours from the distended udders; through them a 
new brood with weakly limbs frisks and gambols over the soft grass, rapt 
in their young hearts with the pure new milk. None of the things there
fore which seem to be lost is utterly lost, since nature replenishes one 
thfng out of another and docs not suffer any thing to be begotten, before 
slic has been recruited by the death of some other .• , 
.-Now mark and I will explain by what motion tne begetting bodies of 

matter do beaet different things and after they arc begotten again break 
them up, and by what force they .are compelled so to do. and what 
velocity is given to them for travellmg through the great vmd: do you 
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mind to give heed to my words. For verily matter does not cohere insep
arably massed together, since we see that everything wanes and perceive 
that all things ebb as it were by length of time and that age withdraws 
them from our sight, though yet the sum is seen to remain unimpaired 
by reason that the bodies which quit each thing, lessen the things 
from which they go, gift with increase those to which they have come, 
compel the former to grow old, the latter to come to their prime, and 
yet abide not with these. Thus the sum of things is ever renewed and 
m,ortals live b a reciprocal de endenc . orne na 1ons wax, others wane, 
and in a brief space the races of living things are changed and like run
ners hand over the lamp of life. 

If you think that first-beginnings of things can lag and by lagging 
give birth to new motions of things, you wander far astray·. from the 
path of true reason: since th~r travel about through void, the first-b~
ginnin s of thin s must all ove on either by their~g~t or haply 
by the stroke of another. Fo~ when during motion they have, as often 
happens, met and clashed, the result is a sudden rebounding in an oppo
site direction; and no wonder, since t ey are most bard anoor-weight 
proportioned to their solidity and nothing behind gets in their way. 
And that you may more clearly se~ that all ·bodies of matter are 'in 
restless movement, remember that th~lowest· point inthe sum 

· of th; universe, and that first bodies have not where to take their stand, 
since ~ ace is without end and limit and -~te_nds immeasurably in all 
directions round, as I bave shown in many words and as has been proved 
by sure reasori:' Since this then is a certain truth, sure enough no rest 

_ is given to first bodies throughout the unfathomable void, but driven 
on rather in ceaseless and varied motion they partly, after they have 
pressed together, rebound leaving great spaces between, while in· part 
they are so dashed away after the stroke as to leave but small spaees 
between. And all that form a denser aggregation when brought together 
and rebound leaving trifling spaces between, held fast by their own 
close-tangled shapes, these form enduring bases of stone and unyielding 
bodies of iron and the rest of their class, few in number,· which travel 
onward· along the great void. All the others spring far off and rebound 
far leaving great spaces between: these furnish us with thin air and 
bright sunlight. And many more travel along the great void, which. have 
been thrown off from the unions of things or though admitted have yet 
in no case been able likewise to assimilate their motions. Of this truth, 
which I am telling, we have a representation and picture -always going 
on before our eyes and present to us: observe whenever the rays · are 
let in and pour the sunlight through the dark chambers of.houses: you 
will see many minute bodies in many ways through the apparent void 
mingle in the midst of the light of the rays, and as in never-ending 
conflict skirmish and give battle combating in troops and never halting, 
driven about in frequent meetings and partings; so that you may .guess 
from this, what it is for first-beginnings of things to be ever tossing 
abopt in the great void. So far as it goes, a small thing may give an illus
tration of great things and put you on the track of knowledge. And for 
this reason too it is meet that you should give greater heed to these 
bodies which are seen to tumble about in the sun's rays, because such 
tumblings imply that motions also of matter latent and unseen are at the 
bottom. For you will observe many things were impelled by unseen 
blows to change their course and driven back to return the way they 
came now this way now that way in all directions round. All you are 
to know derive this restlessness from the first-beginnings. t9r the first
beginnings of things move first of ~lves; next those bodies which 
f<;?rm a small aggregate and come nearest s a to the owers of the 
firs;-beginnil}gs, are impe!led and set in movement by the unseen strokes 
of those first bodies and they next in turn stir up bodies w 1ch are a 
little larger. Thus motion mounts up rom the first-beginnings and step 
by step issues forth to our senses, so that those bodies also move, which 
we can discern in the sunlight, though it is not clearly seen by what 
blows they so act •••• 
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BOOK III . . . . . 
And now si?ce I h~ve sh~wn what-iike the beginnings of all things 

are .and how ~1verse ~1th vaned shapes as they fly spontaneously driven 
O_!l m everlastmg motion, and how all things can be severally produced 
out of these, next after these questions the nature of the mind and soul 
should methinks be c~eared up by my verses and that dread of Acheron 
be driven headlong forth, troubling as it does the life of man from its . 
inmost depths and overspreading all things with the blackness of death 
allowing no _pleasure to be pure and qnalloyed... .. . ' 

This same principle teaches that the nature of the mind and soul is 
bodily; for when it is seen to push the limbs, rouse the body from sleep, 
and alter the countenance and guide and turn about the whole man, and 
when we see that none of these effects can take place without touch nor 
touch without body, must we not admit that the mind and the soul are 
of.~ bodily nature? Again you perceive that our mind. in our body suf
fers together with the body and feels in unison with it. \Vhen a weapon 
with a shudder-causing force has been driven in and has laid bare bones 
and sinews within the body, if it does not take life, yet there ensues a 
faintness and a lazy sinking to the ground and on the ground the tur
moil of mind which arises, and sometimes a kind of undecided inclina
tion to get up. Therefore the nature of the mind must be bodily, since 
it suffers from bodily weapons and blows. 

I will now go on to explain in my ·verses of what kind of body the 
mind consists and out of what it is formed. First of all I say that it is 
extr~mely fine and formed of exceedingly minute bodies. That this is "-SO 
you may, if you please to attend, clearly perceive from what follows: 
nothing that is seen takes- place with a velocity equal to that of the 
mind when it starts some suggestion and actually sets it agoing; the 
mind therefore is stirred with greater rapidity than any of the things 
whose nature stands out visible to sight. But that which is so passing 
nimble, must __ consist of seeds exceedingly round and exceedinglY_ mi
nu~~ in o?der o be stirred and set in motion by a small movin _ower. 
Thus water is moved and heaves y ever so sma a orce, formed as it 
is of small particles apt to roll. But on the other hand the nature of 
honey is more sticky, its liquid more sluggish and its movement more 
dilatory; for the whole mass of matter coheres more closely, because 
sure enough it is made of bodies not so smooth, fine, and round. A breeze 
however gentle and light can force, as you may see, a high heap of poppy 
seed to be blown away from the top downwards; but on the other hand 
Eurus itself cannot move a heap of stones. Therefore bodies possess a 
pqwer of moving in proportion to their smallness and smoot ness; ana 
on the other hand the reater wei ht ami roughness bodies prove to 
ha,;c the more stable they are. Since then the. nature of the mmd has 
lJ~cn found to e emment y easy to move, it must consist of bodies 
exceedingly small, smooth, and round. The knowledge of which fact, my 
good friend, will on many accounts prove useful and be serviceable to 
you. The following fact too likewise demonstrates how fine the texture 
is of which its nature is composed, and how small the room is in which 
it can be contained, could it only be collected into one mass: ~ 
the untroubled slee o eath ha ot en hold of a man and the nature of 
the min and soul has with erceive he no diminutioo 
of the entire body either in a earance or wei ht: death makes a good 
save the vital sense and heat. T erefore the whole soul must consist of 
very small seeds and . be inwoven tnrou veins and fles an Sl l!_ews; 
inasmuch as after it has all withdrawn from the w o e ody, the ex
terior conto~r of the limbs preserves itself entire and not a tittle of the 
weight is lost. Just in the same way when the flavour of wine is gone 
or when the delicious aroma of a perfume has been dispersed into the 
air or when the savour has left some body, yet the thing itself does not 
therefore look smaller to the eye, nor does aught seem to have been 
taken from the weight, because sure enough many minute seeds make 
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T
uph thef savours. and dthe o?our in the whole body of the several things. 

ere .ore, agam an agam I say, you are to know that the nature of 
t~e mmd. and the soul. has med of exceedin ly minute seeds, 
~mce ~t 1ts de .arture wa none of e~ight. _. • · 

:Agai~ the qUickened ?owers of body and mind by their joint partner
ship enJOY health and hfe; for the nature of the mind cannot by itself 
alone without the body give forth vital motions nor can the body again 
bereft of the soul continue to exist and make use of its senses: just, you 
are to know, as the eye itself torn away from its roots cannot see any
thing when apart from the whole body, thus the soul and mind cannot 
it is plain do anything by themselves. Sure enough, because mixed up 
through veins and flesh, sinews and bones, their first-beginnings are 
confined by all the body and are not free to bound away leaving great 
spaces between, therefore thus shut in they make those sense-giving 
motions which they cannot make after death when forced out of the 
body into the air by reason that they are not then confined in a like 
manner; for the air will be a body and a living thing, if the soul shall be 
able to keep itself together and to enclose in it those motions which it 
used before to perform in the sinews and within the body. ~1oreover 
even while it yet moves within the confines of life, often the soul shaken 
from some cause or other is seen to wish to pass out and be loosed from 
the whole body, the features are seen to droop as at the last hour and 
all the limbs to sink flaccid over the bloodless trunk: just as happens, 
when the phrase is used, the mind is in a bad way, or the soul is quite 
gone ; when all is hurry and every one is anxious to keep from par~ing 
the last tie of life; for then the mind and the power of the soul are 
shaken throughout and both are quite loosened together with the body; 
so that a cause somewhat more powerful can quite break them up. \Vhy 
doubt I would ask that the soul when driven forth out of the body wheri 
inthe open air, feeble as it is, stri t of its covering, not only cannot 
continue t rough eternity, but is unable to hoi toget er t e smallest 
fraction of time? Therefore, again and again I say, when the envelop
ing b~ been all broken up and the vital airs have been forced out, 
you must admit that the senses of the mind and the soul are dissolved, 
since the cause of destruction is one and inseparable for both body and 
soul.._ . 

Death therefore to us is nothin concerns since the 
nature of t e mm IS proved to be mortal; and as in time gone by we 
felt' no !Stress, when the Poeni from all sides came together to do bat
tle, and all things shaken by war's troublous uproar shuddered and 
quaked beneath high heaven, and mortal men were in doubt which of 
the two peoples it should be to whose empire all must fall by sea and 
land alike, thus when we shall be no more, when there shall have been 
a sepa!'.&ion 6fb0dy and soul, out of both of which we are each formed 
into a single bein , to us ou rna be sure who then shall be no more, 
nothing 'vhatever can ha en to excite sensation not if eart shall be 
mingled \ vith sea and sea with heaven. And even supposing the nature 
of the mind and power of the soul do feel, after they have been severed 
from our body, yet that is nothing to us who by the binding tie of mar
riage between body and soul are formed each into one single being. And 
if time should g~ther up our matter after our death and put it once 
more fnto tile osTtiOiiiOOWhlCll it J;";;w is, and the hght of _liie be given 
to us again, -this result even would cancer u not at all when the chain 
of our self-consciOusness has once been snapped asunder. So now we 
gh·e oursclVes no concern about any self which we have been before, nor 
do we feel any distress on the score of that self. For when you look 
back on the whole past course . of immeasurable time and think how 
manifold are the shapes which the motions of matter take, you may 
c:tsily credit this too, that th~~l -same seeds of which we ~ow are 
formed, have often befor _ laced in the same order in which they 
no · are· and et we cannot recover this in memor : a break in our 
cxistcnc~ has been interposed, an a t emotions have wandered ~o.and 
fro far astrav from the sensations they produced. For he whom evil Is to 
befall, must ·in his own person exist at the very time it comes, if the mis-
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cry and suffering are haply to have any place at all; but since death 
precludes this, and forbids him to be, upon whom the ills can be brought, 

_you may be sur~e that we have nothing to fear after death, and ~ 
\vho extsts not, cannot become miserable, and that it matters not a whit 
whether he has been born into life at any other time when immortal 
rlc~1th has taken away his mortal life. ' . 

Therefore . when you see a man bemoaning his hard case, that after 
death he shall either rot with his body laid in the grave or be devoured 
by flames or the jaws of wild _ beasts, you may be sure that his ring 
betr~ys a flaw and that there lurks in his heart a secret goad, though 
he himself declare that he does not believe that any sense will remain 
to him after death. He does not methinks really grant the conclusion 
which he professes to grant nor · the principle on which he so professes, 
nor · does he take and force himself root and branch out of life but all 
unconsciously imagines something of self to survive. For when 'any one 
in life ·suggests to himself that birds and beasts will rend his body after 
death, he makes moan for himself: he does not separate himself from 
that self, nor withdraw himself fully from the body so thrown out, and 
fa1icies himself that other self and stands by and impregnates it with his 
own sense. Henc~.h~ makes much moan that he has been born mortal, 
and sees not th a(ter real death there will be no other se to reniain in 
life and lan1ent to self that his own self has met death and there to 

~ ···- ' 
stand ~!!d_ rieve that his own self there I in · gled or burnt. For 
if it is an evilafter d~ath to be pulled about by the devouring jaws of 
wild beasts, I cannot see ~hy it should not be a cruel pain to be laid on 
fires and burn in hot flames, or to be placed in honey and stifled, or to 
stiffen with cold, stretched .on the smooth surface of an icy slab of stone, 
or to be pressed down and · crushed by a load of earth above. 

'Now no more shall thy house admit thee with glad welcome, nor a 
most-virtuous wife and sweet children run to be the first to snatch kisses 
and to.uch thy heart with a silent joy. No more mayst thou be pros
perous. in thy doings, .a safeguard to thine own. One disastrous day has 
taken from thee. luckless man in luckless wise all the many prizes of 
life.' This do men say; but add not thereto 'and now no longer does any 
craving for these things beset the.e withal.' For if they could rightly 
perceive t~is in thought and follow up the thought in words, they would 
release themselves from great distress and apprehension of mind. 'Thou, 
even as .. now thou art, sunk in the sleep of death, shalt continue so to 
be all time to come, freed from alL distressful pains; but we with a 
sorrow that would not be sated wept for. thee, when close by thou didst 
turn to an ashen hue on thy appalling funeral pile, and no length of days 
shall pluck from our hearts our ever-during grief.' This question there
fore should be asked of this speaker, what there is in it so passing bitter, 
if it come in the end to sleep and rest, that any one should pine in never
ending sorrow. 

This. too men often, when they have reclined at table cup in hand 
and shade their brows with crowns, love to say from the heart, 'short is 
this enjoyment for poor weak men; presently it will have been and never 
after may it be called back'. As if after their death it is to be one of 
their chiefest afflictions that thirst and parching drought is to burn them 

1 ·tpless wretches or a craYing for any thing else is to beset them. up l. ' . , . . r 1 . 1 
\\'hat folly! no one feels the want ~f lumself and h e at t 1e tm~e w 1en 
mind and body are- together sunk m sleep; for all we care this sleep 
might be everlasting, no craving whateve~ f~r ourscl\'es then moves us. 
\ d et by no means do. those first-bcgmmngs throughout our frame 'n . y . . . d . . 
wander· at that time far away from their sense-pro ucm~ motions, at 
the moment when a man starts up from sleep and coll:cts htmself. Death 
therefore must be thought to concern us much l.css, 1~ less there can be 
I · h t · · to be nothii1a· for a nr dispersiOn of the mass of t 1an w a c we see . o, .· . 
. t f II " de"th and no o .... l~le~, .. ~·a:..:::k~e=-s --=u::J.:L.......:u~o_n_, .. _·h_o_m__:.t_h~e -"c.__h:.:..::.:Ill m.tt er o ows . ~ .. --· --

cessation of lif n e come. . 
Once more, if the nature of things could suddenly u~ter a voice and 
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0 mortal, so much at h~art, that thou goest such lengths in sickiv sor
rows? \Vhy bemoan and bewail death? For say thy life past and gone 
has been welcome to thee and thy blessings have not all, as if they were 
poured into a perforated vessel, run through and been lost without avail: 
why not then take thy departure like a guest filled with life, and with 
resignation, thou fool, enter upon untroubled rest? But if all that thou 
hast enjoyed, has been squandered and lost, and life is a grievance, whv 
seek to make any addition, to be wasted perversely in its turn and Io;t 
utterly without avail? \Vhy not rather make an end of life and trav~il? 
For there is nothing more which I can contrive and discover for thee to 
give pleasure: all things are ever the same. Though thy body is not yet 
decayed with years nor thy frame worn out and exhausted, yet all 
things remain the same, ay though in length of life thou shouldst out- · 
last all races of things now living, nay even more if thou shouldst never 
die,' what answer have we to make save this, that nature sets up against 
us a well-founded claim and puts forth in her pleading a true indict~ 
ment? If however one of greater age and more advanced in years should 
complain and lament poor wretch his death more than is right, would 
she not with greater cause raise her voice and rally him in sharp ac
cents, 'Away from this time forth with thy tears, rascal; a truce to thv _ 
complainings: thou decayest after full enjoyment of all the prizes ~f . 
life. But because thou ever yearnest for what is not present, and de
spiscst what is, life has slipped from thy grasp unfmishcd and unsatis
fying, and or ever thou thoughtest, death has taken his stand at thy 
pillow, before thou canst take thy departure sated and filled with good 
things. Now however resign all things unsuited to thy age, and with a 
good grace up and greatly go: thou must.' \Vith good reason methinks 
she would bring her charge, with reason rally and reproach; for old 
things give way and are supplanted bv new without fail, and one thing 
muSfever be replenished out of other things; and no one is defivered 
over to the p1t and black Tartarus: matter is needed for after genera-
tions to grow; all of which though will allow thee when they have fin
ished their term of life; and thus it is that aJl these no less than thou 
have before this come to an end and hereafter will come to an end. 
Thus one thing will never u f another and life is granted 
to none in ee-s1mple, to all in usufruct. Think too how the bygone an
tiquity o ever astmg time be oreour birth was nothing to us. Nature 
therefore holds this up to us as a mirror of the time yet to come after 
our death. Is there aught in this that looks appalling, aught that wears 
~n aspect of gloom? Is it not more untroubled than any sleep? 

Once more what evil lust of life is this which constrains us with such 
force to be so mightily troubled in doubts and dangers? A sure term of 
life is fixed for mortals, and death cannot be shunned, but meet it we 
must. 1\foreover ~e are ever engaged, ever involved in the same· pursuits, 
and no new pleasure is struck out by living on· but whilst what we crave 
is wanting, 1t seems to transcend all t e r t · when it has been 
gotten ·we crave somethin else and ever does the same thirst of life 
possess us, as we gape~ ed. Quite doubtful it is what 
fortunet he future will carry with it or what chance will bring us or 
what end is at hand. Nor b rolonging life do we take one tittle from 
the time ast in death nor can we fret an thin awa , w~we may· 
haply be a less long ttme in the conditi~ of~ad. Ther~fOreYOu 
may complete as many generations as you please dunng your hfe; none 
the less however will that everlasting death await you; and for no less 
long a time will he be no more in being, who beginning with to-day has 
ended his life, than the man who has died many months and years ago. 



DIOGENES LAERTIUS ON EPICURUS 

TRANSLATED BY 
MILTON P. BROWN 

Although Epicurus hils!lf was a prolific writer, very little of 
his own work survives, and lOSt of that is in frag 11 ents reported to us 
by writers of a later ti1e. Such is Diogenes Laertius, writing about 
225 BC. . In his long work on Th! Lives and Opinions of E1inent 
Philosophers Diogenes devoted the tenth and final book to the life and 
thought of Epicuru·s. In that book he quoted what is now regarded as 
one of our 1ost valuable pri1ary sources on Epicurus' teachings, the 
"Letter to Menoeceus." What follows below is a translation of an 
excerpt (roughly one-half) of that letter fro• Epicurus to his disciple. 

EPICURUS TO MENOECEUS, GREETINGS •••. 

[The letter starts with so1e exhortations to Menoeceus to "study 
philosophy" for the _sake of his soul's health, by which he 1eans happi
ness. Right belief in God is encouraged, though piety as co111only 
understood and practiced by hoi polloi is to be shunned. Wise •en do 
not yearn · after i••ortality nor fear death, which is si1ply the 
cessation of all consciousness or feeling.] 

One ought also to consider that among the various 
desires we have some are natural, but others are idl~ or 
vain. And of the natural desires, some are necessary, 
and some are only natural (but not necessary).* And of 
those necessary desires, some are so for the sake of 
happiness, and others are necessary for freedom from 
bodily trouble, and still others for survival itself. 
Now steady contemplation of these things will relate 
every choice and avoidance to the health of the body and 
th~ tranquility of the soul, since this is the goal of a 
blessed life. For this is why we do all we do--that we 
may not feel pain nor live in dread; and when once this 
becomes our lot, eve·ry tempest of the soul is relieved, 
seeing that the living creature has no reason to move as 

·if in need of somethine; or to seek anything else by 
which the good of soul and body should be fulfilled. 

'Now we have need of pleasure precisely at that time 
when we .e~er.i.e.n_~ain because _i! pleasure's absence; 
but when ~e not in ain we no longer need pleasure. 

· So tha·t ·is why we say that pleasure - is the beginning and 
end __ gL-a-bles..s_ed life. This is what we recognize- as a 

· · primary and congenial good, for we make pleasure our 
point of departure in every choice ahd avoidance, and to 
this we turn, as we judge every good thing by the 
criterion of its effect (whether pleasurable or pain
ful.) And since this is our primary and inborn good, we 
do not on this account choose just any pleasure, but 
there are times when we pass over many pleasures, when the 
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unpleasant effect that would follow from these would 
seem to us more (than _the _ ple~sure to be gained). 
Indeed, many pains we count better than pleasures, when 
by enduring the pains for . a long time we experience the 
greater pleasure. The~efor~, ~hile all pleasure--because 
it is naturally congeh f al:.-is good, not ey_e_ry_ leasure 
is ~o ~des~; accordingly, all --pain is an evi l, but 
not every pain nature has produced is always to be avoid
ed. 

However,_ by calcula ting both what is profita_ble and 
what is inexpedient one will see how properly to judge 
all these thing's. So we may, depending __ on the occasion, 
treat the good ·as an evi,l or, converse_ly, th~ evil as a 
good. · 

Also we regard independence or self -sufficiency a 
great good, not that invariably we get by on little, but 
that in the event we have not much, we ,may be · content 
with little, sincerely persuaded that ~h · have the sweet
est enjoyment of luxury who need it least, ?-nd that every
thing natural is easy to get, but wha.:t is va.in or. meaning
less is hard to gain. For plain food offers pleasure 
equal to a costly diet when once' the __ ,pain of want is 
taken away; even bread and -- water ·furnish . . the pinnacle of 
pleasure when offered to the hungry : So to. get . in the 
habit of living simply· and inexpensi veiy is fully ade
quate for (good) health; ms: reover it makes a . man reso
lute in meeting life's necessities, it conditions us .for 
those times when we come upon luiuries' and it prepares 
us to be unafraid of fortune. 

Therefore, when· we say that pleasure end, we 
do not mean the pleasures of the diss ·.those 
that de:eend . on sensual enjoyment~ as some suppose out 
of ignorance and confusion or maligning prej~dice, but 
rather (the ideal is) to feel no pain of body I nor be 
troubled in soul or mind. For it is not drinking-bouts 
and revels strung together' not enjoyment of .boys . and 
women, nor of fish _and other (such delicac.ies )--wha.te:ver 
the expensive table · bear5.: .. :.'that produc~ the sweet life, 
but it is sober ·reasoning, examining the ~a~~es of every' 
choice ' and avoidance, and driving out .;tho~~ beliefs 
through which the greatest. tumult' seizes our souls. Of 
all these e fo reriic)st.-- a nd g reatest good ., ,is prudence; 
thus prudence is more to be pr~zed even tpa11 p}1ilosophy • 
From it stem all ·the other virtues, since ~ t . teaches 
that it is impo'ssible to live pleasantly wi.thout liv-ing 
thoughtfully and nqbly and j~stly, _· and ( like~tse) impossi
ble to live thol:lghtfully' nobly ., and . justly w.i thout 
living pleasantly:_· Fqr . the v_irtues have grown. t .ogether 
in the pleasant life~ · a.ri·d. ·t;.p.e p~easant life is insepar-
able from them. ~ · 

*Editorial and explanatory phrases, not a part of the 
Greek text, are put in parentheses. 



EPICTETUS 

ENCHEIRIDION 

I 
Of things some are in our power, and others are not. In our power are opinion, 

movement towards a thing, desire, aversion; and in a word, whatever are our own 
actc;:. not in our power are the body, property, reputation, offices, and in a word, 
whatever are not our own acts. And the things in our power are by nature free, 
not subject to restraint nor hindrance: but the things not in our power are weak, 
slavish, subject to restraint, in the power of others. Remember then that if you 
think the things which are by nature slavish to be free, and the things which are in 
the power of others to be your own, you will be hindered, you will lament, you 
will be disturbed, you will blame both gods and men: but if you think that only 
which is your own to be your own, and if you think that what is another's as it 
really is, belongs to another, no man will ever compel you, no man will hinder 
you, you will never blame any man, you will accuse no man, you will do nothing 

· involuntarjly, no man will harm you, you will have no enemy, for you will not 
suffer any harm. 

If then you desire such great things, remember that you must not lay hold of 
them with a small effort; but you must leave alone some things entirely, and post
pone others for the present. But if you wish for these things also, and power and 
wealth, perhaps you will not gain even these very things because you aim also at 
those former things: certainly you will fail in those things through which alone 

· happiness and freedom are secured. Straightway then, practice saying to every 
harsh appearance, You are an appearance, and in no manner what you appear to 
be. Then examine it by the rules which you possess, and by this first and chiefly, 
whether it relates to the things which are in our power or to things which are not 
in our power: and if it relates to anything which is not in our power, be ready to 
say, that it does not concern you. 

III 
Jn every thing which pleases the soul, or supplies a want, or is loved, remember to 

add ' this to the description·; what is the nature of each thing, beginning from the 
sm~lest? If you love an earthen vessel, say it is an earthen vessel whichyou love; 
for when it has been broken, you will not be disturbed. If you are kissing your 
child 9r wife, say that it is a human being whom you are kissing, for when the 
wif~, or child dies, you will not be disturbed. 

IV 

When you are going to take in hand any act, remind yourself what kind of an act 
it is. If you are going to bathe, place before yourself what happens in the bath: 
some splashing the water, others pushing against one another, others abusing one 
another, and some stealing: and thus with more safety you will undertake the mat-
-ter, if you say to yourself, I now intend to bathe, and to maintain my will in a 

- manner conformable to nature. And so y~u will do in every act: for thus if any 
hindrance to bathing shall happen, let this -thought be ready: it was not this 
only that I intended, but I intended also to maintain my will in a way conformable 
to nature; but I shall not maintain it so, if I am vexed at what happens. 

v 
Men are disturbed not by the things which happen, but by the opinions about the 

things: for example, death is nothing terrible, for if it were, it would have seemed 
so to Socrates; for the opinion about death, that it is terrible, is the terrible thing. 
When then we are impeded or disturbed or grieved, let us never blame others, but III - 13 - 1 
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ourselves, that is, our opinions. It is the act of an ill-instructed man to blame others 
for his own bad condition; it is the act of one who has begun to be instructed, to 
lay the blame on himself; and of one whose instruction is completed, neither to 
blame another, nor himself. 

VIII 

Seek not that the things which happen should happen as you wish; but wish the 
things which happen to be as they are, and you will have a tranquil flow of life. 

X 

On the occasion of every accident that befalls you, rem em her to turn to your
self and inquire what power you have for turning it to use. If you see a fair man or 
a fair woman, you will find that the power to resist is temperance. If labour be 
presented to you, you will find that it is endurance. If it be abusive words, you will 
find it to be patience. And if you have been thus formed to the proper habit, the 
appearances will not carry you along with them. 

XIV 

If you would have your children and your wife and your friends to live for ever, 
you are silly; for you would have the things which are not in your power to be in 
your power, and the things which belong to others to be yours. So if you would 
have your slave to be free from faults, you are a fool; for you would have badness 
not to be badness, but something else. But if you wish not to fail in your desires, 
you are able to do that. Practice then this which you are able to do. He is the master 
of every man who has the power over the things, which another person wishes or 
does not wish, the power to confer them on him or to take them away. Whoever 
then wishes to be free, let him neither wish for anything nor avoid anything which 
depends on others: if he does not observe this rule, he must be a slave. 

XV 

Remember that in life you ought to behave as at a banquet. Suppose that some
thing is carried round and is opposite to you. Stretch out your hand and take a por
tion with decency. Suppose that it passes by you. Do not detain it. Suppose that it is 
not yet come to you. Do not send your desire forward to it, but wait till it is oppo
site to you. Do so with respect to children, so with respect to a wife, so with respect 
to magisterial offices, so with respect to wealth, and you will be some time a worthy 
partner of the banquets of the gods. But if you 4Uce none of the things which are set 
before you, and even despise them, then you will be not only a fellow banqueter 
with the gods, but also a partner with them in power. For by acting thus Diogenes 
and Heracleitus and those like them were deservedly divine, and were so called. 

XIX 

You can be invincible, if you enter into no contest in which it is not in your power 
to conquer. Take care then when you observe a man honoured before others. or 
possessed of great power or highly esteemed for any reason, not to suppose him hap
PY, and be not carried away by the appearance. For if the nature of the good is in 
our power, neither envy nor jealousy will have a place in us. But you yourself will 
not wish to be a general or senator or consul, but a free man: and there is only one 
way to this, to despise the things which are not in our power. 



XX 

Remember that it is not he who reviles you or strikes you, who insults you, but it 
is your opinion about these things as being insulting. \Vhen then a man irritates you, 
you must know that it is your own opinion which has irritated you. Therefore espe
cially try not to be carried . away by the appearance. For if you once gain tirne and 
delay, you will more .ea.Sily master yourself. 

XXVI 

We may learn the will of nature. from the things in which we do not differ from 
one another: for instance, _when your neighbor's slave has broken his cup, or any 
thing else, we are ready to say forthwith, that it is one of the things which happen. 
You must know then that when your cup also is broken, you ought to think as you 
did when your neighbor's cup was broken. Transfer this reflection to greater thin gs 
also. Is another man's child or wife dead? There is no one who would no t say, this 
is an event incident to man. But when a man's own child or wife is dead , forthwith 
he calls out, "Wo to me, how wretched I am." But we ought to rem ember how we 
feel when we hear that it has happened to others. 

XXVII 

As a mark is not set up for the purpose of missing the aim, so neither does the 
nature of evil exist in the world. 

XXXI 

As to piety toward the Gods you must know that this is the chief thin g, to h ave 
right opinions about them, to think that they exist, and that they administer All 
well and justly; and you must fix yourself in this principle, to obey them , and yield 
to them in everything which happens, and voluntarily to follow it as being accom-

. plished by the wisest intelligence. For if you do so, you will never either blame the 
Gods, nor will you accuse them of neglecting you. And it is not possible for this to 
be done in any other way than by withdrawing from the things wh ich are not in our 
power, and by placing the good and the evil only in those things which are in our 
power. For if you think that any of the things which are not in our power is good or 
bad, it is absolutely necessary that, when you do not obtain what you wish, and 
when you fall into those things which you do not wish, you will find fault and hate 
those who are the cause of them; for every animal is formed by nature to this, to fly 
from and to tum from the things which appear harmful and the things which are 
the cause of the harm, but to follow and admire the things which are useful and the 
causes of the useful. It is impossible then for a person who thinks that he is harmed 
to be delighted with that which he thinks to be the cause of the harm , as it is also 
impossible to be pleased with the harm itself. For this reason also a father is reviled 
by his son,· when he gives no part to his son of the things which are considered to be 
good: and it was this which made Polynices and Eteocles enemies, the opinion that 
royal power was a good. It is for this reason that the cultivator of the earth reviles 
the Gods, for this reason the sailor does, and the merchant, and for this reason those 
who lose their wives and their children .. For where the useful is, there also piety 
is. Consequently he who takes care to desrre as he ought and to avoid as he ought at 
the same time also cares after piety. But to make libations and to sacrifice and' to 
offer first fruits according to the custom. ?f o~r fat~ers , PU:ely and not meanly nor 
carelessly nor scantily nor above our ability' lS a thmg which belongs to all to do . 
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LII 

In every thing we should hold these maxims ready to hand: 

Lead me, 0 Zeus, and thou 0 Destiny, 
The way that I am ~id by you to go: 

To follow I am ready. If I choose not, 
I make myself a wretch, and still must follow. 

But whoso nobly yields unto necessity, 
We hold him wise, and skill'd in things divine. 

And the third also : 0 Crito, if so it pleases the Gods, so let it be; Anytus and 
Melitus are able indeed to kill me, but they cannot harm me. 

(Translated by George Long, 1877 .) 



THE MEDITATIONS 

OF 

MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS 

BOOK II 

BEGI:-t the morning by saying to thyself, I shall meet ~vith the busy
bo.cly, the ungrateful, arrogant, deceitful, envious, unsocial. All these 
th~ngs happen to them by reason of their ignorance oi what is good and 
evil. llut I who ~a~e seen the nature of the good that it is beautiful, and 
of the bad that It IS ugly, and the nature of him who does wron(l' that 
it is akin to me, not only of the same blood or seed, but that it ~~rtic
ipatcs in the same intelligence and the same portion of the divinity I 
can neither be injured by any of them, for no one can fix on me what 
is ugly, nor can I be angry with my kinsman, nor hate him. For we are 
made for co-operation, like feet, like hands, like eyelids, like the rows of 
the upper and lower teeth. To act against one another then is contrary 
to nature; and it is acting against one another to be vexed and to turn 
away. 

3. All that is from the gods is full of Providence. That which is from 
fortune is not separated from nature or without an interweavin~ and 
involution with the things which are ordered by Providence. From 
thence all things flow; and there is besides necessity, and that which is 
for the advantage of the whole universe, of which thou art a part. But 
that is good for every part of nature which the nature of the whole 
brings, and what serves to maintain this nature. Now the universe is 
preserved, as by the changes of the elements so by the changes of things 
compounded of the elements. Let these pri.nciplcs be enough for thee, 
let them always be fixed opinions. But cast away the thirst after books, 
that thou mayest not die murmuring, but cheerfully, truly, and from thy 
heart thankful to the gods. 

5. Every moment think steadily as a Roman and a man to do what 
thou hast in hand with perfect and simple dignity, and feeling of affec
tion, and freedom, and justice; and to give thyself relief from all other 
thoughts. And thou wilt give thyself relief, if thou doest every act of 
thy life as if it were the last, laying aside all carelessness and passionate 
aversion from the commands of reason, and all hypocrisy, and self
love, and discontent with the portion which has been given to thee. Thou 
seest how few the things are, the which if a man lays hold of, he is able 
to live a life which flows in quiet, and is like the existence of the gods; 
for the gods on th.eir part will require nothing more from hi~ who 
observes these things. · 

8. Through not observing what is in the mind of another a man has 
seldom been seen to be unhappy; but those who do not observe the 
movements of their own minds must of necessity be unhappy. 

IO~ Theophrastus, in his comparison of bad acts--such a comparison 
as one would make in accordance with the common notions of mankind 
-says, like a true philosopher, that the offences w~ich are committed 
through desire are more blameable than those which arc committed 
through anger. For he who is excited by ~ngcr seems t~ turn away from 
reason with a certain pain and uncobsc10us contraction: but he who 
offends through desire, bein~ overpowered b~ pl:asu~e, seems to b~ in a 
manner more intemperate and more womamsh m his offences. Rtf:htly 
then and in a wav worthv of phiJosophy, he said that the offence wl~ich 
is co~mitted with plcasu.re is more blameable than tha~ which is com- III - 13 ~ 5 
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MARCUS AURELIUS 

mit ted with pain; and on the whole the one is more like a person who 
has been fi~·st wronged and through pain is compelled to be angry· but 
the other IS moved by his own impulse to do wronrr being ca:rried 
towards doing something by desire. 

07 

14. Though thou shouldst be going to live three thousand years, and 
as many times ten thousand years, still remember that no man loses any 
other life than this which he now lives, nor lives any other than this 
which he n9w loses. The longest and shortest are thus brought to the 
same. For the present is the same to all, though that which perishes is 
not the same; and so that which is lost appears to be a mere moment. 
For a man cannot lose either the past or the future: for what a man 
has not, · how can any one take this from him? These two things then 
thou must bear in mind; the one, that all things from eternity are of 
like forms and come round in a circle, and that it makes no difference 
whether ·a man shall see the same things during a hundred years or t\\~O 
hundred, or an infinite time; and the second, that the longest liver and 
he who will die soonest lose just the same. For the present is the only 
thing of which a man can be deprived, if it is true that this is the only 
thing which he has, and that a man cannot lose a thing if he has it not. 

15. Remember that all is opinion. For what was said by the Cynic 
Monimus is manifest: and manifest too is the use of ·what was said, if 
a man receives what may be got out of it as· far as it is true. . 

16. The soul of man does violence to itself, first of all, when it 
becomes an abscess and, as it were, a tumour on the universe, so far as 
it can. For to be vexed at anything which happens is a separation of 
ourselves from nature, in some part of which the natures of all other 
things are contained. In the next place, the soul does violence to itself 
when it turns away from any man, or even moves towards him with the 
intention of injuring, such as are the souls of those who are angry. In 
the third place, the soul does violence to itself when it is overpowered by 
pleasure or by pain. Fourthly, when it plays a part, and does or says 
anything insincerely and untruly. Fifthly, when it allows any act of its 
own and any movement to be without an aim, and does anything 
thoughtlessly and without considering what it is, it being rig!'lt that 
even the smallest things be done with reference to an end; and the ttnd 
of rational animals is to follow the reason and the law of the most 
ancient city and polity. 

I 7. Of human life the time is a point, and the substance is in ;t flux, 
· and the perception dull, and. the composition of the whole bpdy sub_iect 
to putrcbction, and the soul a whirl, and fortune hard. to divine, and 
fame a thing devoid of judgement. And, to say all in a word, everything 
wh~c!1 belongs to the body is a stream, and \Vhat belongs to the soul 

. is ~ dream and vapour, and life is a warfare and a stranger's sojourn, 
and aiter-fame is oblivion. \Vhat then is that which is able to con
duct a man? One thing and only one, philosophy. But this consists 
in keeping the daemon within a roan free irom violence and unharmed, 
SU;Jerior to pains and pleasures, doing nothing without ~ purpose, nor 
yet r·<Llsely andwith hypocrisy, not feeling the need of another man's 
doing or- not doing anything; and besides, accepting all that happens, 
and all that is allotted, as coming from thence, wi1erever it is, · from 
wl:cncc he himself came; and, finally, waiting for death with a cheer
ful mind, as being nothing else than a dissolution of the elements of 
which every living being is compounded. But if there is no harm to 
the eleme.n!s themselves in each continually changing into another, 

. why should a man have any apprehension about the change and dissolu
. tion oi all the elements? For it is according to nature, and nothing is 

evii which is according to nature. . 
This in Carnuntum. 
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BOOKN 

3· :i\1en seek retreats for themselves, houses in the cou t _ h · . d h n ry, sea s ores, 
and moun tams, an t ou too art wont to desire such th' . h · · he mgs \ erv muc . . 
But this IS altoget . r a mark of the most common sort of men , ·for it is 
in thy po:ver wh:never thou. shalt choose to retire into thvself. For 
nowhere either With more qmet or more freedom from trouble does a 
man retire than into his own soul, particularly when he has within him 
such t~o~ghts that by looking into t_hem he is immediately in perfect 
tranq~lllity; and ~ affirm that tranqUillity is nothing else than the good 
ordenng of the mmd. Constantly then give to thyself this retreat ~md 
renew thyself; and let thy principles be brief and fundamental, ,~hich, 
as soon as thou shalt recur to them, will be sufficient to cleanse the soul 

. compl;tely, and to send thee ba:k free from all discontent with the thin:s 
to which thou returnest. For With what art thou discontented? \Vith the 
badness of men? Recall to thy mind this conclusion that rational 
animals exist for one another, and that to endure is a part of justice~ anG. 
that men do wrong involuntarily; and consider how many already, after 
mutual enmity, suspicion, hatred; and fighting, have been stretched 
dead, reduced to ashes: and be quiet at last.-But perhaps thou art 
dissatisfied with that which is assigned to thee out of the universe.
Recall to thy recollection this alternative; either there is providence or 
atoms, fortuitous concurrence of things; or remember the arguments by 
which it has been proved that the world is a kind of political communi~::~ 
and be quiet at last.-But perhaps corporeal things will still f:l~tcn cpcn 
thee.-Consider then further that the mind mingles not with t~~e brca~h. 
whether moving gently or violently, when it has once drawn it~rlf ar~rt 
and discovered its own pmver, and think also of all that thou h:t~t he~:-d 
and assented to about pain and pleasute, and be quiet at Iast.-I>..:~ 
per!:.aps the desire of the thing called fame will torment thee~-See how · 
soon everything is forgotten, and look at the chaos of infinite time on 
each side of the present, find the emptiness of applause, and the change
abl~ncss and want of judgement in those who pretend to give praise, 
and the narrowness of the space within which it is circumscribed, and 
be quiet at last. For the whole earth is a point, and how small a nook in 
it is this thy dwelling, and how few are there in it, and what kind of 
people are they who will praise thee. 

This then remains: Remember to retire into this little territory of thy 
own, and above all do not distract or strain thyself, but be free, and 
look at things as a man, as a human being, as a citizen, as a mortal. But 
among the things readiest to thy hand to which thou shalt turn, let 
there be the,se, which are two. One is that things do not touch the soul, 
for they are external and remain immovable; but our perturbations-come 
only from the opinion which is within. The other is that all these things, 
which thou seest chanrre immediately and will no longer be; and con
stantly bear in ~ind h~v many of these· changes thou hast already wit
nessed. The universe is transformation: life is opinion. 

4. If our intellectual part is common, the reason also, in respect of 
which we are rational beings, is common: if this is so, common also is 
the reason which commands us what to do, and what not to do; if this 
~s so there is a common law also; if this is so, we are fellow-citizens; 
if this is so we are members of some political community; if this is so, 
the world i~ in a manner a state. For of what other common political 
community will any one say that the whole. human race. are members? 
And irom thence, from this common polit1cal commumty com~s also 
our very intellectual faculty and reasoning faculty and. our ca~ac1t~ for 
law· or \vhence do they carne? For as my earthly part 1s a portwn g1ven 
to ~1e from certain earth, and that '~hich is watery fro~ another ele
ment, and that which is hot and fiery from some p~cuhar source (for 
nothincr comes out of that which is nothing, as nothmg also returns to 

· non-existence), 50 also the intellectual part comes from some source. 
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On Law, Justice, and Reason 

Laws VI • • To arrive at Justice the most learned - , 
men have agreed to start with the Law the right 
decision for them if, as they define 'it, Law is 
the highest reason inherent in nature, which com
mands what ought to be done and prohibits the op
posite. This reason, when confirmed and crystal
lized in the human mind, is Law. And so they hold 
that Law is intelligence, which commands right 
action and forbids wrongdoing. Ti:ey think Law 
derives its name in Greek from the idea of granting 
to each man what is rightly his; I believe it is 
linked in our language with the idea of choosing. 
If they have associated Law with fairness to all, 
we have considered it as a selection, although 
both assumptions are proper to Law. If this is 
correct defining, and I think i ~ is, then Justice 
grows out of Law, for Law is a natural force; it 
is the mind and reason of the intelligent man, the 
standard by which Justice and injustice are deter
mined. 

Laws VI I. That ·animal we call man, perceptive, 
quick-witted, complex, keen, gifted with memory, 
full of reason and purpose, has been endowed by 
the supreme God, his creator, with a distinguished 
status. For he alone out of all the varieties 
of living things participates in reason and thought, 
while all the rest are bereft. Indeed, what is 
more divine--r will not say in man only but in all 
heaven and earth--than reason? And reason, when 
it has become mature and complete, is rightly 
called wisdom. Therefore there is nothing better 
than reason, which is the prime common possession 
of man and God. But those who have reason in 
common must also have right reason in common. And 
since right reason is Law, we must hold that men 
have Law in c_ommon with the gods. Further, those 
who share Law must share Justice; those who share 
these are to be considered members of the same 
civil society. If indeed they submit to the same 
authorities and powers, this is an even greater 
truth. They do serve the celestial order of things, 
the divine mind the transcendant God. Therefore 
we must assume that the whole universe is a common-
wealth of gods and men. 
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Laws X. • Nothing more important is reflected upon 
in scholarly discussions than the complete reali
zation that we are born for Justice, not as a mat
ter of opinion but as a fact of nature. This will 
become clear at once if you perceive the interrela
tionships and unity of mankind. For nothing is 
so like anything else, so much the same, as all 
of us are to each other. If bad habits and foolish 
beliefs did not distort the weak-minded and bend 
them the way they are inclined to go, no man would 
be as much like himself as like everybody else. 
However man is to be defined, one definition ap
plies to all. This is proof enough that there 
is no difference in kind, for if there were, one 
definition would not apply to all men; indeed rea
son, which raises us above the beasts and makes 
us able to speculate, to prove and disprove, to 
argue and solve problems, and to come to conclu
sions , is certainly common to all, and though dif
fering in what may be learned, the ability to learn 
is the same. For the same things are perceived 
by the senses, and those things which affect the 
senses affect them the same way in all men; and 
those primitive beginnings of intelligence of which 
I have spoken, which were imprinted on our minds, 
are imprinted on all minds alike; and speech, the 
interpreter of the mind, though varying in the 
choice of words, agrees in the sentiments expressed. 
There is no human being whatsoever who, if he ac
quires a guide, cannot attain virtue. 

The One Law 

Republic XXII •••. True Law is right reason in agreement 
with nature; it suffuses everything, unchanging, 
everlasting; it commands to duty and prohibits 
wrongdoing. It does not vainly command or prohibit 
good men, although it does not change the wi eked. 
It is wrong to try to alter this Law or to repeal 
it, nor can it be abolished altogether. We cannot 
be released from its obligations by Senate or peo
ple, and we need not search beyond ourselves for 
an interpreter or expounder of it. Nor will there 
be a different law at Rome from that at Athens 
or a different law now from that in the future, 
but one eternal and unchangeable Law will hold 
for all people and all times, and there will be 
the one master and ruler of all, God, who is the 
author of this Law, its promulgator · and its high 
judge. Whoever is disobedient flees from himself, 
and whoever denies his human nature will suffer 
by this fact the worst penalties, even if he escapes 
obvious punishment. 



THE FIRST BOOK OF MACCABEES 

Chapter 1 

And it came to pass after Alexander, the son of Philip 
the Macedonian, who came from the land of Chittim, had 
smitten Darius, king of the Persians and Medes, that he 
reigned in his stead. And he waged many wars, and won 
strongho.lds, and slew kings, and pressed forward to the ends 
of the earth, and took spoils from many peoples •• 

And after these things he took to his bed, and 
perceived that he was about to die. Then he called his 
chief ministers, men who had been brought up with him from 
his youth, and divided his kingdom among them while he was 
yet alive. And Alexander had reigned twelve years when he 
died. And his ministers ruled, each in his particular 
domain. And after he was dead they all assumed the diadem, 
and their sons after them did likewise; and this continued 
for many years. And these wrought much evil on the earth. 

And a sinful shoot came forth from them, Antiochus 
Epiphanes, the son of Antiochus the king, who had been a 
hostage in Rome, and had become king in the one hundred and 
thirty-seventh year of the Greek kingdom. In those days 
there came forth out of Israel lawless men, and persuaded 
many, saying: 'Let us go and make a covenant with the 
nations that are round about us; for since we separated 
ourselves from them many evils have come upon us.' And the 
saying appeared good in their eyes; and as certain of the 
people were eager to carry this out, they went to the king, 
and he gave them authority to introduce the customs of the 
Gentiles. And they built a gymnasium in Jerusalem according 
to the manner of the Gentiles. They also submitted 
themselves to uncircumcision, and repudiated the holy 
covenant; yea, they joined themselves to the Gentiles, and 
sold themselves to do evil. • • • 

And Antiochus after he had smitten Egypt, returned in 
the one hundred , and fifty-third year, and went up against 
Israel and Jerusalem with a great army. And in his 
arrogance he entered into the sanctuary, and took the golden 
altar, and the candlestick for the light, and all its 
accessories, and the table of the shewbread, and the cups, 

Alexander the Great 
356-323 B.C. 

The author of First Maccabees 
is a careful historian, but 
is repeating a tradition 
widely circulated in the 
ancient world which is 
probably inaccurate. Only 
five of Alexander's generals 
assumed the title of King 
and then not until 306 B.C. 

The diadem was not a crown, 
but a blue and white band 
worn around the Persian 
royal hat as a symbol of 
royalty. 

Antiochus IV, "Epiphanes" 
King of Syria 175-164 B.C. 
The title "Epiphanes" (the 
revealer) widely hinting 
his divinity was in mockery 
changed to "Epimanes" {the 
madman). 
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and the bowls, and the golden censers, and the 
crowns, and the golden adornment on the 
Temple, and he scaled it all off. Moreover, 
silver, and the gold, and the choice vessels; 
the hidden treasures which he found. And 
everything, he returned to his own land •••• 

veil, and the 
facade of the 
he took the 

he also took 
having taken 

After the lapse of two years the king sent a chief 
collector of tribute to the cities of Judah; and he came to 
Jerusalem with a great host. And he spoke unto them 
peaceful words in subtilty, so that they had confidence in 
him; but he fell upon the city suddenly, and smote it with 
a grievous stroke, and destroyed much people in Israel. And 
he took the spoils of the city, and burned it with fire, and 
pulled down the houses thereof and the walls thereof round 
about . And they led captive the women and the children, and 
took possession of the cattle. And they fortified the city 
of David with a great and strong wall with strong towers, so 
that it was made into a citadel for them. And they placed 
there a sinful nation, lawless men; and they strengthened 
themselves therein ·. And they stored up there arms and 
provisions, and collecting togethe r the spoils of Jerusalem, 
they laid them up there. And it became a sore menace, for 
it was a place to lie in wait in against the sanctuary, and 
an evil adversary to Israel continually. 

And the king wrote unto his whole kingdom, that all 
should be one people, and that every one should give up his 
religious usages. And all the nations acquiesced in 
accordance with the command of the king. And many in Israel 
took delight in his form of worship, and they began 
sacrificing to idols, and profaned the sabbath. 
Furthermore, the king sent letters by the hand of messengers 
to Jerusalem and to the cities of Judah to the effect that 
they should practise customs foreign to the - traditions of 
the ·land, and that they should cease the sacrificing of 
whole burnt offerings, and sacrifices, and drink offerings 
in the sanctuary, and that they should profane the sabbaths 
and feasts, and pollute the sanctuary and those who had been· 
sanctified; that ·they should moreover build high places, 
and sacred groves, and shrines for idols, and that they 
should sacrifice swine and other unclean animals; and that 
they should leave their sons uncircumcized, and make 
themselves abominable by means of practising everything that 
was unclean and profane, so that -they might forget the Law, 
and change all the traditional ordinances. And whosoever 
should not act according to the word of the king, should 
die. In this manner did he write unto the whole of his 
kingdom; and he appointed overseers over all the people; 
and he commanded the cities of Judah to sacrifice, every one 
of them. • • • 
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And on the fifteenth day of Chislev in the one hundred 
and forty-fifth year they set up upon the altar an 
'abomination of desolation,' and in the cities of Judah on 
every side they established high-places· and they offered 
sacrifice at the doors of the houses and' in the streets. 
And the books of the Law which they found they rent in . 
pieces, and burned them in the fire. And with whomsoever 
was found a book of the covenant, and if he was found 
consenting unto the Law, such an one was according to the 

' ' king s sentence, condemned to death. Thus did they in their 
might to the Israelites who were found month by month in 
their cities. And on the twenty-fifth day of the month they 
sacrificed upon the altar which was upon the altar of 
burnt-offering. And, according to the decree, they put to 
death the women who had circumcised their children, hanging 
their babes round their mothers' necks, and they put to 
death their entire families, together with those who had 
circumcised them. Nevertheless many in Israel stood firm 
and determined in their hearts that they would not eat 
unclean things, and chose rather to die so that they might 
not be defiled with meats, thereby profaning the holy 
covenant~ and they did die. And exceeding great wrath came 
upon Israel. 

Chapter 2 

In those days rose up Mattathias, the son of John, the 
son of Simeon, a priest of the sons of Joarib, from 
Jerusalem; and he dwelt at Modin. And he had five sons: 
John, who was surnamed Gaddis; Simon, who was called 
Thassis; Judas, who was called Maccabaeus; Eleazar, who 
was called Auaran; and Jonathan, who was called Aphphus. 

And he saw the blasphemous things that were done in 
Judah and in Jerusalem, and said, 'Woe is me, why was I born 
to behold the ruin of my people and the ruin of the holy 
city, and to sit still there while it was being given into 
the hand of enemies, and the sanctuary into the hand of 
str-angers?' 

And the king's officers who were enforcing the apostasy 
came to the city of Modin to make them sacrifice. And many 
from Israel went unto them; but Mattathias and his sons 
gathered themselves together. Then the king's officers 
answered and spake unto Mattathias, saying: 'A ruler art 
thou, and illustrious and great in this city, and upheld by 
sons and brothers. Do thou, therefore, come first, and 
carry out the king's command, as all the nations have done, 
and all the people of Judah, and they that have remained in 
Jerusalem; then shalt thou and thy house be numbered among 
the friends of the king, and thou and thy sons shall be 
honoured with silver and gold, and with many gifts.' 
Thereupon Mattathias answered and said with a loud voice: 

The •onth of Chislev in the 
Hebrew calendar roughly coin
cides with our December. The 
offending altar, called "the 
abomination of desolation" 
is also •entioned in Daniel 
11:31 and 12:11. 

The nickname, "Maccabaeus" 
is said to come from the 
Aramaic word "hammer" in 
reference to Judas' hammer
like persistence in attacking 
the Syrian army. 
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'If all the nation~ that are within the king's dominions 
·· obey him by forsaking, every one of . them, the worship of 

th~ir fathers, and have chosen for themselves to follow his 
commands~ yet will I and my sons and my brethren walk in the 

-covenant of our fathers. Heaven forbid that we should . . 
fors&keth¢ _Law and the ordinances; but the law of the king 
we will not ~bey by departing from our worship either to the 
right hand or to the left . ' And as he ceased speaking these 
words,_ a . Jew' canie forward in . the sight of all to sacrifice 
upqn the altar in Modin in accordance with the king's 
command. And when Mattathia~ saw it, his zeal was kindled, 
and his heart quivered with wrath; and his indignation 
burst forth for - judgement, so that he ran and slew him on 
the altar; and at the same time he also killed the king's 
officer . who })ad __ come to enforce the sacrificing, pulled down 
the al t ar, and thus showed f orth hi s zeal for the Law, just 
as Phinehas had done in the case of Zimri the son of Salom. 
And Mattathias cried out with a loud voice in the city, 
saying, 'L.et everyone that is zealous for the Law and that 
would maintain the covenant come forth after me~' And he and 
his sons fled unto the mountains, and left all that they 
possessed in the city. 

At that time many who were seeking righteousness and 
judgement went down to the wilderness to abide there, they 
and their sons, a.nd their _wives, and their cattle; for 
misfortunes ' fell hard1-y upon them. And it was reported to 
the king's - officers and ' to the troops that were in 
Jer_usalem, the city of David, that men who had set at nought 
th¢ king's command had gone doWn into hiding-places in the 
wilderness. And many ran after them, and having overtaken 
them, they encamped against them, and set the battle in 
array against them on the Sabbath day. And they said unto 
them: 'Let ft suffice .now; come forth, and do according to 
the .- command of the king, and ye shall live.' And they 
answered, 'We will not come forth, nor will we do according 
to the _comrriand of the king, and ttiereby profane the Sabbath 
day. Thereupon they immediately attacked them. But they 
answered them not, nor did they cast a stone at them, nor 
even block up their hiding-places, saying, 'Let us all die 
in our innocency; Heaven -and earth bear us witness that ye 
destroy us wrongfully.' And - they attacked them on the 
Saboatb; · and ---they died, they and their wives, and their 
children, a~d - t~eir cattle, about a thousand souls. 

And -when Mattathlas and ·his friends knew it they 
mour~ed 'greatly -for them. And one said to another, 'If we 
all 'do' ,- as our . brethren ·have d~ne, and do not fight against 
the 1 Gentii~s for . our lives and our ordinances, they will 
socn1 -destroy us f~om off the earth.' And they took counsel 
on - that · da·y, ·s-aying, 'Whosoever attacketh us on the Sabbath 
day, ·let us fight against -him, that we may not in any case 
all die, as our brethren died in their hiding-places.' Then 
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were there gathered unto them a company of the Chasidim, 
mighty men of Israel who willingly offered themselves for 
the Law, every one of them. And all they that fled from the 
evils were added unto them, and reinforced them. And they 
mustered a host, and smote sinners in their anger, and 
lawless men in their wrath; and the rest fled to the 
Gentiles to save themselves. And Mattathias and his friends 
went round about, and pulled down altars, and they 
circumcised by force the children that were uncircumcised, 
as many as they found within the borders of Israel. And 
they pursued after the sons of pride, and the work prospered 
in their hand. And they rescued the Law out of the hand of 
the Gentiles, and out of the hand of the kings, neither 
suffered they the sinner to triumph. 

And the days drew near that Mattathias should die, and 
he said unto his sons: 'Now have pride and rebuke gotten 
strength and a season of destruction and wrath of 
indignation. And now my children, be zealous for the Law, 
and give your lives for the covenant of your fathers •••• 
And behold Simeon your brother, I know that he is a man of 
counsel;. give ear unto him alway; he shall be a father 
unto you. And Judas Maccabaeus, he hath been strong and 
mighty from his youth; he shall be your captain and shall 
fight the battle of the people •••• 

Chapter 3 

And Apollonius gathered the Gentiles together, and a 
great host from Samaria, to fight against Israel. And Judas 
perceived it, and went forth to meet him, and smote him, and 
slew him; and many fell wounded to death, and the rest 
fled. And they took their spoils; and Judas took the sword 
of Apollonius, and therewith fought he all his days. 

And Seron, the commander of the host of Syria, heard 
that Judas had gathered a gathering and a congregation of 
faithful men with him, and of such as went out to war; and 
he said: 'I will make a name for myself, and get me glory 
in the kingdom; and I will fight against Judas and them 
that are with him, that set at nought the word of the king.' 
And he went up again; and there went up with him a mighty 
army of the ungodly to help him, to take vengeance on the 
children of Israel. And he came near to the ascent of 
Bethhoron· and Judas went forth to meet him with a small 
company. 'But when they saw the army coming to meet them, 
they said unto Judas: 'What? shall we be able, being a 
small company, to fight against so great and strong a 
multitude? And we, for our part, ~re faint, having tasted 
no food this day.' And Judas said: It is an easy thing for 
many to be shut up in the hands of a few, and there is no 
difference in the sight of Heaven to save by many or by few; 
for victory in battle standeth not in the multitude of an 

The Chasidim were the •ost 
rigorous defenders of Jewish 
tradition from religious 
rather than political motives. 

Apollonius appears in the 
history without introduction; 
he may have been the chief 
collector of tribute mentioned 
in Chapter 1 above. 
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host, but strength is from Heaven. They come unto us in 
fulness of insolence and lawlessness, to destroy us and our 
wives and our children, for to spoil us; but we fight for 
our lives and our laws. And He Himself will discomfit them 
before our face; but as for you, be ye not afraid of them.' 
Now when he had left off speaking, he leapt suddenly upon 
them, and Seron and his army were discomfited before him. 
And they pursued them at the descent of Bethhoron unto the 
plain; and there fell of them about eight hundred men; and 
the rest fled into the land of the Philistines. 

Then began the fear of Judas and of his brethren, and 
the dread of them fell upon the nations round about them. 
And his name came near even unto the king; and every nation 
told of the battles of Judas. 

But when Antiochus the king heard these words he was 
full of indignation; and he sent and gathered together all 
the forces of his kingdom, an exceeding strong army •• 
And he left Lysias, an honourable man, and one of the seed 
royal, to be over the affairs of the king from the river 
Euphrates unto the borders of Egypt, and to bring up his son 
Antiochus until he should return •• 

And Lysias chose Ptolemy the son of Dorymenes, and 
Nicanor, and Gorgias, mighty men of the king's friends; and 
with them he sent forty thousand footmen, and seven thousand 
horse, to go into the land of Judah, and to destroy it, 
according to the king's command •••• 

And Judas and his brethren saw that evils were 
multiplied, and that the forces of the enemy were encamping 
in their borders; and they took knowledge of the king's 
commands which he had put forth with a view to bring about 
the destruction and annihilation of the people. So they 
said, each man to his neighbour: 'Let us raise up the ruin 
of our people, and let us fight for our people and the Holy 
Place.' • • • 

Chapter 4 

And Gorgias took five thousand footmen, and a thousand 
chosen horse; and the army moved by night so that it might 
fall upon the army of the Jews and smite them suddenly; and 
certain men from · the citadel were his guides. And Judas 
heard thereof, and he removed, he and the valiant men, that 
he might smite the king's host, which was at Emmaus, while 
as yet the forces were dispersed from the camp. And Gorgias 
came into the camp of Judas by night, and found no man; and 
he sought them in the mountains, for he said: 'These men 
flee from us.' And as soon as it was day, Judas appeared in 
the plain with three thousand men; howbeit, they had not 
armour nor swords as they would have wished to have had. 
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And they saw the camp of the Gentiles strong and fortified, 
and horsemen compassing it round about· and these were 
experienced in war. And Judas said to the' men that were 
with him: 'Fear ye not their multitude, neither be ye 
afraid of their onset. Remember how our fathers were saved 
in the Red Sea, when Pharaoh pursued them with a hos t. And 
now, let us cry unto heaven, if he will have mercy upon us , 
and will remember the covenant of the fathers, and destroy 
this army before our face today; and then all the Gentiles 
will know that there is one who redeemeth and saveth 
Israel.' And the strangers lifted up their eyes and saw them 
coming against them, and they went out of the camp to 
battle. And they that were with Judas sounded the trumpets, 
and joined battle, and the Gentiles were discomfited, and 
fled unto the plain. And all the hindmost fell by the 
sword; . and they pursued them unto Gazera, and unto the 
plains of Idumaea and Azotus and Jamnia; and there fell of 
them about three thousand men. • 

But as many of the Gentiles as had been saved came and 
reported to Lysias all that had happened. And when he had 
heard aLl he was confounded and discouraged, both because it 
had not happened unto Israel as he had wished, and because 
the things which the king had commanded him had not come 
about. 

And in the next year he gathered together sixty 
thousand chosen footmen, and five thousand horse, to make 
war upon them. And they came into Judaea, and encamped at 
Bethsura, and Judas met them with ten thousand men. 

And they joined battle; and there fell of the army of 
Lysias about five thousand men, and they fell down over 
against them. But when Lysias saw that his array had been 
put to flight, and the boldness that had come upon them that 
were with Judas, and how ready they were either to live or 
die nobly, he removed to Antioch, and gathered together 
mercenary troops, that he might come again into Judaea with 
an even greater army. 

But Judas and his brethren said: 'Behold, our enemies 
are discomfited; let us go up to cleanse the Holy Place, 
and rededicate it.' And all the army was gathered together, 
and they went unto mount Sion. And they saw our sanctuary 
laid desolate and the altar profaned, and the gates burned 
up, and shrubs growing in the courts as in a forest or upon 
one of the mountains, and the chambers of the priests pulled 
down; and they rent their garments, and made great 
lamentation, and put ashes on their heads; and they fell on 
their faces to the ground, and they blew the solemn blasts 
upon the trumpets, and cried unto heaven. Then Judas 
appointed a certain number of ~en to fight against those 
that were in the citadel, until he should have cleansed the 

From the ~ebrew word for 
"rededicate" came the name 
of the festival of celebra
tion- -"Hanukkah". 
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Holy Place. And he chose blameless priests, such as had 
delight in the La.w; and they cleansed the Holy Place, and 
bare· out the ston~s of defilement into an unclean place. 
And they took ~ounsel concerning the altar of burnt 
olferings, 'which had been profaned, what they should do with 
it. And a good idea occurred to them, namely, to pull it 
down, lest it should be a reproach unto them, because the 
Gentiles had defiled it; so they pulled down the altar, and 
laid down the stones in the mountain of the House, in a 
convenient place, until a prophet should come and decide as 
to what should be done concerning them. And they took whole 
stones according to the Law, and built a new altar after the 
fashion of the former one; and they built the Holy Place, 
and the inner parts of the house, and hallowed the courts. 
And they made the holy vessels new, and . they brought the 
candlE!stick, and the altar of burnt offerings and of 
incense, and the table, into the temple. And they burned 
incense upon the altar, and they lighted the lamps that were 
upon the candlestick in order to give light in the temple. 
And they set loaves upon the table, and hung up the veils, 
and finished all the works which they had undertaken. And 
they rose up early in the morning on the twenty-fifth day of 
the ninth month , which is the month Chislev, in the one 
hundred and forty-eighth year, and offered sacrifice, 
according to the Law, upon the new altar of burnt offerings 
which they had made. At the corresponding time of the month 
and on the corresponding day on which the Gentiles had 
profaned it, on that day was it dedicated afresh, with songs 
and harps and _ltites, and with cymbals. And all the people 
fell upon their faces, and worshipped, and gave praise, 
looking up unto heaven, to him who had prospered them. And 
they celebrated the dedication of the altar for eight days, 
and offered burnt offerings with gladness, and sacrificed a 
sacrifice of deliverance and praise. And they decked the 
forefront of the temple with crowns of gold and small 
shields·, and dedicated afresh the gates and the chambers of 
the priests, and furnished them with doors. And there was 
exceeding great gladness among the people, and the reproach 
of the Gentiles was turned away. And Judas and his brethren 
and the whole congregation of Israel ordained, that the days 
of the dedication of the altar should be kept in their 
seasons year by year for eight days, from the twenty-fifth 
day of the month Chislev, with gladness and joy. And at 
that season they built high walls and strong towers around 
mount Sion, lest haply the Gentiles should come and tread 
them down, as they had done aforetime. And he set there a 
force' to ke~p it, and they fortified Bethsura to keep it, 
that the people might ·have a strong-hold over against 
IdUma~a. 



The Synoptic Gospels 

For the questions in the syllabus which call for a comparison of Gospel 
texts, the passages are printed below in parallel columns. The order of the 
passages reflects the order of the questions given in the syllabus. 

Sermon on the Plain 
Luke 6:20-49 

Luke 6:20-23 

20. And he lifted up his eyes 
on his disciples, and said: 
"Blessed are you poor, for 
yours is the kingdom of God. 

21. "Blessed are you that 
hunger now, 'for you shall be 
satisfied. 

"Blessed are you that 
weep now, for you shall laugh. 

22. "Blessed are you when men 
hate you, and when they exclude 
you and revile you, and cast 
out your name as evil, on 
account of the Son of man! 

23. Rejoice in that day, and 
leap for joy, for behold, your 
reward is great in heaven; for 
so their fathers did to the 
prophets." 

Luke 6:24-26 

24. "But woe to you that are rich, 
for you have received your 
consolation. 

25. "Woe to you that are full now, 
for you shall hunger. 

"Woe to you that laugh now, 
for you shall mourn .and weep. 

26. "Woe to you, when all men speak 
well of you, for so their fathers · 
did to the false prophets." 

Sermon on the Mount 
Matt. 5-7 

Matt. 5:3-12 

3. "Blessed are the poor in 
spirit, for theirs is the 
kingdom of heaven. 

4. "Blessed are those who 
mourn, for they shall be 
comforted. 

5. "Blessed are the meek, for 
they shall inherit the earth. 

6. "Blessed are those who 
hunger and thirst for 
righteousness, for they shall 
be satisfied. 

7. "Blessed are the merciful, 
for they shall obtain mercy. 

8. "Blessed are the pure in 
heart, for they shall see God. 

9. "Blessed are the peacemakers, 
for they shall be called sons of 
God. 

10. "Blessed are those who are 
persecuted for righteousness' 
sake, for theirs is the kingdom 
of heaven. 

11. "Bles'sed are you when men 
revile you and persecute you and 
utter all kinds of evil against 
you falsely on my account. 

12. Rejoice and be glad, for your 
reward is great in heaven, for so 
men persecuted the prophets who 
were before you." 
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Luke 6:27-31 

27. "But I say to you that hear, 
Love your enemies, do good to 
those who hate you, 

28. bless those who curse you, 
pray for those who abuse you. 

29. To him who strikes you on the 
cheek, offer the other also; and 
from him who takes away your cloak 
do not withold your coat as well. 

30. Give to every one who begs 
from you; and of him who takes 
away your ~oods do not ask for 
them again. 

31. And as you wish that men would 
do to you, do so to them. 

Luke 6:32- 36 

32. "If you love those who love you, 
what credit is that to you? For even 
sinners love those who love them. 

33. And if you do good to those who 
do good to you, what credit is that 
to you? For even sinners do the same. 

34. And if you lend to those from 
whom you hope to receive, what credit 
is that to you? Even sinners lend to 
sinners, to receive as much again. 

35. But love your enemies, and do 
good, and lend, expecting nothing in 
return; and your reward will be great, 
and you will be sons of the Most High; 
for he is kind to the ungrateful and 
the selfish. 

36. Be merciful, even as your Father 
is merciful." 
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Matt. 5:39- 42 

39. "But I say to you, Do not resist 
one who is evil. But if any one 
strikes you on the right cheek, turn 
to him the other also; 

40. and if any one would sue you and 
take your coat, let him have your 
cloak as well; 

41. and if anyone forces you to go one 
mile, go with him two miles. 

42. Give to him who begs from you, and 
do not refuse him who would borrow from 
you. 

~att. 5:43-48 

· 43. "You have heard that it was said, 
'You shall love your neighbor and hate 
your enemy.' 

44. But I say to you, Love your 
enemies and pray for those who 
persecute you, 

45. so that you may be sons of your 
Father who is in heaven; for he makes 
his sun rise on the evil and on the 
good, and sends rain on the just and 
on the unjust. 

46. For if you love those who love 
you, what reward have you? Do not 
even the tax collectors do the same? 

47. And if you salute only your 
brethren, what more are you doing 
than others? Do not even the Gentiles 
do the same? 

48. You, therefore, must be perfect, 
as your heavenly Father is perfect." 



Luke 6:37-38 

37. "Judge not, and you will not b 
judged; condemn not, and you will ~ot 
be condemned; forgive and you will be 
forgiven; 

38. give and it will be given to you; 
good measure, pressed down, shaken 
together, running over, will be put 
into your lap. For the measure you 
give will be the measure you get back." 

Luke 6:39-40 

39. He also told them a parable: 
"Can a blind man lead a blind man? 
Will they not both fall into a pit? 

40. A disciple is not above his 
teacher, but every one when he is 
fully taught will be like his 
teacher. 

Luke 6:41-42 

41. Why do you see the speck that 
is in your brother's eye, but do 
not notice the log that is in your 
own eye? 

42. Or how can you say to your 
brother, 'Brother, let me take out 
the speck that is in your eye,' 
when you yourself do not see the 
log that is in your own eye? You 
hypocrite, first take the log out 
of your own eye, and then you 
will see clearly to take out the 
speck that is in your brother's 
eye. 

Matt. 7:1-2 

1. "Judge not, that you be not 
judged. 

2. For with the judgment you 
pronounce you will be judged, and 
the measure you give will be the 
measure you get. 

Matt. 7:3-5 

3. Why do you see the speck that 
is in your brother's eye, but do 
not notice the log that is in your 
own eye? 

4. Or how can you say to your 
brother, 'Let me take the speck 
out of your eye,' when there is 
the log in your own eye? 

5. You hypocrite, first take the 
log out of your own eye, and then 
you will see clearly to take the 
speck otit of your brother's eye." 
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Luke 6:43-46 

4 3. "For no good tree bears bad 
fruit, nor again does a bad tree 
bear good fruit; 

44. for each tree is known by its 
own fruit. For figs are not 
gathered from thorns, nor are 
grapes picked from a bramble bush. 

45. The good man out of the good 
treasure of his heart produces 
good, and the evil man out of his 
evil treasure produces evil; for 
out of the abundance of the heart 
his mouth speaks. 

46. "Why do you call me 'Lord, 
Lord,' and not do what I tell 
you? 

Luke 6:47-49 

47. "Every one who comes to me and 
hears my words and does them, I 
will show you what he is like: 

48. he is like a man building a 
house, who dug deep, and laid the 
foundation upon rock; and when a 
flood arose, the stream broke 
against that house, and could not 
shake it, because it had been well 
built. 

49. But he who hears and does not 
do them is like a man who built a 
house on the ground without a 
foundation; against which the 
stream broke, and immediately it 
fell, and the ruin of that house 
was great." 
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Matt. 7:16-21 

16. "You will know them by their 
fruits. Are grapes gathered from 
thorns, or figs from thistles? 

17. So, every sound tree bears 
good fruit , but the bad tree bears 
evil fruit. 

18. A sound tree cannot bear evil 
fruit, nor can a bad tree bear 
good fruit. 

19. Every tree that does not bear 
good fruit is cut down and thrown 
into the fire. 

20. Thus you will know them by their 
fruits. 

21. "Not every one who says to me, 
'Lord, Lord,' shall enter the 
kingdom of heaven, but he who does 
the will of my Father who is in 
heaven." 

Matt. 7:24-27 

24. "Every one then who hear$ these 
words of mine and does them will be 
like a wise man who built his house 
upon the rock; 

25. and the rain fell, and the 
floods came, and the winds blew and 
beat upon that house, but it did not 
fall, because it had been founded on 
the rock. 

26. And every one who hears these 
words of mine and does not do them 
will be like a foolish man who 
built his house upon the 3and; 

27. and the rain fell, and the floods 
came, and the winds blew and beat 
against that house, and it fell; and 
great was the fall of it." 



A Question About Divorce 

Matt. 5:31-32 

31. '"It was also said, 'Whoever 
divorces his wife, let him give 
her a certificate of divorce.' 

32. But I say to you that every 
one who divorces his Nife, except 
on the ground of unchastity, makes 
her an adulteress; and whoever 
marries a divorced woman commits 
adultery.'" 

The Rich Young Man 

Matt. 19:16-17 

16. And behold, one came up to him, 
saying, "Teacher, what good deed 
must I do, to have eternal life?" 

17. And he said to him, "Why do 
you ask me about what is good? 
One there is who is good. If you 
would enter life, keep the 
commandments." 

The Baptism of Jesus 

Matt. 3:13-17 

13. Then Jesus came from Galilee 
to the Jordan to John, to be 
baptized by him. 

14. John would have prevented him, 
saying, '"I need to be baptized by 
you, and do you come to me?" 

15. But Jesus answered him, "Let 
it be so now; for thus it is 
fitting for us to fulfil all 
righteousness.'" Then he consented. 

16. And when Jesus was baptized, 
he went up immediately from the 
water, and behold, the heavens 
were opened and he saw the Spirit 
of God descending like a dove, 
and alighting on him; 

17. and lo, a voice from heaven, 
saying, '"This is my beloved Son, 
with whom I am well pleased." 

A Question About Divorc~ 

Mark 10:11-12 

11 • And he said to them, '"Whoever 
divorces his wife and marries 
another, commits adultery against 
her; 

12 • and if she divorces her 
husband and marries another, she 
commits adultery." 

The Rich Young Man 

Mark 10:17-18 

17. And as he was setting out on 
his journey, a man ran up and knelt 
before him, and asked him, "Good 
Teacher, what must I do to inherit 
eternal life?" 

18. And Jesus said to him, "Why do 
you call me good? No one is good 
but God alone.'" 

The Baptism of Jesus 

Mark 1:9-11 

9. In those days Jesus came from 
Nazareth of Galilee and was 
baptized by John in the Jordan. 

10. And when he came up out of 
the water, immediately he saw the 
heavens opened and the Spirit 
descending upon him like a dove· 

' 
11. and a voice came from heaven, 
'"Thou art my beloved Son; with 
thee I am well pleased." 
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The Parable of the Sower 

Matt • 1 3 : 1-2 3 

1. That - same day Jesus went out of 
the house and sat beside the sea. 
And great crowds gathered about him, 
so that he got into a boat and sat 
there; and the whole crowd stood on 
the beach. And he told them many 
things in parables, saying: "A sower 
went out to sow. And as he sowed, 
some seeds fell along the path, and 
the birds came and devoured them. 
Other seeds fell on rocky ground, 
where they had not much soil, and 
immediately they sprang up, since 
they had no depth of soil, but when 
the sun rose they were scorched; 
and since they had no root they 
withered away. Other seeds fell upon 
thorns, and the thorns grew up and 
choked them. Other seeds fell on 
good soil and brought forth grain, 
some a hundredfold, some sixty, some 
thirty. He who has ears, let him hear." 

10. Then the disciples came and said 
to him, "Why do you speak to them in 
parables?·· And he answered them, 
"To you it has been given to know the 
secrets of the kingdom of heaven, but 
to them it has not been given. For to 
him who has will more be given, and 
he will have abundance; but from him 
who has not, even what he has will be 
taken away. This is why I speakto 
them in parables, because seeing they 
do not see, and hearing they do not 
hear, nor do they understand. With 
them indeed is fulfilled the prophecy 
of Isaiah which says: 

You shall indeed hear but never 
understand, perceive. For this 
people's heart has grown dull, 
and their ears are heavy of 
hearing, and their eyes they hav~ 
closed, lest they should perceive 
with their eyes, and hear with 
their ears, and understand with 
their heart, and turn for me to 
heal them. 

But blessed are your eyes, for they 
see, and your ears, for they hear. 
Truly, I say to you, many prophets 
and righteous men longed to see what 
you see, and did not see it, and to 
hear what you hear, and did not hear 
it. 
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The Parable of the Sower 

Mark 4:1-20 

1. Again he began to teach beside 
the sea. And a very large crowd 
gathered about him, so that he got 
into a boat and sat in it on the 
sea; and the whole crowd was 
beside the sea on the land. And 
he taught them many thingsin 
parables, and in his teaching 
he said to them:"Listen! A sower 
went out to sow. And as he sowed, 
some seed fell along the path, 
and the birds came and devoured 
it. Other seed fell on rocky ground, 
wher e it had not much soil, and 
immediately it sprang up, since it 
had no depth of soil; and when the 
sun rose it was scorched, and since 
it had no root it withered away. 
Other seed fell among thorns 
and the thorns grew up and choked 
it, and it yielded no grain. 
And other seeds fell into good 
soil and brought forth grain, 
growing up and increasing and 
yielding thirtyfold and sixtyfold 
and a hundredfold." And he said, 
"He who has ears to hear, let him 
hear." 

10. And when he was alone, those who 
were about him with the twelve asked 
him concerning the parables. And he 
said to them, "To you has been given 
the secret of the kingdom of God, 
but for those outside everything is 
in parables; so that they may indeed 
see but not perceive, and may indeed 
hear but not understand; lest they 
should turn again and be forgiven." 



18. "Hear then the parable of the 
sower. When any one hears the word 
of the kingdom and does not under
stand it, the evil one comes and 
snatches away what is sown in his 
heart; this is what was sown along 
the path. As for what was sown on 
rocky ground, this is he who hears 
the word and immediately receives 
it with joy; yet he has no root in 
himself, but endures for a while , 
and when tribulation or persecution 
arises on account of the word, 
immediately he falls away. As for 
what was sown among thorns, this 
is he who hears the word, but the 
cares of the world and the delight 
in riches choke the word, and it 
proves unfruitful. As for what was 
sown on good soil, this is he who 
hears the word and understands it; 
he indeed bears fruit, and yields, 
in one case a hundredfold, in another 
sixty, and in another thirty." 

13. And he said to them, "Do _you not 

d rs tand this parable? How then 
un e bl ? will you understand all the para es. 
The sower sows the word. And these 
are the ones along the path, where 
the word is sown; when they hear, 
Satan immedia t ely comes and takes 
away the word which is sown in them. 
And these in like manner are the 
ones sown upon r ocky ground, who, 
when they hear the word, immediately 
receive it with joy; and they have 
no root in themselves, but endure 
for a while; then, when tribulation 
or persecution arises on account of 
the word, immediately they fall away. 
And others are the ones sown 
among thorns; they are those who 
hear the word, but the cares of the 
world, and the delight in riches, 
and the desire for other things, 
enter in and choke the word, and it 
proves unfruitful. But those that 
were sown upon the good soil are the 
ones who hear the word and accept it 
and bear fruit, thirtyfold and 
sixtyfold and a hundredfold." 
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THE SATIRES OF JUVENAL 

Satire III l 

"The Perils of Life in Rome" 

Although distressed at the departure of my old friend, yet I 
commend him for determining to fix his abode at unfrequented 
Cumae,

2 
and to g~ve one citizen to the Sibyl.3 ... while all his 

household was be~ng stowed in a single carriage, he (i.e., my friend 
Umbricius) halted at the old triumohal arches and the wet gate of 
C 4 "S. II • d - - . t f apena. . · · ~nee, sa~ he, "there is no place in the c~ y or 
honest employments, no return for industry, since to-day my means 
are smaller than they were yesterday, and those same means will to
morrow ¥Tear away somewhat from their scanty residue, I propose to 
go to the spot where Daedalus put off his wearied wings,s while my 
hair is but recently grizzled, while my old age is but beginning 
and still erect, while there remains something for Lachesis6 to 
spin, and I bear myself on my own feet with no s taff supporting my 
right hand. I must leave my country .•• ; let those remain who 
turn black into white, to whom it comes easy to take contracts 
about temples, rivers, harbours, cleansing a sewer, carrying a 
corpse to the funeral-pile, and to put up a man for sale . . . • 
These men, who were formerly horn-blowers, and constant 
attendants at the amphitheatres of country places, with their 
puffed-out cheeks well-known from town to town, now give shows 
of gladiators, and, when the vulgar turn up their thumbs, kill 
off any one you like to please the people: returned thence, 
they r~r.m the public privies, and why not ever]thing, since 
they are men such as Fortune raises up from obscurity to the 
highest summits of affairs, whenever she chooses to be sportive? 

lJuvenal is regarded by many as the world's greatest satiric 
poet. Little is known about the life of Juvenal . It is believed 
that he was born in Aquinum, about sixty ndles southeast of Rome, 
around 60 A.D. His first book of satires, including Satire III, 
was written about 110 A.D. He may have had military experience; 
he did live for a while in Egypt; and in his later years he lived 
comfortably on a farm near Tivoli. Scholars date his death in 131 A.D. 

Juvenal's third satire is a penetrating and revealing analysis 
of the conditions of life in Rome in the late first and early · 
second centuries. It is not an appealing picture. It clearly in
dicates that whatever the reasons for the fall of Rome more than 
300 years later, the decline of Rome had already begun by the late 
first century. Augustine in a letter to Marcellinus (see bel0\'7) 
quotes Juvenal to make precisely this point as he defends the 
Christian religion from the charge that it was the cause of the 
fall of Rr::te. 

~he t=anslation of Satire III reproduced here is taken from 
D. Iunii Iuvenalis Satirae with a Literal English Prose Translation 
and Notes, by John Delaware Lewis (London, 1882). Footnotes by the editors. 

2Near modern Naples. See map of the voyage of Aeneas. 

3P · t f Apollo who prophesied at Curnae. r~es ess o The Sibylline 
Books foretold the destiny of Rome. 

4The gate was under an aqueduct which leaked. 

5 I.e., curnae. 

6one of the three Fates; measured the thread of life . IV - 9 - 1 
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What should I do in Rome? I know not how to lie; if a book is a 
bad one, I cannot praise it and ask for a copy; I am ignorant of 
the motions of the stars; I neither will nor can promise the 
death of a father; I never inspected the entrails of frogs; let 
others know how to carry to a married woman the presents and the 
messages of her lover--nobody shall be a thief cy my aid, and 
therefore I am not g~ing out in the suite of any one, as though 
I were maimed and a useless trunk with right hand destroyed. Who 
boils with hidden things which must ever by kept unrevealed? . . . 

What race is now most in favour with our rich men, and what 
people I would particularly shun, I will hasten to tell you, nor 
shall shame prevent me. I cannot bear, Romans, a Greek city; and 
yet, how small a portion of our dregs · is from Greece! Long since, 
Syrian Orontes has flowed into the Tiber, and has brought with it 
its language and manners, and with the piper the oblique chords, 
and the national tambourines, and the girls made to stand for 
hire at the circus. Hie thither, ye who have a fancy for a foreign 
harlot in an embroidered turban! That once rustic son of yours, 
Quirinus, 7 adopts Greek slippers and wears Greek prizes of victory 
on his neck anointed with Ceroma. 

Produce at Rome a witness as virtuous as was the host of the 
Idaean deity;8 let Numa stand forth, or he who saved the trembling 
Minerva from the burning temple, forthwith the inquiry will be 
as to his property, and last of all as to his character. 'How 
many slaves does he keep? How many acres of land does he possess? 
How numerous and how large the dishes at his dinners?' In 
proportion to the amount of money each man keeps in his strong-box, 
so much belief does he obtain. Though you swear by the altars of 
the Sarnothracian9 and our otvn dlvinities, the poor man is supposed 
to contemn thunderbolts and gods, with the connivance of the gods 
themselves. tVhy add that this same poor man furnishes everybody 
with material and subjects for jests, if his cloak is dirty and 
torn, i£ his toga 'is a ·crifle shabby and one of his shoes shows an 
opening with a slit in the leather, or if more than one seam 
exhibits the coarse and recently applied thread, where the rent has 
been sewn together? There is nothing which unhappy poverty has in 
itself harder than this, that it makes men ridiculous. 'Let him 
be off,' says the usher, 'if he has any shame, and rise from the 
cushions of the knights, whose property does not satisfy the 
law, •.• ' --the sons of pimps, in whatever brothel born; here 
let the son of the sleek crier applaud among the gladiator's dandy 
youths and the youths of the trainer. Such was the fancy of idle 
Otho, 10 who made the distinction between us. Who is acceptable 
here as a son-in-law whose means are inferior, and who is unequal 
to furnishing a trousseau for the young lady? What poor man is 
put down for a legacy? When is he called into counsel even by the 
aediles? The poor among the Romans ought long ago to have emigrated 
in a body. Not easily do those emerge from obscurity whose noble 

?Romulus. 

8cybele, Phrygian goddess identified with the Asiatic Great 
Mother. 

9An island in the north Aegean famous for mystic rites of 
the Cabiri. 

lORornan emperor for three months, notorious in youth for his 
vices, often in companionship with Nero. Otho drew up a law giving 
special seats in the theater to the knights--men whose designation 
as knight was determined by their property. 



qualities are cramped by dornest~c t . R the attemPt . . ~ paver y. but at orne -
~s st~ll harder for them; a great · 'd f a wretched . . pr~ce must be pa~ or 
lodg1ng, a great pr1ce for slaves' k . for a modest . . . eep, a great pr1ce 
l~ttle d~nner. A man ~s ashamed to d' ff th wh;ch . . 1ne o ear enware, ~ 

he would no~ th~nk d~screditable if he were suddenly transported 
to the Mars~ans and a Sabinell repast, •.•. 

There ~s a great part of Italy, if we accent the truth, in which 
no one wears a toga but the dead. Whenever eve~ the majesty of 
festive day~ is celebrated in a grassy theatre~ and at length the 
~el~-known 1n;erlude.reappears on the stage, when the rustic infant 
~n 1ts rnoth~r s lap 1s frightened at the gaping of the ghastly mask, 
there you w1ll see an equality in dress, the orchestra-stalls and 
the people alike; and, as the garb of their high office, white tunics 
are sufficient for the highest aediles. Here splendour of dress 
is carried beyond people's means; here something more than is enough 
is occasionally taken out of another man's strong-box. This vice 
is common to us all; here all of us live in a state of pretentious 
poverty. Why detain you further? In Rome, everything costs a price. 

Who fears, or ever has feared, the falling of a house at cool 
Praeneste, 12 or at Volsinii seated among the wooded hills, or at 
primitive Gabii, 13 or on the heights of sloping Tibur? We inhabit 
a city propped up to a great extent by thin buttresses; for in this 
way the steward prevents the houses from falling; and when he 
has plastered over the gaping of an old crack, he bids us sleep 
secure, with ruin overhanding us. The place to live in is where 
there are no fires, no nocturnal alarms. Already Ucalegon1 4 
is calling for water, already he is removing his chattels, 
already your third story is smoking: you yourself know nothing 
about it; for if the alarm begins from the bottom of the 
stairs, he will be the last to burn wham the tiling alone 
protects from the rain, where the soft doves lay their eggs. 
CodruslS had a couch too small ••• , six little jugs, the 
ornament of his sideboard, and a tiny drinking-cup beneath it 
into the bargain, and a figure of Chiron16 reclining under the 
same marble: a chest, old by this time, contained some Greek 
books, and barbarians of mice were gnawing the divine poems. 
Cedrus had nothing: who indeed denies this? and yet the 
wretched man lost all that nothing: but the crowning point of 
his misery is, that though naked and begging for broken scraps, 
no one will help him with food, no one with shelter or a roof. 
If the great house of Asturicusl7 has been destroyed, we have 
the matrons dishevelled, the nobles in mourning, the praetor 
adjourns his court; then we groan over the accidents of the town, 
then we detest fire. The fire is still burning, and already 
some one runs up to make a present of marbles, and share in the 
expenses of rebuilding. One will contribute nude and white 

llRefers to some of the ancient peoples of Italy. 

12Town in the mountains near Rome. 

13Ancient town near Rome. 

14A Trojan mentioned in vergil's description of the burning 

of Troy (Aeneid, II, 310-12). 

15 . d' 'd al Unknown 1n 1v1 u · 

16son of Saturn and Philyra. 

17Another unknown individual, but obviously a member of 

the upper-class. IV - 9 - 3 
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statues, another some masterpiece of Euphranor or Polyc letus;l8 
same lady will give antique ornaments of Asiatic gods, another 
man books and bookcases and a bust of Minerva, another a 
bushel of silver: Persicus19 replaces what is lost by choicer 
and more numerous objects, most sumptuous of childless men, 
and suspected with reason of having himself set fire to his 
own house. If you are capable of being torn away from the 
games of the Circus, an excellent house can be procured at 
Sora, or Fabrateria, or Frusino, for the same price at which 
you now hire a dark hole for a single year. There you have a 
little garden, and a shallow well, that does not require to 
be worked with a rope, irrigates your tender plants with easy 
draught. Live enamoured of your hoe, and the overseer of your 
own trim garden, from which you could furnish a banquet for 
a hundred Pythagoreans. It is something, in whatever place , in 
whatever retreat, to have made one's self owner of a single 
lizard. 

Many a sick man dies here from want of sleep, the indispo-
sition itself having been produced by food undigested , and c linging 
to the fevered stomach. For what hired lodgings allow o f s l eep? 
Rich men alone can sleep in the city. Hence the origin of the disease. 
The passage of carriages in the narrow windings of the streets, and 
the abuse of the drovers from the herds brought to a s t and, would 
rob of sleep even Drusus2° and sea-calves. 

If a complimentary attendance calls him the rich man will be 
carried through the yielding crowd, and will speed over their heads 
on his huge Liburnian21 bearers, and will read on his way, or write, 
or even sleep inside; for a litter with closed windows is productive 
of sleep. Yet he will arrive before us: we, in our hurry, are 
impeded by the wave in front while the multitude which follows us 
presses on our loins in dense array; one strikes me with his elbow, 
another with a hard pole, one knocks a beam against my head, another 
a wine- jar . My legs are sticky with mud; before long I am trodden 
on upon all sides· by large feet, and the hobnails of a soldier stick 
into my toe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Observe now the different and distinct dangers of the night; 
what a height it is to the lofty house-tops, from which a potsherd 
strikes your head as often as cracked and broken utensils fall from 
the windows; with what a weight they dint and damage the flint-
pavement when they strike it. You~ay well be accounted remiss and 
improvident about a sudden accident, if you go out to supper without 
having made a will. Just so many fatal chances there are, as there 
are wakeful windows open on the night when you are passing by. Hope 
then, and bear this pitiable prayer about with you, that they may be 
content to empty out flat-pans over you. . . . Nor yet are such things 
all you have to fear: for there will not be wanting he who will plunder 
you after the houses are closed, and in all directions the fastenings 
of the chained-up shops are fixed and at rest. Sometimes, too, the 
swift footpad plies his business with the steel, as often as the 

18Famous Greek sculptors, 4th and 5th centuries. 

19Another upper-class man. 

20The emperor Claudius. 

21People from present day Yugoslavia and Albania . 



Pomptine marshes 22 and the Gallinarian forest23 are kept safe by 
an ar.med guard: all these fellows run from there to this place just 
as to a game-preserve. What forge is there, what anvil, on which 
chains are not lying heavy? The greatest proportion of iron is u~ed 
in making fetters, so that one may well fear that ploughs will fa~l, 
that mattocks and hoes will run short. Happy our remote ancestors! 
happy one may call the ages which of yore, under kings and tribunes, 
beheld Rome contented with a single prison. 

To these I had it in my power to add other and many reasons; 
but my steeds summon me, and the sun is declining. I must be off. 
For the muleteer has been signalling to me for same time by a 
movement of his whip. Good-bye, then, and remember me, and as often 
as Rome shall restore you, eager to recruit yourself, to 
your favorite Aquinum, 24 do you tear me away too from cumae 
to Helvine Ceres and your Diana. I will come, in my hobnailed 
shoes, to that cool country to assist you in your Satires, 
if they be not ashamed of my aid." 

22Marshy region on the Appian Way. 

23south of Rome, a haunt of criminals. 

24Birthplace of Juvenal. 
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Symmachus, Jf cmorial to l" alentinian I I 

A petition for the restoration of the altar of Victory in the Senate 
House at Rome. 

Syrnmachus, prefect .of the city, had previously appealed to Gratian 
~ res~ore the altar :'htch ~ad been removed. The following petition, 
')f whJch the more tmpr~s~1ve parts are given, was made in 3s4, two 
years after the first petttlon. The opening paragraph refers to the 
fanner petition. The memorial is found among the Epistles of Am
brose, who replies to it. 

r. As soon as the most honorable Senate, always devoted 
to you, knew what crimes were made amenable to law and , 
saw that the reputation of late times was being purified by 
pious princes, following the example of a favorable time, it 
gave utterance to its long-suppressed grief and bade me be 
once again the delegate to utter its complaints. But through 
wicked men audience was refused me by the divine Emperor, 
otherwise justice would not have been wanting, my lords and 
emperors of great renown, Valentinian~ Theodosius, and Ar
caclius, v;ctorious, triumphant, and ever august. 

3· It is our task to watch on behalf of your clemency. 
For by what is it mon- suitable that we defend the institutions 
of our ancestors, and the rights and destiny of our country, 
than by the glory of these times, which is all the greater when 
you understand that you may not do anything contrary to 
the custom of your ancestors? \Ve request~ then, the restora
tion of that condition of religious affairs which was so long of 
advantage to the State. Let the rulers of each sect and of 
each opinion be counterl up; a late one [J ulianJ practised the 
ceremonies of his ancestors, a later [Val en tin ian IJ, did not 
abolish them. If the religion of old times does not make a 
precedent, let the connivance of the last [Valentinian and 
ValensJ do so. 

4· \Vho is so friendly with the barbarians as not to require 
an altar of Victory? ..• 

5· But even if the avoidance of such an omen1 were not 
sufficient, it \vould at least have been seemly to abstain from 
injuring the ornaments of the Senate House. Allow us, we 
beseech you , as old men to leave to posterity what we received 
as boys. The love of custom is great. Justly did the act of 
the divine Constantius last for a short time. All precedent~ 
ought to be avoided by you, which you know were soon 
abolished. . .. 

6. Where shall we swear to obey your laws and com
mands? By what religious sanctions shall the false ·mind be 
terrified, so as not to lie in bearing witness? All things are, 
indeed, filled with God, ~nd no place is safe for the perjured, 
but to be bound in the very presence of religious forms has 

1 A3 the destruction oi the altar of Victory. 
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great power in producing a fear of sinning. That altar pre
serves the concord of all; that altar appeals to the good faith 
of each; and nothing gives more authority to our decrees than 
that our order issues every decree as if we were under the 
sanction of an oath . So that a place :viii be opened to per
jury, and my illustrious princes, who are defended by a pub
lic oath, will deem this to be such . 

7· But the divine Constan tius is said to have done the 
same. Let us rather imita te the other actions of that prince 
[Val en tin ian I], who would have undertaken nothing of the 
kind , if any one else had committed such an error before him. 
For the fall of the earlier sets his successor right, and amend
ment results from the censure of a previous example. It was 
pardonable for your clemency's ancestor in so novel a matter 
not to guard against blame. Can the same excuse avail us, 
if we imitate what ve know to have been disapproved? 

8. \Vill your majesties listen to other actions of this same 
prince, which you may more worthily imitate? He dimin
ished none of the privileges of the sacred virgins, he filled the 
priestly offices with nobles. He did not refuse the cost of 
the Roman ceremonies, and following the rejoicing Senate 
through all the streets oi the E ternal City, he beheld the 
shrines with unmoved countenance, he read the names of the 
gods inscribed on the pediments , he inquired about the origin 
of the temples, and expressed admiration for their founders. 
Although he himself followed another religion, he maintained 
these for the Empire, for every one has his own customs, 
every one his own rites. The divinP- ~Iind has distributed 
different guardians a11d different cul ts to different cities. As 
·sods are separately given to iniant.s as they are born, so to 
a pe.Jple is given the genius of its destiny. Here comes in 
the proof from advantage, which m0st of all vouches to man 
!or the gods. For, since our·reason is wholly clouded, whence 
tioes the knowledge of the gods more rightly come to us, than 
from the memory and records of successful affairs? Now if 
a long period gives authority to religious customs, faith ought 
to be kept v.rith so many centuries, and our ancestors ought 
to be followed by us as they happily followed theirs. 

9· Let us now suppose that we are present at Rome lnd 
that she addresses you in these words: "Excellent princes, 
fathers of your country , respect my years to which pious 
rites have brought me. Let me use the ancestral ceremonies, 
for I do not repent of them. Let me live after my own fash
ion, for I am free. This worship subdued the world to my 
laws, these sacred rites repelled Hannibal from the walls, 
and the Senones from the capi tol. Have I been reserved for 
this ) that when aged I should be blamed? I will consider 
what it is thought should be set in order, but tardy and dis
creditable is the reformation of old age." 

Io. \V c ask ~ therefore , peace for the gods of our fathers 
and of our country. It is just that what all worship be con
sidered one. \Ve look on the same stars, the sky is common, 



the same world surrounds us. \Vhat difference docs it make 
by what paths each · seeks the truth? \Ve cannot attain to 
so great a secret by one road; but this discussion is rather 
for persons at ease; we offer now prayers, not conflict. 

Ambrose, Epistula 18. 

Reply of Ambrose to the 'Memorial of Symmachus. 
Immediately after the receipt of the Memorial of Symmachus by 

Valentinian II, a copy was sent to Ambrose, who wrote a reply or let
ter .o.f advice ~o Valentinian. which might be regarded as a counter
pettt10n. In It he enters upon the arguments of Symmachus. 

3· The illustrious prefect of the city has in a memorial 
set forth three propositions which he considers of force-that 
Rome, he says, asks for her rites again, that pay be given to 
her priests and vestal virgins, and that a general famine fol
lowed upon the refusal of the priests' stipends .... 

7· Let the invidious complaints of the Roman people 
come to an end. Rome has given no such charge. She 
speaks other words. "\Vhy do you daily stain me with the 
useless blood of the harrrJess herd? Trophies of victory de
pend not upon the entrails of the flock, but on the strength 
of those who Dght. I subdued the world by a different dis
cipline. Camillus was my soldier who slew those who had 
taken the Tarpeian rock: and brought back to the capitol the 
standards taken away; valor laid low those whom religion 
had not driven off .... \Vhy do you bring forward the rites 
of our ancestors? I hate the rites of . N eros. \Vhy should 
I speak of emperors of· two months, 1 and the ends of rulers 
closely joined to their rommencements. Or is it, perchance, 
a new thing for barbarians to cross their boundaries? \Verc 
they, too, Christians whose wretched anrl unprecedented 
cases, the one a captive emperor2 and under the other the 
captive world,4 made manifest that their rites which prom
jsed victory were false? 'Vas there then no altar of Vic
tory? ... 

8. By one road, 5ays he, one cannot atta.in .to so great a 
secret. \Vhat you know not, that we knmv by the voice of 
God. And what vou seek hv fancies we have founJ out from 
the very wisdom ·and truth- of God. Your ways, therefore, 
do not agree with ours. You implore pe,1ce for your gods 
from the Emperor, we ask peace for our emperor~ themselves 
from Christ. ... 
1 Allusion to the very brid reign of scvcr~l. 
1 Valerian tak<.' n ~~rtivc by Sap.,r. 
• RP.ference .to the '' thitly tyrants." 

s G:tlknus. 

Ambrose (c. 340-397 A.D.) Bishop of Milan 
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10. But, says he, let the ancient altars be restored to their 
images, and their ornaments to the shrines. Let this demand 
be made of one who shares in their superstitions; a Christian 
emperor has learned to honor the altar of Christ alone .... 
Has any heathen emperor raised an altar. to Christ? While 
they demand the restoration of things which have been, by 
their own example they show us how great reverence Christian 
emperors ought to pay to the religion which they follow, 
since heathen ones offered all to their superstitions. 

\Ve began long since, and now they follow those whom they 
excluded. \Ve glory in yielding our blood, an expense moves 
them .... \Ve have increased through loss, through want, 
through punishment; they do not believe that their rites 
can continue without contribution. 

23. He says the rites of our ancestors ought to be retained. 
But why, seeing that all things have made a progres~ toward 
what is better? ... The day shines not at the beginning, 
but as time proceeds it is bright with increase of light and 
gr~ws warm with increase of heat. 

27. We, too, inexperienced in age, have an infancy o£ our 
senses, but, changing as years go by, lay aside the rudimentary 
conditions of our faculties.' 

28. Let them say, then, that all things ought to have re
mained in their first dark beginnings; that the world covered 
with darkness is now displeasing because it has brightened 
with the rising of the sun. And how much more pleasant 
is it to have dispelled the darkness of the mind than that of 
the body, and that the rays of faith should have shone than 
that of the sun. So. then~ the primeval state of the world, as 
of all things, has passed away that the venerable old age of 
hoary faith might follow .... 

30. If the old rit~s pleased, why did Rome also take up 
foreign ones? I pass over the ground hidden with costly 
buildings, and shepherds' cottages glittering v.ith degenerate 
gold. Why, that I may reply to the very matter which they 
complain of, have they eagerly received the images of captured 
cities, and conquered gods, and the foreign rites of alien 
superstition? \Vhence, then, is the pattern of Cybele washing 
her chariots in a stream counterfeiting the Almo? Whence 
were the Phrygian prophets and the deities of unjust Carthage, 
always hateful to the Romans? And he whom the Africans 
worship as Celestis, the Persians as ~Iithra, and the greater 
nu.mber as Vepus, according to a difference of name, not a 
Yariety of deities? 



LETTERS OF MARCELLINUS TO AUGUSTINE AND OF 

AUGUSTINE TO MARCELLINUS IN REPLY, 412 A.D. 

~ 
' f.:V 

(Note: In 410 A.D. the city of Rome was attacked and pil
laged. This event seemed to signal the end of the Roman 
Empire3 and there were many attempts to explain the "fall" 
of the ruler of the civilized world. One account was that 
the Christian religion ~as to blame3 and two arguments 
were ;,,sed to support th'i--s explanation. The Christian reli
gion taught ,unswerving service to God. Consequently it 
turned the citizen away from allegiance to the state. Se-· 
ccndly3 as we have come to see in our study3 the Romans 
believed that the security and .strength of Rome depended on 
the favor of the gods and, as ~ong as the gods were properly 
worshipped, Rome would. be eternal. The Christian religion, 
which had become the only official religion of the Empire at 
the end of the fourth century, denied the existence of any 
other gods. Old-fashioned Romans, looking back to the vir
tues ,and ideals of an earlier day, believed that the Roman 
gods had punished Rome by allowing it to be sacked3 and that 
the Christians were responsible. 

A Christian Roman official, Marce~linus, wrote to Augus
tine3 relating to him this charge against the Christian re
ligion and asking for a reply. Augustine replied by letter 
and in much more detail than in the first ten books of the 
City of 9od (completed in 426 A.D.). · 

The selections from the correspondence of Marcellinus and 
Augustine refZeGt the kind of argument raised against the 
Christian religion, and slww a detailed response to that ar
gument ~ttempting to pinpoint the actual factors contributing 
to the decline of Rome and defending the Christian religion 
as benefi.ciaZ to any state. 

Text is from the Vol. I of Schaff, P., ( ed.), A Select 
Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Chris
tian Churqh3 (Buffalo, 1886), letters 136 and 138.). 

LETTER CXXXVI • 

(A.D. 412.) 

TO AUGUSTINE., HY LORD MOST VENERABLE,. AND FATHER SINGULARLY 
WORTHY OF ALL POSSIBLE SERVICE FROM ME, I, MARCELLINUS, 
SEND GREETING. 

I. The noble Volusianus read to me the letter of your 
Holiness, and, at my urgent solicitatiol_l, h~ r _ead to many 
more the sentences which .had won my adm1rat~on, ..... on 
receiving this letter from your venerable Eminence, though 
he is kept back from firm faith in the true God by the in
fluence of a class of persons who abound in this city, he 
was so moved that as he himself tells me, he was prevented 
only by the fear of undue prolixity in his letter from un-
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AUGUSTINE 

folding to you every possible dificulty in regard to the 
Christian faith. Some things, however, he has very earnestly 
asked you to explain .... An objection which he stated was 

• • • -- - - ~·.-..:JIDO ~ ' that the_ Chr1st1ap doctr1ne an preaching were in no way con-
s1stent with the duties and rights of citizens, because to 
quo e an instance frequently alleged, among its precepts we 
find, "Recompense to no man evil for evil,"l and, "Whosoever 
shall smite thee on one cheek, turn to him the other also; 
and if any man take away thy coat, let him have thy cloak al
so; and whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him 
twain;"2--all which he affirms to be contrary to the duties 

---- - • •• o 

and rights qf citizens. For who would submit to have anything 
taken- from him by an enemy, or forbear from retailing the e
vils of war upon an invader who ravaged a Roman province? .... 
Volus ianus thinks .... it is manifest (though he is silent on 
this point) that ver reat calamities have befallen the com
monwealth und~~he government of emperor~ obse~ving, for t he 
most part ~ the~ Christian rel~gion. 

LETTER CXXXVIII. 

(A.D. 412.) 

TO MARCELLINUS, MY NOBLE AND JUSTLY FAMOUS LORD, MY SON MOST 
BELOVED AND LONGED FOR, AUGUSTINE SENDS GREETING IN THE 
LORD. 

You have added that they said that the Christian doctrine 
and preaching were in no way consistent with the duties and 
rights of citizens .... why should we prolong the debate, and 
not rather begin by inquiring for ourselves how it was pos
sible that the Republic of Rome was governed and aggrandized 
from insignificance and poverty to greatness and opulence by 
men who, when they had suffered wrong, would rather pardon 
than punish the offender; ·or how Cicero addressing Caesar, 
the greatest statesman of his time, said, in praising his 
character, that he was wont to forget nothing but the wrongs 
which were done to him? .... 

When these things are read in their own authors, they are 
received with loud applause; they are regarded as the record 
and recommendation of virtues in the practice of which the 
Republic deserved to hold sway over so many nations, because 
its citizens preferred to pardon rather than punish those who 
wronged them. But when the precept, "Render to no man evil 
for evil," is read as given by divine authority, and when, 
from the pulpits in our churches, this wholesome counsel is 
published in the midst of our congregations, or, as we ~ight 
say, in places of instruction open to all, of both sexes and 
of all ages and ra~ks, our religion is accused as an enemy to 

1R . . 17 om. Xll. • 

2 
Matt. v. 39-41. 



AUGUSTINE 

the Republic! Yet, were .eligion listened to as it de-
serv;:_:._, __ it would establ ~ sh consecrate, strengthen, and en
larg~he comm~nweaJL~h n a wax beyond all that Romulus, Nu
ma, Brutus, and all the other men of renown in Roman history 
achieved. For what is a republic but a commonwealth? There
fore its interests are common to all; they are the 1nterests 
of the State. Now what is a State but a multitude of men 
bound together by some bond of concord? In one of their own 
authors we read: "What was a scattered and unsettled multi
tude had by concord become in a short time a State." But 
what ~xhort~tions to concord have they ever appointed to be 
read 1n their te~ples? So far from this, they were unhappily 
compelled to dev1se ho~ they might worship without giving 
of _erence to any of their gods, who were all at such vari
ance among themselve~, th~t ~ had their worshippers imitated 
their quarrelling, the State ~ must have fallen to pieces for 
want of the bond of concord, as it soon afterwards began to 
do through_ civil wars, when the morals of the people were 
changed and corrupted. 

II. But who, even though he be a stranger to our religion, 
is so deaf as not to know how many precepts enjoining concord, 
not invented by the discussions of men, but written with the 
authority of God, are continually read in the churches of 
Christ? For this is the tendency even of those precepts which 
they are much more willing to debate than to follow: "That to 
him who smites us on one cheek we should offer the other to 
be smitten; to him who would take away our coat we should 
give our cloak also; and that with him who compels us to go 
one mile we should go twain." For these things are done only 
that a wicked man may be overcome by kindness, or rather 
that the evil which is in the wicked man may be overcome by 
good, and that the man may be delivered from the evil--not 
from any evil that is external and foreign to himself, but 
from that which is within and is his own, under which he 
suffers loss more severe and fatal than could be inflicted 
by the cruelty of any enemy from without. H~, therefo~e, who 
is overcoming evil by good, submits patiently to ~he loss of 
t~oral advantages, that he may show how those thin~s, 
through excessive love of whicn the other is made wicked, de
serye to be despised- when compared with _faith and righteous
ness; in order that so the inj~rious person may learn from 
him whom he wronged what is the tru~nature of the things for 
the.:Sake of whi ch- he committed the wrong, and may be won back 
with sorrow for his sin to that concord, than which nothing 
is more serviceable to the State, being overcome not by the 
strength of one passionately resenting, but by_th~ go?d-na
ture of. one patiently bearing wrong. ~or ~hen 1t 1s rightly 
done when it seems that it will benef1t h1m for whose sake it 
is done, by producing in him amendment of his ~ays and concord 
with others. At all events, it is to be done Wlth this inten
tion, even though the result rna~ be different from ~hat was 
expected, and the man, with a v1ew to whos~ ~orrect1on and 
conciliation this healing and salutary medlclne, so to speak, 
was employed refuses to be corrected and reconciled .... a 
righteous and pious man ought to be pr~pared to endure with 

· · · h whom he des1res to make good patience InJury from t ose , so IV - 9 - 13 
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that the number of good men may _he i ncreased, instead of 
him~:t be ing added, by retaliati~n of _injur y...!. ._!.? _!l!e num
bftr~of wi~ked m~n. -

13 . In fine, that these precepts per tain rather to the 
inwar d disposition of the heart than to the actions which 
are done in the $ight of men , requiring' us, in the inmost 
heart, to cherish patience a l ong with benevo lence, but in 
the outward action t o do that which seems most likely to 
benefit those whose good we ought to seek, i s manifest from 
the fact t hat our Lord Jesus Himse lf , our perfect example of 
patience, when He was smitten on t he face, answered: "If I 
have spoken evil , 3bear witnes s of the evil, but if _not, why 
smitest thou me?" I f we . look only to t he words, He did not 
in this obey His own precept, for He di d not present the 
other s ide of his face to him who had smitten Him, but, on 
the contrary, prevented him who had done the wrong from 
adding t hereto ; and yet He had come prepared not only to be 
smi t ten on the f ace, but even t o be slain upon the cross for 
t hose at whose hands He suffered crucifixion, and for whom, 
when hanging on the cro s s, He pr~yed, "Father, forgive them, 
for they know not what they do!" . · 

14 . These precepts concerning pat ience ought to be al
ways retained i n the habitual di scipline of the heart, and 
the benevolence which prevent s the recompensing of evil for 
evil must be a l ways fully cher ished in the disposition. At 
the same time , many things must be done in correcting with 
a certa;t.n benevolent severity' even against their~ own wi shes' 
~ -· -·~ ···- -.~ ~ men whose welfare rather than their wishes it is our duty to 

consul t; and t heChristi an -Scriptures have ·most unambig uo usly 
commended thi s vir tue in a magistrate . For in t he _c_urre_ction~ 

of a son , even with this sternness, there is assuredly no 
dimlnut fOn of a fathe r's' love; yet, in the correctiq_n, that 
is done wh1ch i s received wi th reluctance and pain by one 
whom i t seems nece'ssary ~to " he·a-L by :R~in. And ori this prin
ciple, i f the cowaunwealth~ohserve the prec~2ts o t e Chr~s
t ian re ligion , even its wars t .emselves will not be carried 
on without t~e b~JJe:volent design .. tnal: ,a f ter the resj.sting 
nations have been c~nquered, provision max be mqre ea~ily 
made for enj oxi iJ.& ... Jn pe9-ce the mutual b~nd of piety and jus
tice .' For the person from who~ is . taken away the freedom 
whi ch he abus es in doing ' wrorig is vanquish(fd with benefit to 
himse l f; since nothing is_ ]Il_ore , truly a mis~ortune than that 
good fortune o offenders, by which- perri1cious impunity is . 
main ta ·ned, and the evi 1 di spo s1 t I ojl , } ik_e an . en~my wi t,hin 
the man, i s str engthened. But the . · erver e and forward hearts 
of men think human affairs are ros.perous when men are con
cerned about magnificent ·mansions~ and -indifferent to the 
ruin o sou'l s ; when mi ghty ffieatres- are built up, and the 
foundations of virtue are undermined; when the madness of 

3 
J ohn xviii . 23. 

4 
Luke xxiii. 34 . 
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ex~ravagance is high~y esteemed, and works of mercy are 
scorned; wh~n, out of the wealth and affluence of rich men, 
lux~rious provision ~s made for actors, and the poor are 
grud~ed_ ~~~~nec~ssar~es of life; when the God who, by the 
pubilC aeclaratlons of His doctrine, protests against public 
vice, is blasphemed by impious communities which demand gods 
of.such ~hara7ter that even those theatric~! representations 
wh1ch br1ng d1sgrace to both body and soul are fitly performed 
in honour of them. If God permit these things to prevail, He 
is in that permission showing more grievous displeasure: if 
He leave these crimes unpunished, such impunity is a more ter
rible judgment. When, on the ot er and He overthrows the 
pr~s of vice and r~~es ~o poverty those lusts which were 
nur~~d by nlenty, He afflicts in mercy. And in mercy, also, if 
such a thing were possible, even wars might be waged by the 
good, in order that, by bringing under the yoke the unbridled 
lusts of men, those vices might be abolished which ought, un
der a just government, to be either extirpated or suppressed. 

15. For if the Christian religion condemned wars of every 
kind; the command given in the gospel to soldiers asking coun
sel as to salvation would rather be to cast away their arms, 
ana withdraw themselves wholly from military service; whereas 
the word_ spok<:n to such was, "Do violence to no man, 5neither 
accuse any falsely, and be content with your wages," --the ~ 
command to be content with their wages manifestly implying no 
prohib~tion to continue in the servic~. Wherefore, let those 
who say that the doctrine of Christ is incompatible with the 
State's well-being, give us an army composed of soldiers such 
as the doctrine of Christ requires them to be; let them give 
us such subjects, such husbands and wives, such parents and 
children, such masters and servants, such kings, such judges--
in fine, even such tax-payers and tax-gatherers, as the Chris-
tian religion has taught that men should be, and then let them 
dare to say that it is adverse to the State's well-being; yea, 
rather, let them no longer hesitate to confess that this doc
trine, if it were obeyed, would be the salvation of the common
wealth. 

Chap. III. --16. But what am I to answer to the assertion 
made that many calamities have befallen the Roman Empire 
through some Christian emperors? This sweeping accusation is 
a calumny. For if they would more clearly quote some indisput
able facts in support of it from the history of past emperors, 
I also could mention similar, perhaps even greater calamities 
in the reigns of other emperors who were not Christians; so 
that men may understand that these were either faults in the 
men,---not 1.n t fieir religion, or ~ere due- not to the emporers 
themselves, but to others without whom emperors can do nothing. 
As to the date of the commencement of the downfall of the Ro
man Republic, there is ample evidence; their own literature 
speaks plainly as to this. Long before the name of Christ had 
shone abroad on the earth, this was said of Rome: "0 venal city, 

5L k . . . 14 u e 111. . 
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and doomed to peri~h speedily, if only it could find a pur
chaser! n6 In his book on the Catilinari~:fn conspiracy, which 
was before the coming of ·Christ, the same most illustrious 
Roman historian declares plainly the time when the army of 
the Roman people began to be wanton and ' drunken; to set a 
high value on statues, paintings, and embossed vases; to take 
these by violence both from individuals '. and from the State; 
to rob temples and pollute everything, sacred and profane. 
When, therefore, the avarice and grasping violence of the 
corrupt and abandoned manners of the time spared neither men 
nor those whom they esteemed as gods, the famous honour and 
safety of the commonwealth began to decline. What progress 
the worst vices made from that ·time forward, and with how 
great mis chief to the interests of mankind the wickedness of 
t he Empire went on, it would take too long to rehearse. Let 
them hear their own satirist speaking playfully yet truly 
thus :- -

"Once poor, and therefore chaste, in former times 
Our matrons were no luxury found room 
In low- roofed houses and bare walls of loam; 
Their hands with labour burdened while 'tis light, 
A f rugal sleep supplied the quiet night; 
Whi le, pinched with want, their hunger .held them strait, 
When Hannibal was _hovering at the gate; 
But wanton now, and lolling at our ease, 
We suffer all the inveterate ills of peace 
And wasteful riot, whose destructive charms 
Revenge the vanquished world of our victorious · arms. 
No crime, no _l ustful postures are unknown, 
Since poverty, our guardiap -god, is gone."7 

Why, then, do you expect me to multiply examples of the evils 
which were brought in by wickedness 4 lifte b~ 
seeing that among themselves, · those who ·· observed events with 
somewhat closer attention discerned th~t Rome had more reason 
to regr et t he departure of its poverty ' than of its opulence; 
because i n 1 ts- poverty the integrity · of · its virtu~~s_ se
cured, but through its opulence, dire ~orruption, __ more ter
rible than any invader, had taken violent possession not of 
the walls of the city, but of the mind of the State? 

17. Thanks be unto the Lord our God, who has sent unto us 
unprecedented help in resisting these evils. For whither 
might not men have been carried away by that flood of the 
appalling wickedness of the human race, whom would it have 
spared, and in what depths would it not have engulfed its 
victims, had not the cross of Christ, resting on such a solid 
rock of authority (so to speak), been planted too high and 
too strong for the flood to sweep it away? so that by laying 
hold of its strertgt~ we may become stedfa~t, and not be car
ried off our feet and overwhelmed in the mighty whirlpool of 

6 Sal lust 

7 
Juvenal, vi, 277-295 (Dryden's translation). 
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the evil counsels and evil impulses of this world. For when 
the empire was sinking in the vile abyss of utterly depraved 
~anners, and of the effete ancient religion, it was signally 
1mportant that h~v~nly authority should come to the rescue, 
persuading _ ~en to tn: practice of voluntary poverty, conti
nence, benevolence, JUstice, and concord among themselves, 
as well as true piety -towards God, and all the other bright 
and sterling virtues of life,--not only with a view to the 
spending of this present life in the most honourable way, 
nor only with a view to secure the most perfect bond of con
cord in the earthly commonwealth, but also in order to the 
obtaining of eternal salvation, and a place in the divine 
and celestial republic of a people which shall endure for 
ever~-a republic to the citizenship of which faith, hope, and 
charity admit us; so that, while absent from it on our pil
grimage here, we may patiently tolerate, if we cannot correct, 
those who desire, by leaving vices unpunished, to give stability 
to that republic which the early Romans founded and enlarged 
by their virtues, when, though they had not the true piety 
towards the true God which could bring them, by a religion of 
saving power, to the commonwealth which is eternal, they did 
nevertheless observe a certain integrity of its own kind, 
which might suffice for founding, enlarging, and preserving an 
earthly commonwealth. For in the most opulent and illustrious 
Empire of Rome, God has shown how great is the influence of 
even civil virtues without true religion, in order that it 
might be understood that, when this is added to such virtues, 
men are made citizens of another commonwealth, of which the 
king is Truth, the law is Love, and the duration is Eternity. 
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Conversiotl t Ch ist. ugustine • deeply impressed hy Simplicianus' 
story of the conversion to .Christ of tlze famous orator and plzilosopher, 
Marius VictlJrinus. H1 is stirred to emulate him, hut finds himself still 
enchained hy his incontinence and preoccupation with worldly affairs. He 
is then visited hy a court official, Ponticianus, who tells him and Alypius 
the stories of the co version of Anthony and also of two imperial "secret 
service agent • " These stories throw him into a violent turmoil, in which 
his divided will struggles against himself. He almost succeeds in making 
tJze decision for continence, but is still held hack. Final[y, a child's song, 
overheard hy chance, sends him to the Bible; a text from Paul resolves the 
crisis~· the conversion is a fact. A[ypius also makes his decision, and the 
two inform the rejoicing Monica. 

CHAPTER I 

1 • . 0 my God, let me remember with gratitude and confess 
to thee thy mercies toward me. Let my bones be bathed in thy 
love, and let them say: "Lord, who is like unto thee? t Thou 
hast broken my bon s i sunder, I will offer unto thee the 
sacrifice of thanltsgiving." 2 And how thou didst break them I 
will declare, and all who worship thee shall say, when they hear 
these things: "Blessed be the Lord in heaven and earth, great 
and wonderful is his name." 3 

Thy words had stuck fast in my breast, and I was hedged 
round about by thee on every side. Of thy eternal life I was now 
certain, although I had seen it "through a glass darkly." 4 And 
I had been relieved of all doubt that therf! is an incorruptible 
substance and that it is the source of every other substance. Nor 
did I any longer crave greater certainty about thee, but rather 
greater steadfastness in thee. · · 

But as for my . temporal life, everything was uncertain, and 
my heart had to be purged of the old leaven. "The Way"
the Saviour himself- pleased me well, but as yet I was reluctant 
to pass t~ough the strait ga~e. 

2 . For I saw the Church full; and one man was going this 
way and another that. Still, I could not be satisfied with the life 
I was living in the world. Now, indeed, my passions had ceased 
to excite me as of old with hopes ofhonor and wealth, and it was 
a grievous burden to go on in such servitude. For, compared 
with thy sweetness and the beauty of ~y house-which I 
loved- those things delighted me no longer. But I was still 
tightly bound by the love of wome ; nor did the apostle forbid 
me to marry, although he exh9rted me to something better, 
wishing earnestly that all men were as he himself was. 

CHAP ER V 

The enemy held fast my will, and 
had made o i a c ai , a d had bound me tight ~ith it. For 
out of the perv e will arne lust, and the service of lust ended 
jn habit, and habit, not resisted, became necessity. By these 
links, as it were, forged together- which is why I called it "a 
chain"- a hard bondage held me in slavery. But that new will 

1 Ps. 35:10. 
3 cr. Ps. 8:I . 

2 cr. Ps. I t6:t6, 17. 
4 I Cor. 13:12. 
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whic~ had begun to spring up in me freely to worship thee and 
to enJOY thee, 0 my God, the only certain Joy was not able as 
yet to overcome my former willfulness, mad~ strong by long 
Indulgence. Thus my two wills-the old and the new the carnal 
and the spiritual-were in conflict within me· an'd by their 
discord they tore my soul apart. ' 

I I. Thus I came to understand from my own experience 
what I had read, how "the flesh lusts against the Spirit and the 
~pirit agai?st the flesh." 18 • I truly lusted both ways, yet more 
1n that wh1ch I approved 1n myself than in that which I dis
appr~>Ved in myself. For in the latter it was not now really I that 
was Involved, because here I was rather an unwilling sufferer 
than a willing actor. And yet it was through me that habit had 
become an armed enemy against me, because I had willingly 
come to be what I unwillingly found myself to be. 

Who, then, can with any justice speak against it when just 
punishment follows the sinner? I had now no longer my ac
customed excuse that, as yet, I hesitated to forsake the world 
and serve thee because my perception of the truth was uncertain. 
For now it was certain. But, still bound to the earth, I refused 
to be . thy soldier; and was as much afraid of being freed from 
all entanglements as we ought tq_fe~r to be entangled. . 

12. Thus with the baggage of the world I was· sweetly bur
dened, as one in slumber, and my musings on thee were like the 
efforts of those who desire to awake, but who are still over
powered with drowsiness and fall back into deep slumber. And 
as no one wishes to sleep forever (for all men rightly count 
waking better)-yet a man will usually defer shaking off his 
drowsiness when there is a heavy lethargy in his limbs; and he is 
glad to sleep on even when his reason disapproves, and the hour 
for rising has struck-so was I assured that it was much better 
for me to give myself up to thy love than to go on yielding my
self to my own lust. Thy love satisfied and vanquished me; my 
lust pleased and fettered me.t9 I had no answer to thy calling to 
me, "Awake, you who sleep, and arise from the dead, and Christ 
shall give you light." zo On all sides, thou didst show me that 
thy words are true, and I, convicted by the truth, had nothing 
at all to reply but the draw~ing and drowsy words: "Presently; 
see, presently. Leave me alone a little while." But "presently, 
presently," had no present; and my "leave me alone a little 
while" went on for a lortg ·while. In vain did I "delight in thy 
law in the inner man" while "another law in my members 
warred against the law of my mind and brought me into captivi
ty to the law of sin which is in my members." For the law of sin 
is the tyranny of habit, by which the mind is drawn and held, 
even against its will. Yet it deserves to be so held because it so 
willingly falls into the habit. "0 wretched man that I am! Who 
shall deliver me from the body of this death" but thy grace 
alone, through Jesus Christ our Lord? 21 

CHAPTER VIII 

Ig. Then, as this vehement quarrel, which I waged with my 
soul in the chamber of my heart, was raging inside my inner 
dwelling, agitated both in mind and countenance, I seized upon 
Alypius and exclaimed: "What is the matter with us? What 
is this? What did you hear? The uninstructed start up and take 
heaven, and we-with all our learning but so little heart-see 
where we wallow in flesh and blood! Because others have gone 
before us, are we ashamed to follow, and not rather ashamed 

18 Gal. 5: I 7. 
19 The text here is a typical example of Augustine's love of wordplay and 

assonance as a conscious literary device: tuae caritati me dedere quam meae 
cupiditati ~edere; sed illud placebat et vincebat, hoc libebat et vinciebat • 

2o Eph. 5:14. 21 Rom. 7:22-25. 



at our not following?" I scarcely knew what I said, and in my 
excitement I flung away from him, while he gazed at me in 
silent astonishment. For I did not sound like myself: my face, 
eyes, color, tone expressed my meaning more clearly than my 
words. 

There was a little garden belonging to our lodging, ofwhich 
we had the use-as of the whole house-for the master, our 
landlord, did not live there. The tempest in my breast hurried 
me out into this garden, where no one might interrupt the fiery 
struggle in which I was engaged with myself, until it came to 
the outcome that thou knewest though I did not. But I was mad 
for health, and dying for life; knowing what evil thing I was, but 
not knowing what good thing I was so shortly to become. 

I fled into the garden, with Alypius following step by step; 
for I had no secret in which he did not share, and how could he 
leave me in such distress? We sat down, as far from the house as 
possible. I was greatly disturbed in spirit, angry at myself with 
a turbulent indignation because I had not entered thy will and 
covenant, 0 my God, while all my bones cried out to me to 
enter, extolling it to the skies. The way therein is not by ships 
or chariots or feet-indeed it was not as far as I had come from 
the house to the .place where we were seated. For to go along 
that road and indeed to reach the goal is nothing else but the 
will to go. But it must be a strong and single will, not staggering 
and swaying about this way and that-a changeable, twisting, 
fluctuating will, wrestling with itself while one part falls as 
another rises. 

20. Finally, in the very fever of my indecision, I made many 
motions with my body; like men do when they will to act but 
cannot, either because they do not have the limbs or because 
their limbs are bound or weakened by disease, or incapacitated 
in some other way. Thus if I tore my hair, struck my forehead, 
or, entwining my fingers, clasped my knee, these I did because 
I willed it. But I might have willed it and still not have done it, 
if the nerves had not obeyed my will. Many things then I did, 
in which the will and power to do were not the same. Yet I did 
not do that one thing which seemed to me infinitely more 
desirable, which before long I should have power to will be
cause shortly when I willed, I would will with a single will. For 
in this, the power of willing is the power of doing; and as yet I 
could not do it. Thus my body more readily obeyed the slightest 
wish of the soul in moving its limbs at the order of my mind 
than my soul obeyed itself to accomplish in the will alone its 
great resolve. 

CHAPTER IX 

2 I. How can there be such a strange anomaly? And why is 
it? Let thy mercy shine on me, that I may inquire and find an 
answer, amid the dark labyrinth of human punishment and in 
the darkest contritions of the sons of Adam. Whence such an 
anomaly? And why should it be? The mind commands the body, 
and the body obeys. The mind commands itself and is resisted. 
The mind commands the hand to be moved and there is such 
readiness that the command is scarcely distinguished from the 
obedience in act. Yet the mind is mind, and the hand is bodv. 
The mind commands the mind to will, and yet though it be 
itself it does not obey itself. Whence this strange anomaly and 
why should it be? I repeat: The will commands itself to will, and 
could not give the command unless it wills; yet what is com
manded is not done. But actually the will does not will entirely; 
therefore it does not command entirely. For as far as it wills, it 
commands. And as far as it does not will, the thing commanded 
is not done. For the will commands that there be an act of 
will-not another, but itself. But it does not command entirely. 
Therefore, what is commanded does not happen; for if the will 
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were whole and entire, it would not even command it to be 
because it \"':ould already be. It is, therefore, no strange anomal; 
partly. to will. and p~rtly to be unwilling. This is actually an 
Infirmity of mind, which cannot wholly rise, while pressed down 
by habit, e.ven though it is supported by the truth. And so there 
are two wills, because one of them is not whole and what is 
present in this one is lacking in the other. ' 

CHAPTER XI 

25. Thus I was sick and tormented, reproaching mvsclfmore 
bitterly than ever, rolling and writhing in my chain till it should 
be utterly broken. By now I was held but slightly, but still was 
held. And thou, 0 Lord, didst press upon me in my inmost heart 
with a severe mercy, redoubling the lashes of fear and shame; 
lest I should again give way and that same slender remaining 
tie not be broken off, but recover strength and enchain me yet 
more securely. 

I kept saying to myself, "See, let it be done now; let it be 
done now." And as I said this I all but came to a firm decision. 
I all but did it-yet I did not quite. Still I did not fall back to 
my old condition, but stood aside for a moment and drew breath. 
And I tried again, and lacked only a very little of reaching the 
resolve-and then somewhat less, and then all but touched and 
grasped it. Yet I still did not quite reach or touch or grasp the 
goal, because I hesitated to die to death and to live to life. And 
the worse way, to which I was habituated, was stronger in me 
than the better, which I had not tried. And up to the very 
moment in which I was to become another man, the nearer the 
moment approached , the greater horror did it strike in me. But 
it did not strike me back, nor turn me aside, but held me in 
suspense. 

26. It was, in fact, my old mistresses, trifles of trifles and 
vanities of vanities, who still enthralled me. They tugged at my 
fleshly garments and softly whispered: "Are you going to part 
with us? And from that moment will we never be with you any 
more? And from that moment will not this and that be for
bidden you forever?" What were they suggesting to me in those 
words "this or that"? vVhat is it they suggested, 0 my God? Let 
thy mercy guard the soul of thy servant from the vileness and 
the shame they did suggest! And now I scarcely heard them, for 
they w~re not openly showing themselves and opposing me face 
to face; but muttering, as it were, behind my back; and furtively 
plucking at me as I was leaving, trying to make me look back 
at them. Still they delayed me, so that I hesitated to break loose 
and shake myself free of them and leap over to the place to which 
I was being called-for unruly habit kept saying to me, "Do 
you think you can live without them?" 

27. But now it said this very faintly; for in the direction I 
had set my face, and yet toward which I still trembled to go, 
the chaste dignity of continence appeared to me-cheerful but 
not wanton, modestly alluring me to come and doubt nothing, 
extending her holy hands, full of a multitude of good examples 
-to receive and embrace me. There were there so many young 
men and maidens, a multitude of youth and every age, grave 
widows and ancient virgins; and cr:mtinence herself in their 
midst: not barren, but a fruitful mother of children-her joys
by thee, 0 Lord, her husband. And she smiled on me with a 
challenging smile as if to say: "Can you not do what these young 
men and maidens can? Or can any of them do it of themselves, 
and not rather in the Lord their God? The Lord their God gave 
me to them. Why do you stand in your own strength, and so 
stand not? Cast yourself on him; fear not. He will not flinch a~d 
you will not fall. Cast yourself on him without fear, for he will 
receive and heal you." And I blushed violently,for I still heard 



the muttering of those "trifles" and hung suspended. Again she 
seemed to speak: "Stop your ears against those unclean mem
bers of yours, that they may be mortified. They tell you of 
delights, but not according to the law of the Lord thy God." 
This struggle raging in my heart was nothing but the contest of 
self against self. And Alypius kept close beside me, and awaited 

·in silence the outcome of my extraordinary agitation. 

CHAPTER XII 

28. Now when deep reflection had drawn up out of the secret 
depths of my soul all my misery and had heaped it up before the 
sight of my heart, there arose a mighty storm, accompanied by 
a mighty rain of tears. That I might give way fully to my tears 
and lamentations, I stole away from Alypius, for it seemed 
to me that solitude was more appropriate for the business of 
weeping. I went far enough away that I could feel that even his 
presence was no restraint upon me. This was the way I felt at the 
time, and he realized it. I suppose I had said something before 
I started up and he noticed that the sound of my voice was 
choked with weeping. And so he stayed alone, where we had 
been sitting together, greatly astonished. I flung myself down 
under a fig tree-how I know not-and gave free course to my 
tears. The streams of my eyes gushed out an acceptable sacrifice 
to thee. And, not indeed in · these words, · but to this effect, I 
cried to thee: "And thou, 0 Lord, how long? How long, 0 
Lord? Wilt thou be angry forever? Oh, remember not against 
us our former iniquities." 29 For I felt that I was still enthralled 
by them. I sent up these sorrowful cries: "How long, how 
long? Tomorrow and tomorrow? Why not now? Why not this 
very hour make an end to my uncleanness?" 

29. I was saying these things and weeping in the most bitter 
contrition of my heart, when suddenly I heard the voice of a . 
boy or a girl-! know not which-coming from the neighbor
ing house, chanting over and over again, "Pick it up, read it; 
pick it up, read it." 3o Immediately I ceased weeping and be
gan most earnestly to think whether it was usual for children in 
some kind of game to sing such a song, but I could not remem
ber ever having heard the like. So, damming the torrent of my 
tears, I got to my feet, for I could not but think that this was a 
divine command to open the Bible and read the first passage I 
should light upon. For I had heard 31 how Anthony, accident
ally coming into church while the gospel was being read, 
received the admonition as if what was read had been addressed 
to him: ''Go and sell what you have and give it to the poor, and 
you shall have treasure in heaven; and come and follow me." 32 

By such an oracle he was forthwith converted to thee. 
So I quickly returned to the bench where Alypius was sitting, 

for there I had put down the apostle's book when I had left 
there. I snatched it up, opened it, and in silence read the para
graph on which my eyes first fell: "Not in rioting and drunken
ness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife and envy
ing, but put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision 
for the flesh to fulfill the lusts thereof." 33 I wanted to read no 
further, nor did I need to. For instantly, as the sentence ended, 
there was infused in my heart something like the light of full 
certainty and all the gloom of doubt vanished away.J4 

30. Closing the book, then, and putting my finger or some
thing else for a mark I began-now with a tranquil ~ounte-

29 Cf. Ps. 6:3; 79:8. 
30 This is the famous Tolle, lege; toile, lege. 
31 Doubtless from Ponticianus, in their earlier conversation. 
32 Matt. 19:21. 33 Rom. 13:13. 
34 Note the parallels here to the conversion of Anthony and the agentes in 

rebus. · 
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nance-to tell it all to Alypius. And he in turn disclosed to me 
what had been going on in himself, of which I knew nothing. He 
asked to see ,,·hat I had read. I showed him, and he looked on 
even further than I had read. I had not known what followed. 
But indeed it was this, "Him that is weak in the faith, receive."Js 
This he applied to himself, ::tnd told me so. By these words of 
warning he was strengthened, and by exercising his good 
resolution and purpose-all very much in keeping with his 
character, in which, in these respects, he was always far 
different from and better than I-he joined me in full commit
ment without any restless hesitation. 

Then we 'vent in to my mother, and told her what happened, 
to her great joy. \Vc explained to her how it had occurred-and 
she leaped for joy triumphant; and she blessed thee, who art 
"able to do exceedingly abundantly above all that we ask or 
think." 3 6 For she saw that thou hadst granted her far more than 
she had ever asked for in all her pitiful and doleful lamentations. 
For thou didst so convert me to thee that I sought neither a wife 
nor any other of this world's hopes, but set my feet on that rule 
of faith which so many years before thou hadst showed her in 
her dream about me. And so thou didst turn her grief into 
gladness more plentiful than she had ventured to desire, and 
dearer and purer than the desire she used to cherish of having 
grandchildren of my flesh. 

35 Rom. 14:1. 36 Eph. 3:20. 



THE CITY OF GOD 
Augustine 

BOOK FOURTEENTH . . . . . 
Of the nature of the two cities, 

the earthly and the heavenly. 

Accordingly, two cities have been formed by two loves: 
the earthly by the love of self, even to the contempt of 
God; the heavenly by the love of God, even to the contempt 
of self. The former, in a word, glories in itself, the 
latter in the Lord. For the one seeks glory from men; but 
the greatest glory of the other is God, the witness of 
conscience. The one lifts up its head in its own glory; 
the other says to its God, "Thou art my glory, and the 
lifter up of mine head." In the one, the princes and the 
nations it subdues are ruled by the love of ruling; in the 
other, the princes and the subjects serve one another in 
love, the latter obeying, while the former take thought for 
all. The one delights in its own strength, represented in 
the persons of its rulers; the other says to its God, "I 
will love Thee, 0 Lord, my strength." And therefore the wise 
men of the one city, living according to man, have sought 
for profit to their own bodies or souls, or both, and those 
who have known God "glorified Hiru not as God, neither were 
thankful, but became vain in their imaginations, and their 
foolish heart was darkened; professing themselves to be 
wise,"--that is, glorying in their own wisdom, and being 
possessed by pride,~-"they became fools, and changed the 
glory of the incorruptible God into an image made like to 
corruptible man, and to birds, and four-footed beasts, and 
creeping things." For they were either leaders or followers 
of the people in adoring images, "and worshipped and served 
the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed for 
ever. But in the other city there is no human wisdom, but 
only godliness, which offers due worship to the true God, 
and looks for its reward in the society of the saints of 

" ' holy angels as well as holy men, that God may be all in 
all." 

BOOK NINETEENTH 

. . . . . 
What produces peace, and what discord, 
between the heavenly and earthly cities. 

But the families which do not live by faith seek their 
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earthly advantages of this life; 
live by faith look for those 

while the 
eternal 

blessings which are promised, and use as pilgrims such 
advantages of time and of earth as do not fascinate and 
divert them from God, but rather aid them to endure with 
greater ease, and to keep down the number of those burdens 
of ~he corruptible body which weigh upon the soul. Thus the 
things necessary for this mortal life ·are used by both . kinds 
of men and families alike, but each has its own peculiar and 
widely different aim in using them. The earthly city, which 
does .not live by faith, seeks an earthly peace, and the end 
it proposes, in the well-ordered concord of civic obedience 
and rule, is the combination of men's wills to attain the 
things which are helpful to this life. The heavenly city, 
or rather the part of it which sojourns on earth and lives 
by faith, makes use of this peace only because it must, 
until this mortal condition which necessitates it shall pass 
away. Consequently, so long as it lives like a captive and 
a stranger in t e earthly- city, -. though it -has- al'ready 
receivei the promise of redemption,-an~ the gift of the 
Spirit as the- e arnest of f~it makes- no scruple to obey the 
laws of the ear-tfi y city, whereh·y the things n-e-ceHsary for 
tne maintenance of tfiis mortal life are·- adminfstered; and 
thus 'as . this life is common to both cities, so there is a 
harmony betwee-n -the m- in - r egard to-~~h~t · belor{gs to it. But, 
as the earthly city has had some philosophers whose doctrine 
is condemned by the divine teaching, and who, being deceived 
either by their~own conjuctures or by demons, supposed that 
many gods must be invited to take an interest in human 
affairs, and assigned to each a sepatate funttion and a 
separate department,--to one the body, to -another the soul; 
and in the body itself, to one the head, to another the 
neck, and each of the other members ·· to one of the gods; and 
in like manner, in the soul, to one god the natural capacity 
was assigned, to another education, to another anger, to 
another lust; and so the various affairs of life were 
assigned,--cattle to one, corn to another, wine to another, 
oil to another, the woods to another, money ·to another, 
navigation to another, wars and victn.ries to another, 
marriages to another, births and fecundity to another, and 
other things to other gods: and -as the celestial city, on 
the other hand, knew that one God orily was tobe worshipped, 
and that to Him alone was due that service which the Greeks 
call latreia and which can be given only to a god, it has 
come to pass that the two cities coul4 not have common laws 
of religion, and that the heavenly ci~ has been compelled 
in this matter to dissent, and to became obnoxious to those 
who think differently, and to stahd the brunt of their anger 
and hatred and persecutions, except in so far as the minds 
of their enemies have been alarmed by the multitude of the 
Christians and quelled by the manifest protection of God 
accorded to them. This heavenly city, then, while it 
sojourns on earth, calls citizens out df all nations, and 
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gather~ together a society of pilgrims of all languages, not 
scrupllng about diversities in the manners, laws, and 
institutions whereby earthly peace is secured and 
maintained, but recognizing that, however various these are, 
they all tend to one and the same end of earthly peace. It 
therefore is so far from rescinding and abolishing these 
diversities, t~at it even preserves and adopts them, so long 
only as no h1ndrance to the worship of the one supreme and 
true God is thus introduced. Even the heavenly city, 
therefore, while - in its st.gj;e 0 pi gr mage, avails itsel 
of the peace of earth, and, so far as it can without 
injuring fait~I:t <3:nd godliness, desires and maintains a common 
ag~~ement among men regarding the acquisition of the 
necessaries ~f life, and makes this earthly peace bear upon 
the peac~ o~ _ hea~en; for this alone can be truly called and 
esteemed the peace of the reasonable creatures, consisting 
as it does in the perfectly ordered and harmonious enjoyment 
of God and of one another in God. When we shall have 
reached that peace, this mortal life shall give place to one 
that is eternal, and our body shall be no more this animal 
body which by its corruption weighs down the soul, but a 
spiritual body feeling no want, and in all its members 
subjected to the will. In its pilgrim state the heavenly 
city possesses this peace by faith; and by this faith it 
lives righteously when it refers to the attainment of that 
peace every good action towards God and man; for the life 
of the city is a social life. 

. . . . . 
BOOK TWENTIETH 

Leaving out of account that kingdom concerning which He 
shall say in the end, "Come, ye blessed of my Father, take 
possession of the kingdom prepared for you," the Church 
could not now be called His kingdom or the kingdom of heaven 
unless His saints were even now reigning with Him, though in 
another and far different way. • • • 

And from the Church those reapers shall gather out the 
tares which He suffered to grow with the wheat till the 

st, as He -- explains in ·the words, "The harvest is the 
en of the world; and _the reapers are the angels • As 
therefore the tare s ---are -gathered together and burned with 
fire, so shall it be in the end of the world. The Son of 
man shall send His -angels, and they shall gather out of His 
kingdom all offences." Can He mean out of that kingdom in 
which are no offences? Then it must be out of His present 
kingdom, the Church, that they are gathered. • • • 

We must understand in one sense the kingdom of heaven 
in which exist together both he who breaks what he teaches 
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and he who does it, the one being least, the other great, 
and in another sense the kingdom of heaven into which only 
he who does what he teaches shall enter. Consequently, 
where both classes exist, _it_ is the Church as it now is, but 
where only the one shall exist, it is the Church as - it is 
de stined to be_ ~he~ no wicked person --·snali b e n ner. 
Therefore the Chur~h even now is the kingdom of Cnri s t, and 
the kingdom of ~ven. - Acco rdingly, eve~w His saints 
reign Wi th Him, though otherwise than as they shall reign 
hereafter; and yet, though the tares grow in the Church 
along with the wheat, they do not reign with Him •••• 

It is then of this kingdom militant, in which conflict 
with t e ene~y is still maintained :~ and- war carried on with 
warring lusts, or government laid upon them as they yield, 
until we come to that most peac~ful kingdom in which we 
shall -rel gn without an enemy, and it is of this first 
resurrection in the present life, that the Apocalypse 
~- -

speaks. 

As to the words following, "And if any have not 
worshipped the beast nor his image, nor ·have received his 
inscription on their forehead, or on their hand," we must 
take them of both the living and the dead. And what this 
beast is, though it 'requires a more careful invest{.ga t fOn, 
ye t it is not inconsistent with the true faith to understand 
it of the ungodly city itself~ an~ the community of 
unbeliev~rs se~ in opposition to th~ faithful people and the 
city of God. · "His image" seems to me to mean his 

~ ' 
simulation, to wit, in those men who profess to believe, but 
live as unbelievers. For they pretend to be what they are 
not, and are called Christians, not from a true likeness, 
but from a deceitful image. For to this beast belong not 
only the avowed enemies of the name of Christ and His most 
glorious city, but also the tares which are to be gathered 
out of His kingdom, the Church, in the end of the world. 
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